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Davis Academy’s
New Facilities

When we look around Atlanta today,
it is hard to imagine its beginning, which,
according to the Encyclopedia of Southern
Jewish Communities, in 1847, when the town
was renamed Atlanta, had 500 residents. Not
surprisingly, included in this number were
several Jews; however, the Encyclopedia
reports that of the 16 Jewish settlers prior to
1850, only two still lived in Atlanta in 1860.
The transformation from this almost
frontier environment to today’s vital,
dynamic metropolis would have been hard to
envision. It has not been without its fits and
stops, but scaling the trend line from 1850 to
today would require large incremental units
to reflect the city’s evolvement.
Hand-in-hand with the growth and
development of the city has been that of our
Jewish community. From a Jewish population
count of two in 1845, this number has grown
to represent approximately 1% of the total
Jewish population of the world.
The number of Jewish residents of
Atlanta in those very first years was so small
that the formal establishment of communal
organizations and houses of worship was not
practical. Since Jewish tradition dictates that
Jewish burial grounds are sacred, consecrated
sites, it is common that a Jewish cemetery is
one of the first communal undertakings. Such
was the case in Atlanta when, in 1860, the
Hebrew Benevolent Society was organized to
acquire burial ground and provide aid for the
needy.
As the Jewish population of Atlanta
grew, the need for other communal services
also grew. In 1867, the Hebrew Benevolent
Society evolved into the Hebrew Benevolent
Congregation (known today as The Temple),
which, according to its history, became the
“first official Jewish institution” in Atlanta.
From this austere, humble beginning,
over the last 150 years the congregation has
grown and flourished. As its late spiritual
head Rabbi Jacob M. Rothschild penned
in the Forward to the book As But a Day,
written by Janice O. Rothschild (Blumberg)
in connection with the 100th anniversary of
The Temple, “The path that leads from then to
now has not always been broad and smooth.”
In spite of challenges and bigotry
encountered along the way, not the least
of which was the Leo Frank case and the
bombing of The Temple, the Atlanta culture
and environment has given sustenance to the
growth and development of a rich, vigorous
Jewish presence, indicative of which is the
inspiring sight of The Temple structure rising
on its Peachtree knoll.
Now, 150 years later, as The Temple
begins its sesquicentennial celebration,
its growth into one of the major Jewish
congregations, and its participation in the
development of Atlanta into one of the
premier cities in the United States is being
recalled.
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Cover illustration is inspired by the
book cover of Goldberg Passover
Haggadah by Nathan Goldberg first
published in 1949 and still in print.
This Haggadah has been present at
millions of Seders and is a tradition
for families throughout the USA.
Cover illustration by
David Schendowich.
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The process of germination, whether
biological or conceptual, is dependent on
nutrients, atmosphere, and temperature/
temperament. The population of Atlanta,
including its Jewish residents, rapidly
increased in numbers because of its location,
opportunities, and a business and living
environment that was conducive. As cited
in As But a Day, a lead editorial in the
Atlanta Constitution, on September 25, 1870,
commenting on the congregational life at The
Temple, included the following observation:
“Among her [Atlanta’s] most orderly,
enterprising, and public-spirited citizens, the
Israelites of Atlanta may be justly classed.
Some of them are ranked among our oldest
and most respected business men. In our
cosmopolitan city, but little of that general
prejudice against Jews is ever demonstrated.”
The Temple and its members were and
have continued to be active participants in
the activities and administration of the city’s
services and governance. From the early
years of Atlanta going forward, The Temple
members have served as elected officials on the
aldermanic board/city council, as mayor, the
judiciary, the Georgia legislature, the school
board, and as members and heads of many
governmental and civic bodies. In addition,
they were instrumental in the establishment
of Grady Memorial Hospital and have been
major philanthropic benefactors.
While The Temple was the first, it by no
means has been the only Jewish entity that
has been a vital contributor and participant in
the growth and prosperity of Atlanta. Today,
there are many synagogues and Jewish
civic organization that inclusively go into
making the Jewish community and Atlanta

meaningful and dynamic.
Borrowing
Rabbi
Rothschild’s
descriptive wording, the trip over these last
150 years has not always been “smooth.” The
hurt and fear that resulted from the Leo Frank
case, which left a black cloud hovering over
the city’s Jewish citizens, was finally blown
away by the blast resulting from the bombing
of The Temple. The outpouring of support
and the financial contributions towards the
rebuilding of the destruction showed the
true character of Atlanta. The construction
after the bombing included an addition to
the structure, the ground floor of which was
occupied primarily by an assembly hall. In
appreciation of the support that was received
from the general public, this facility was
named Friendship Hall.
An anniversary gives pause to
contemplate what has transpired over the
period involved and, where appropriate, to
rejoice in these memories. It also can be a
motivator to move people and events ahead to
further the accomplishments that have taken
place.
This anniversary celebration serves as
a historical marker for the congregation, but
it is more that just that: it is emblematic of
the participatory inclusiveness of the Jewish
community in the dynamism of Atlanta. We
join with The Temple family in toasting this
milestone and all that it represents, and we
give thanks to our home city of Atlanta for its
broad, inclusive perspective that has fostered
the growth of a unique, all-inclusive city.
“How good and how pleasant it is that
brothers dwell together.” —Psalms 133
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HAPPENING
BY Reg
Regenstein
COURTNEY ROACH FIGHTS FOR
KIDS WITH CANCER. Thirteen-year-old
Courtney Roach’s bat mitzvah, at Temple
Sinai, was absolutely wonderful, but what
is really impressive is her commitment to
promoting childhood cancer research. The
weekend after the ceremony, Courtney
raised an incredible $135,000 at a Rally
Idol musical performance, at The Buckhead
Theater, attended by more than 800 people,
with Zaxby’s as the presenting sponsor.
Rally Idol 2 was an exciting evening
of live, rocking musical performances by
kids affected by cancer. It was the idea of
Courtney and her older sister, Emily, and it
more than doubled the amount raised at the
inaugural event to fight what is the number
one disease killer of children.
“Rally Idol 2 was so special, and we
could not be more proud of our Rally Kids
who performed at the show and shared their
stories,” said Dean Crowe, CEO and founder
of the Rally Foundation. “We stand in awe
of Courtney’s vision that became a reality.
The Roach family, our event sponsors, and
the Rally Kids furthered our mission of
finding better treatments with fewer longterm side effects and, ultimately, cures for
childhood cancer Saturday night.”

Courtney said that her family “was
inspired by what we were able to accomplish
with the first Rally Idol, and we wanted this
year’s event to be even bigger. It’s been an
honor for us to not only raise money for
childhood cancer research but also to raise
awareness that more funding is needed.”
The daughter of Alyson and Shane
Roach, Courtney will help select a research
grant to be funded by Rally in 2017, and,
thanks to her family’s continued generosity
and commitment, Rally is establishing
The Roach Family Endowment. For more
information, visit RallyFoundation.org.
HONORING BETH AND GREGG
PARADIES. Congratulations to Beth
and Gregg Paradies, who will receive the
annual American Jewish Committee Selig
Distinguished Service Award, at an elegant
dinner and reception, on May 24. The event
will be held at Flourish Atlanta, at 3143
Maple Drive, in Buckhead.
Beth and Gregg have long been active
and respected community leaders, being
honored numerous times for their valuable
work and accomplishments. Beth serves
on the National Board of Governors and
the Atlanta Executive Committee of the
American Jewish Committee, as well as
the Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta’s
Board of Trustees, Birthright Israel’s
Atlanta Leadership Council, the Emory
University Board of Visitors, and the Grady
Ambassador Force. The rest of her time she
has off.
Gregg is president and CEO of Paradies
Lagardère, North America’s leading airport
travel retailer and restaurateur, where he
has worked for some 30 years. The firm has
been named Best Airport Retailer for 21
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consecutive years by Airport Revenue News
magazine.
He serves on the Ahavath Achim
Synagogue’s Board of Trustees and is an
active member of the Southern Region
of Young Presidents’ Organization. The
thing we like best about Gregg is that his
firm honors and shows our much deserved
gratitude to our active military and veterans,
first responders, and law enforcement
officers, by periodically serving them free
meals at his airport restaurants.
Paradies Lagardère even offers a special
thanks to its customers by conducting an
annual Random Acts of Kindness Week,
held in mid-February this year, during
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which restaurant staff randomly choose a
table each day and treat the guests to a free
meal.
Gregg and Beth both serve on the
Middlebury College Parents’ Board, and
most important of all, they have been
happily married for 29 years and have three
wonderful daughters, Dorrie, Katie, and
Molly.
Previous recipients of the Selig award in
recent years include Spring and Tom Asher;
Eliot M. Arnovitz; Robert Arogeti; Sheri
and Steve Labovitz; Mark Lichtenstein; Viki
and Paul Freeman; Elaine, Miles, and Kent
Alexander; Cathy Selig; David Kuniansky;
Carol Z. Cooper; Laura Dinerman; Sara
Franco; and Judy Zaban.
For information on sponsorships,
joining the host committee, or anything
else, contact Jen Pardee, at 404-233-5501.
Or just go on any Saturday to Goldberg’s
Deli, on Roswell Road, for lunch, and when
you see Gregg’s dad, Jimmy, he will give
you a personal invitation to the event.
CNN SUPERSTAR’S NEW BOOK. The
beautiful and brilliant CNN anchor Nadia
B i l c h i k ,
producer
for
CNN’s
“ We e k e n d
Morning”
program,
is
known
and
recognized
all over the
world, having
reported and
hosted feature
programs
for
CNN
Nadia Bilchik
“ We e k e n d , ”
C
N
N
“International,” CNN “Airport Network,”
and MNet Television (South Africa).
Now, the Johannesburg native is
sharing her expertise and experience in
rising to the top, in a great new book, Own
Your Space: The Toolkit for the Working
Woman, written in collaboration with Lori
Milner and soon to be available on Amazon
and better bookstores everywhere.
As Nadia told us exclusively, “Own
Your Space provides practical tools and
insights gleaned from workshops held
around the world and from interviews with
some of the country’s most accomplished
women, to provide you with tried-and-tested
techniques, tips, and advice to help you
boost your career, enhance your confidence,
and truly own your space on every level.
By mastering your headspace, your
physical space, and your interpersonal and
networking skills, as well as overcoming the
negative effects of past conditioning, you
will learn how to develop the unshakeable
confidence to achieve absolutely anything.”
We strongly recommend this great
book. Nadia knows how to walk the walk,
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as well as talk the talk, and her many years
of experience will benefit any young woman
in her quest for success.
JOE ALTERMAN’S TRIBUTE TO THE
LATE NAT HENTOFF. While jazz pianist
Joe Alterman
has
been
inspired and
influenced
by several of
the great jazz
musicians, one
of his greatest
inspirations is
the legendary
critic, writer,
and civil rights
advocate Nat
Hentoff.
So
Joe Alterman
Joe felt very
honored when
The Village Voice newspaper asked him
to write his remembrances of Nat after his
recent passing.
Shortly after moving to New York in
the fall of 2007, Joe got an internship at
the famous Blue Note Jazz Club. He was,
he says, “a naive 20-something with little
experience being around people I idolized,
and Nat’s hurried, no-nonsense way of
speaking made me quite nervous.”
Sometimes, Nat would pick up the
phone, say, “I can’t talk now, I’m trying to
save the Constitution” or “I’m protecting
your civil liberties” and then abruptly hang
up.
But as they got to know each other
better, Nat would regale Joe with stories
of his encounters with such greats as Duke
Ellington, Charles Mingus, Charlie Parker,
Fats Waller, Earl Scruggs, Count Basie,
Thelonious Monk, and Billie Holiday—and
even Malcolm X.
Joe writes, “Nat taught me so much
about music, writing, and life in general.
His words, attitudes, and teachings have
influenced my music, just as much as the
music of my favorite pianists. I often used
to make notes of things he’d say after we
spoke. Looking back through my notes to
write this essay, I found one particularly
poignant one. I don’t remember the context,
but that doesn’t matter: ‘You only have
one life,’ he said. ‘Why do something that
doesn’t let you be you?’”
We’re glad Joe became a jazz pianist,
‘cause he’s great. But he still may have
missed his calling—turns out, he’s a
wonderful writer, too!
Read the entire article and see for
yourself at villagevoice.com/music/ayoung-jazz-pianist-remembers-his-biggestchampion-nat-hentoff-9565145.
REMEMBERING LEWIS MORRIS. The
other day, we were listening on YouTube
to Austrian composer Anton Bruckner’s
gloomy and mournful Adagio from his
7th Symphony, which Nazi Germany’s
radio played in announcing the disastrous
surrender of its 6th Army at Stalingrad and
the death of Hitler—a somber and lovely
melody with, to us, happy associations.

It made
us think of
our late friend
from
Old
Atlanta, Lewis
Morris,
a
down-to-earth
guy who never
flaunted
his
huge intellect
and knew more
about classical
music
than
Lewis Morris as an AEPi anyone
we
at University of Georgia ever met. He
was the only
person we knew who could hear the William
Tell Overture and not think of the Lone
Ranger.
HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT HONORS
BARRY FARBER. Everyone in Atlanta
seems to know comedian Jerry Farber, and
most of us have lent him money and not
gotten repaid.
Anyway, Jerry’s big bro, Barry, a
conservative, nationally syndicated radio
talk show host, is even more well known
and seems to have won about every award
there is in radio.
Now, he has been honored by the
government of Hungary for having helped
Hungarian refugees fleeing Russian
aggression after the 1956 uprising.
As recounted in a big article in the
Greensboro News & Record by Tyler
Fleming, Barry traveled to Hungary to
help people escape and sent back stories
on the Russians crushing the freedom
fighters for his hometown North Carolina
newspaper, the Greensboro Daily News.
Hundreds of Hungarian refugees ended
up being welcomed and finding homes in
Greensboro.
As Fleming writes, “Farber is Jewish,
the Hungarians were mostly Catholic,
and Greensboro at the time was mostly
Protestant. Cultures were about to meld,
as refugees arrived from New York at the
Greensboro train station.
“Farber said they were eager to
become Americans. ‘Until the Hungarians
descended upon Greensboro, the closest
thing to a cosmopolitan was somebody who
had ever been to Tennessee,’” he said.
Hungary’s consul general in New York,
Ferenc Kumin, said, “Barry actually risked
his life when he went there and helped
others,” since the brutal Russian Army was
nearby and in no mood to tolerate American
troublemakers.
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In 2016, in preparation for the 60th
anniversary, the Hungarian government
began searching for those brave volunteers,
most of whom were in their 20s some six
decades ago. “Finding them,” said Kumin,
“wasn’t an easy job. I was very, very lucky
to find Barry Farber.”
Barry was among the two Americans
honored at the ceremonies in Budapest with
other volunteers from all over the world,
who were thanked for saving the lives of
many Hungarians. As Kumin observed, “We
were trying to treat them as heroes, because
that is what they are.”
A TYPICAL SATURDAY
AT GOLDBERG’S

Sam Mislow, Bonnie Wolloff, Sandra
Mislow, and Myles Whitlock

Dulcy and Jerry Rosenberg

Larry Spielberger, Tom Asher, Marvin
Botnick, Sonny Shlesinger, and
Jimmy Paradies

Sandy Cohen, Mark Lichenstein, and
Temi Silver
Barry Farber
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Displaced persons found hope in the generosity of many—including each other
BY Eva
Friedlander
The expression “displaced persons”
was very new to me in 1948, when I was
living in Rome, Italy, and working for
the International Refugee Organization. I
was so privileged and so lucky to become
part of a team in Rome that was assigned
to facilitate the resettlement of thousands
of Jewish people—survivors of Nazi
persecutions, who originated from Russia,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and
Yugoslavia. These were entire families,
many times including young children,
elderly parents, and grandparents. They
were all lost in the cruel turmoil during
WWII, with no money and only meager
belongings or valuables. There was one
thing in common with all of them—they
were determined not to return to their
country of birth and were courageous to
plan a new life in a safer world.
The organization I worked for was
housed in an ancient palace, in one of
the most historic and luxurious sections
of Rome, close to the elegant hotels,

restaurants, and nightclubs. It was originally
built by the famous Barberini family and
was their residence. The furnishings of the
palace were those of the Barberini family,
and all the priceless paintings, statues,
and furniture were preserved as they were
designed and fabricated for this powerful,
trendsetting 17th-century family.
Our staff consisted of five people, all
multi-lingual and equally in search of a new
place under the sun, just as were our clients.
I have unforgettable memories of families
and individuals who would patiently sit
in our luxurious waiting rooms, to obtain
help completing endless printed forms and
applications for immigration to countries
such as the United States, Canada, South
America, and Australia. Their young
children ran around, hopscotching on the
marvelous marble floors, laughing and
teasing each other, seemingly without a
care in the world. The older members of
the families were dressed in rather shabby
clothes; most of the women wore black
headscarves, which accentuated the deep
wrinkles on their unhappy faces.
One of the facilities that housed these
refugees was Bagnoli Displaced Persons
Camp, which was located in the southern
part of Italy. Between 1946 and 1951,
8,000-10,000 refugees were housed at this
camp. It was entirely impossible to follow
each case and find out where all of them

Epstein recognized as ambassador school
As part of The Epstein School’s the classroom itself, the online program is
emphasis on global education in the 21st tailored to the students; they work at their
century, eighth-grade students participate own pace, communicate directly with the
in Orit Chen’s Bible studies class. This is instructor, manage their time independently,
an
independent
and
collaborate
and personalized
with others in
online
learning
the class and
experience with
across the globe.
Dr. Penny Joal,
As part of their
an
educator
Jewish education
from Israel at
and
character
the
Lookstein
development, the
Center for Jewish
students discuss
Education, at Barimportant events
Ilan University.
in the Bible and
Lookstein
surrounding
Eighth-graders Harris Jacobs (left)
Virtual
Jewish
ethical issues. For
and Josh Kardon
Academy is an
example, when
award-winning,
discussing the fall
online school for Jewish education offered of King Solomon and his thoughts on quotes
to students around the globe. The center and life lessons in the Kohelet, eighthworks with more than 50 schools around the grader Harris Jacobs made this thoughtful
world to enrich their existing curriculum. statement: “Making mistakes in life will
The Epstein School has been partnering happen…what matters most is how hard you
with the Lookstein Center for six years and try. That is all anyone can ask of you.”
was recently recognized as an ambassador
Teacher Hadas Sadero said, “Global
school. As a result, Epstein will be the online collaborations of this nature are
recipient of a grant dedicated for professional such impactful, engaging, and collaborative
development.
ways to learn about the Bible in the 21st
Epstein students who participated in the century; the kids have really enjoyed this
online program were provided the opportunity class. We are so proud and excited to be an
to interact with Israeli professors as well as ambassador and take part in this exciting
students from across the United States. In online program.”

Scene from a displaced person camp in Italy, where the kitchen turned out
1,600 meals, three times each day
relocated and re-started their lives.
All of the expenses of these families
and individuals were covered, thanks to
the generosity of the American Jewish
community. This gesture, I think, is
unprecedented in human history. My

husband, George, and I were also the
recipients of this incredible humanitarian
gesture. Seventy-five years later, my
gratitude continues. I would like to say at
this time, thank you so much. Thank you so
very much.
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When Passover was special
BY Robert H.
Marmer, M.D.
I was lying on my back in my front
yard on the soft new green grass, which was
finally free of the long winter’s snow, just
staring up at the clear blue sky, as the small
sky-writing airplane spelled out “Pepsi”
high above me. The mighty oak tree I had
planted on Arbor Day when I was in second
grade was just sprouting its spring leaves,
but it was not yet as massive as it would
become when I drove by it 65 years later.
Behind me was my house, but on this
day, it looked like a Spanish galleon on
the high seas. All of the windows were
wide open, and the curtains were billowing
outward like huge sails. If it hadn’t been on
solid foundation, I am sure it would have
sailed from our secluded cul-de-sac, up our
street to some far-off place.
Passover was coming! The gentile
neighbors surrounding us must have thought
we were just in the midst of excessive
“spring cleaning.” No, it was more than that.
This was special.
George and Kibby, the two “heads”
of the three-family household living in the
home across the vacant lot from us, had
painted all their bedrooms and kitchen about
three weeks before. It is something they did
about every five years, but always before
Passover.
Ben Greenstein, the grocer, had come
in his wood-paneled station wagon earlier
in the week and delivered bags (and more
bags) of our special kosher-for-Passover
food. I had already checked through them,
to be sure there were some soft chewy
Paisedicka almond cookies. All of the PepsiCola bottles had brand new paper labels in
Hebrew, to let us know they were kosher
for Passover as well. That was because my
friend Jay Saperstein’s father owned the
Cincinnati Pepsi bottling company.
We had gone to “old man” Levine’s
kosher butcher shop early that morning to
get several big hens, a brisket, calves liver,
ground beef, and veal chops. The wooden
floors of the shop were covered in sawdust,
and it was necessary to walk past the barrels
of pickles and schmaltz herring to get to the
meat counter in the back. There, waiting for
us, was the thin, diminutive man with his
big white beard and yarmulke, making sure
we had enough for the entire eight days.
I remember, several years later, when he
became frail and sickly and could not walk
to synagogue on Rosh Hashanah, that during
the break in the afternoon services before
reconvening, the rabbi and I walked to the

rooms he lived in behind the butcher shop,
and as the rabbi called out the commands, I
sounded the shofar. I always look back on
that as something I was proud I did, but I
often have wondered if it was halachically
permissible to carry the shofar up and back
to shul on the High Holidays.
Harry, the egg man, was pulling up to
the house for his weekly delivery of fresh
eggs. It wasn’t one or two dozen this time.
These were flats of eggs, maybe even a
gross; at least it seemed like that many. The
next morning, the milkman would begin
his daily deliveries of kosher-for-Passover
milk. The seals in Hebrew covering the
bottle caps assured us it was special for
Passover.
By now all of the two sets of dishes–
pots and pans, and utensils–were out of the
drawers. Everything was out of the cabinets.
No food items remained. I was “in charge”
of removing all of the old and putting in
all of the new shelf paper in drawers and
cabinets—cleaning them, too, before the
installation.
No one ever considered running
masking tape across chometz-laden pantry
shelves to create a “barrier.” The everyday
dishes and ancillary items went down to the
basement, and the two sets of everything

for Passover were brought upstairs. We still
have some Passover dishes and depression
ware bowls from those sets that, to this day,
we still use at Passover time.
I took the many boxes and bags of food
items (all the chometz), one by one, down
the back steps, across the vacant lot, and up
the back steps to our neighbor’s house.
Three related families lived there
together, and, if I timed it just right, I was
able to watch, fascinated, as grandma
Schutz said her Rosary. We sold the food to
them for only 10 dollars, but it really was
theirs. We didn’t pretend to sell it and then
take it back after Passover. A symbolic sale,
I think they call it now.
The preliminaries were over. Now the
Seder meal preparation began. My mother

WE STAND

Robert (center) flanked by his sons Jacob (left) and Howie (right) redeeming
the afikomen
would clean the chickens in the sink.
The grit was removed from the gizzards
(pupick), and the liver and neck (gorgl) were
set aside. But the greatest treasure of all—
the “unborn” eggs—were carefully made
ready for the soup. The chicken feet were
de-nailed and de-scaled, to be used to make
the soup stock stronger. Seeing a chicken
foot floating in a bowl of chicken soup and
my grandfather nibbling around the toes
(the original “chicken fingers”, I suppose)

is a vision burned into my memory. All of
the fat and pieces of skin from the chicken,
along with seasonings and a slice of apple
for sweetness, was already being rendered
to make the most delicious schmaltz and
gribines (greeven, grivelach) you ever
tasted.
The final touches for the chicken itself
came as I eliminated the pin feathers from
the wings (fliegel) and legs (pulke), using
the flames from the gas burner on the stove.
The meat grinder was tightened
securely on the edge of the sink counter,
and the liver was fed through the opening on
the top as I turned the handle. Miraculously
coming out of the side into a bowl was none
other than chopped liver!
No one made matzo balls like my

mother. How fortunate for the survival of
the Jewish people. To the huge bowl of
moist matzo meal was added a large pitcher
(actually probably two to three cups—but
still) of warm liquid golden schmaltz. It was
mixed thoroughly, primarily by hand.
The matzo balls were the size and
consistency of golf balls. If my mother
could have created dimples on them, Jack
Nicklaus could have driven them four
hundred yards. (Actually, he was still in
elementary school at the time, being two or
three years younger than me.)
Following the search for the chometz
with a candle, a feather, and a large wooden
spoon, the day of the Seder finally arrived.
My grandfather harvested the horseradish
root he had planted, because the chrain in the
stores was never strong enough. Especially
the kind that was diluted with beets.
As he sat at the head of the table, a
daunting figure, I must say, he began with
his own ritual that I’m sure is not found at
any other Seder—he took a pinch of snuff
out of his snuff box, placed it at the apex of
his thumb and index finger and…well, you
know.
Then I knew that the passage in the
Haggadah about the scholars mentioning at
the Seder that it was time for the morning
prayers…was about to be experienced by
me.
Yes, there was a time when Passover
was special.
Addendum: In 1971, my wife, Natalie, and
I invited my mother to spend Passover with
us, in Rochester, Minnesota, where I was
doing my ophthalmology residency training
at the Mayo Clinic. She was so excited,
that several weeks before her planned trip,
she laid out all the clothes she was going
to bring next to her suitcase. That is where
everything remained, as she passed away in
her sleep two weeks before what was going
to be one of the most special Passovers ever.

A A A WITH ISRAEL
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The Eighth Annual How my American Heritage Haggadah came to life 25 years ago
Atlanta Jewish
BY David
Music Festival is
Geffen
in full swing

Over the past few weeks, music
aficionados
attending
the
Eighth
Atlanta Jewish Music Festival (AJMF8)
have been treated to a colorful mix of
musical performances, from the upbeat
playful tunes of Latin jazz group David
Buchbinder’s Odessa/Havana to the
soulful lyrics of AJMF resident Ladino
musician Sarah Aroeste.
AJMF8 shows have been drawing
crowds to theaters, live music venues, and
synagogues across metro Atlanta.
The spring festival concludes with a
weekend of show-stopping performances,
March 17-19.
On Friday, March 17, there was a
Shabbat Service featuring Noah Aronson,
at The Temple, 1589 W Peachtree Street
NE. The event is free and suitable for all
ages.
Also on March 17, Idan Raichel
performed at City Winery Atlanta, 650
North Avenue NE #201. Tickets are
$48-$75, with VIP and premier seating
available.
On Saturday, March 18, ATL
Collective presented Beastie Boys’
Licensed to Ill, featuring Peled, Axum,
Sagol 59, and ATL Collective musicians,
at Buckhead Theatre, 3110 Roswell Road
NE.
On Sunday, March 19, the Molly
Blank Jewish Concert Series featured
Theatrical Outfit, at The Breman Museum,
1440 Spring Street NW.

Peled and Axum

Sagol 59

I would like to begin with this quote
from Jonathan Sarna, the Joseph H. and
Belle R. Braun Professor of American
Jewish History at Brandeis University. In his
article, “The Cult of Synthesis in American
Jewish Culture,” he wrote: “David Geffen’s
recent American Heritage Haggadah
demonstrates that there is a long tradition
of weaving American Jewish themes into
the Passover tapestry.” With Professor
Sarna’s encouraging words, I would like to
tell you the story of my American Heritage
Haggadah, and how and why it came about.
In my formative years growing up in
Atlanta, I was greatly influenced by my
grandparents Rabbi Tuvia and Rebbetzin

I met as my work began was Atlanta native
Ambassador Stuart Eizenstat, who was
speaking in Jerusalem. I shared with him
my vision for the work, which he said he
would like to see when it was completed. I
am very proud to say that he asked to write
the introduction, which can be found in the
Haggadah. His discussion of the meaning of
this volume was quite insightful.
It was my intent to give the Passover
story an American flavor. For this reason,
in addition to the traditional liturgy, I have
interspersed the pages with tales, graphics,
and photographs that tell the story of the
American experience in the celebration of
the holiday. The following are just a few of
the pages included for this purpose.
It was during the Passover celebration
in 1889 that the 100th anniversary of the
inauguration of George Washington as the
first president of the United States occurred.
In recognition of this centennial celebration,
the Jews included recognition of this event
in connection with Passover. One such item,

in continuous use, I had the chance to visit
with Rabbi William Rosenthall, of blessed
memory, and look through his personal
collection of images from American Jewish
history. In my search, I located what I
consider the oldest illustration of a Seder
in America. Drawn in 1858, the Seder table
has a Passover plate together with the other
items that are used. The father is speaking
to his son, who is sitting in a highchair,
about the Exodus. The striking part of that
illustration is that the father looks exactly
like Abraham Lincoln. A historian of the
Civil War explained to me that many men
may have looked and dressed like Lincoln.
I want to mention one other image
because I did not really recognize its
uniqueness when I found it in Western
Jewish Archives, then located at the Magnes
Museum in Berkley California. In a black
and white photograph, you see the Heppner
family sitting around the Seder table. Next
to the father is a sign stating, “ONE YEAR
AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE.”

a copy of which is included in the book, is
an illustration from The American Hebrew
newspaper of April 10, 1889, which includes
a depiction of a portrait of Washington along
with representations of scenes from a Seder.
There is also the story of how Zaddie,
in 1933, convinced then Georgia governor
Eugene Talmadge to order the release of a
Jewish prisoner, unfairly charged, from the
Georgia chain gang. I named that event “The
Matzah Pardon.” That story has been told
over and over since my Haggadah appeared
in 1992.
A third piece of American Passover
Judaica that is included was located at
the American Jewish Historical Society,
where the archivist, the late Dr. Nathan
Kaganoff, pulled out a letter to show me.
The communication was written by the
late Congressman Herbert Tenzer of New
York, who used his personal congressional
stationery to request his chametz be sold
by his spiritual leader, Rabbi Gilbert
Klapperman. Tenzer authorized the rabbi “to
dispense of all chametz in my possession.”
On a visit to Kahal Kodosh Beth Elohim
synagogue in Charleston, S.C., the sanctuary
of which is the second oldest synagogue
building in the United States and the oldest

There are color photos from a Seder for
Jewish military personnel in 1991 held on
a rest and recreation ship for personnel on
leave. This was during the Gulf War, and
alcoholic drinks were forbidden in Bahrain.
Chaplain David Zalis, who was in charge,
used his military and Jewish expertise to
create a wonderful Passover retreat where
everyone attending stayed on the ship for
the beginning two days of Passover. Zalis
loaned me color photos and a beautiful letter
on military stationery, which he received
after the event itself.
The Haggadah has more than 50 pictures
and photographs dating from 1858 to 1991.
The textual material begins in 1778 and
features Passover printed and handwritten
documents that I found in archives from
Jerusalem, Berkley, Charleston, South
Carolina, Boston, New York, Atlanta, and
Wilmington, Delaware. There were 7,000
copies published, and copies are housed in
the National Library of Israel, the Library Of
Congress, and the Bibliothèque nationale de
France in Paris.
As you can tell, it was fun and exciting
for me to compile the American Heritage
Haggadah. I worked hard to fulfill my
dream.

A bottle cap with certification by
Rabbi Tobias Geffen, 1935

Sara Hene Geffen, Zaddie and Bubbie.
Central to this experience were the
traditions, morals, and religious imperatives
of Judaism, all of which permeated our very
being.
Always one of the highlights of the
year was Passover and the Seder. It was a
celebratory event with family and friends,
and the picture of my parents, Anna and
Louis, together with Zaddie and Bubbie,
still brings a smile to my face and an inner
warmth. Bubbie put her own twist to the
festivities at the conclusion of the service.
To commemorate the present with past, we
all stood and sang the following three songs.
The first was “God Bless America”; the
second one was “The Star-Spangled Banner,”
which she felt strongly about because she
said that America had saved her family of
eight children, all the grandchildren, and her
siblings who had come to this country; and
“Hatikvah,” because she correctly believed
that one day the State of Israel would be
created.
Having moved to Israel, it was these
poignant memories of the Seders on
Washington Street and Zimmer Drive that
energized me to assemble the American
Heritage Haggadah. One of the first people
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MJCCA News
HARRIS JACOBS DREAM RUN. The 24th
Annual Harris Jacobs Dream Run (HJDR)
is Sunday, May 7, at the Marcus Jewish
Community Center of Atlanta (MJCCA).
Proceeds from the 2017 HJDR support the
Blonder Family Department for Special
Needs, a unique and welcoming home where
individuals of all backgrounds and abilities
can socialize, learn, grow, and deepen their
connections to one another and the community.
The HJDR was created nearly 25 years ago
to serve the community with a fun, active, and
family-friendly event that honors the memory
of Harris Jacobs—a past president of the
MJCCA, beloved member of the Atlanta Jewish
community, and staunch children’s advocate.
The 5K Road Race/Walk begins at 8:00
a.m., at MJCCA’s Zaban Park campus, 5342
Tilly Mill Road, Dunwoody, and follows
a certified, family-friendly course through
Dunwoody neighborhoods. A one-mile
Community Walk also begins at 8:00 a.m. Both
end at Zaban Park.
All participants will receive a highperformance T-shirt, and there is a packet pickup at the MJCCA prior to race day.
The HJDR course is certified as a 2018
Peachtree Road Race qualifier, allowing runners
to use their times to qualify for a start wave in
the Peachtree Road Race. Each participant will
be chip-timed at the start and finish lines.
There will be a family-friendly, post-race
party with food, music, and local vendors
and organizations, including Dick’s Sporting
Goods, the Atlanta Hawks, and Massage
Heights (offering complimentary massages).
Runners and walkers of all experience
levels are encouraged to bring friends, family
members, and co-workers to enjoy the 24th
Annual HJDR.
Race/Walk fees are $25 by April 25; $30
by May 6; $35 race day; $15 for children 12
and under. The fee for Phantom Runners is
$30. Team Challenge discount is $5 off each
registration for teams of five or more.
To register, please visit atlantajcc.org/
HJDR, or in person at MJCCA’s Zaban Park.
For information contact Pam Morton at 678812-3981 or pam.morton@atlantajcc.org

Gorlashvili, from the country of Georgia, and
Guy Katzir and Inbar Yaniv, from Israel, to join
them in their hometown for a week of crosscultural exchange. Teens from Atlanta Council
have been working for six months in order to
help make this unique experience possible.
Atlanta teens were, and continue to be, excited
to be able to share their Jewish community and
learn about what Judaism is like around the
world for teens just like them.
“We take Judaism for granted because it is
all we know,” says Guy Katzir, 18, from Israel.
“Here in Atlanta, teens have such a strong
connection to Judaism and a great respect for
Israel, which is magnificent.”
Guy, along with Bella and Inbar, have
enjoyed some of the very best attractions in
Atlanta, including the Civil Rights Museum,
the tomb of Martin Luther King, Jr., the Georgia
Aquarium, Atlanta Zoo, and the NBA’s Atlanta
Hawks at Philips Arena. They also enjoyed
spending time with teens at The Weber School
and visiting the Marcus Jewish Community
Center of Atlanta.
Throughout the worldwide BBYO
movement, teen members have embraced the
fact that, while the way Judaism is practiced
around the world differs, the Jewish people
are part of one global community. Recently,
events and programs, like the one Atlanta
teens led in welcoming Bella, Guy, and Inbar
into this community, have taken flight. In
the summer months, BBYO’s Ambassadors
Summer Experiences to Bulgaria and Argentina
provide authentic and immersive opportunities
to learn about local Jewish life around the
world and create lifelong friendships. Other
initiatives, such as BBYO’s Global Networking
Committee, also serve as channels for teens to
collaborate with their peers all over the world
on projects. Programs like these are important
to BBYO teens, as they show them that they are
part of something bigger than themselves.
“As technological advances bring our
world closer, it is important that Jewish
communities around the world create real and
meaningful connections,” said BBYO’s Senior
Associate for Global Engagement Joey Eisman.
“Supporting teen-led programming that

transcends geographical borders helps teens
understand the vibrancy of the global Jewish
community and the importance of establishing
and maintaining an ongoing interconnectivity
between Jewish people everywhere.”
For more information on BBYO, visit
bbyo.org and connect on Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter. For more information about Atlanta
Council BBYO or BBYO’s programs about
Judaism around the world, contact BBYO
Director David Hoffman at 678-812-3974 or
david.hoffman@atlantajcc.org.
JEWISH TEENS GIVE BACK TO
COMMUNITY. Hundreds of metro Atlanta
teens in grades six through 12, will work
together as part of J-Serve, an International Day
of Jewish Youth Service, on Sunday, March 19,
12:30-5:00 p.m. An estimated 11,000 Jewish
teens in 90 communities, across 20 countries,
will participate in this rewarding day of
community service and improvement projects.
The MJCCA’s teens have 12 projects
throughout Atlanta from which to choose,
including creating graffiti and learning how
to become stronger advocates for Israel,
during the Israel Graffiti Project with Artists
4 Israel and StandWithUs; CPR training and
certification with Georgia CPR; sorting medical
supplies to be shipped to developing countries
at MedShare International; caring for dogs at
FurKids Animal Shelter & Rescue; preparing
care packages for people in need at The
Packaged Good; and making matzo and matzo
covers for Passover with residents at Berman
Commons.
All of the community service and
improvement projects are organized by teens
on the J-Serve planning committee.
“J-Serve is meaningful to me, because I
love participating in community service and
being able to bring our community together
while working with other teens,” says Sydney
Rein, an 11th-grader at The Weber School and
a J-Serve planning committee member. “Being
part of J-Serve has given me the opportunity to
go ‘behind-the-scenes’ and coordinate a day of
service for hundreds of other students.”
As teens provide community service,
they also explore the Jewish values of gemilut
chasidim (acts of loving kindness), tzedakah
(just and charitable giving), and tikkum olam
(a responsibility to repair the world). This year
marks the 11th year that Jewish youth from
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around the world will turn out in force for
J-Serve to encourage community-building and
connections across religious and societal lines.
Bus transportation will be provided to and
from the J-Serve projects from the MJCCA
at Zaban Park. Each registered teen will be
provided a commemorative T-shirt, snack,
and transportation. Advanced registration is
required; go to atlantajcc.org/pldb-live/j-serveatlanta-teen-registration-36057. For more
information, contact Amy Helman-Darley
at 678-812-3978 or amy.helman-darley@
atlantajcc.org.
INTERGENERATIONAL BRUNCH. On
Sunday, February 19, more than 40 young
adults and 40 Holocaust survivors bonded
over delicious food, shared stories, and made
meaningful connections at the MJCCA. The
intergenerational brunch was coordinated
through a partnership of MJCCA Young Adults,
Jewish Family & Career Services (JF&CS),
and JF&CS Holocaust Survivors Services.
Event funding was made possible by The
Jewish Federations of North America Center
for Advancing Holocaust Survivor Care.
“It was a beautiful affair,” said Lucy, a
Holocaust survivor. “The young professionals
who participated did so because they truly
wanted to be there and were so enthusiastic and
welcoming.”
Adding to the lively atmosphere, a teen
band from the Atlanta Jewish Music Festival,
No Komment, performed at the event.
The brunch was a very special one for
Mike, one of the 40 young adults who was
inspired by the sense of community between
the generations and the transcendent power of
Jewish music. “Spending time with survivors is
an incredibly rewarding experience,” said Mike.
“I am the grandchild of a Holocaust survivor,
who is no longer with us, so interacting with
these individuals is important to me.”

The MJCCA hosts intergenerational
events throughout the year, to encourage
an exchange of knowledge and
wisdom, and provide an environment
where greater appreciation between
generations is fostered.

Harris Jacobs Dream Run (Photo
courtesy of MJCCA)
ATLANTA BBYO TEENS WELCOME
INTERNATIONAL PEERS. Atlanta Council
BBYO, serving Jewish teens in the Atlanta
metro area, welcomed Anabela (Bella)

Teens from the country of Georgia and Israel visit the MJCCA, as part of
a cultural exchange program arranged by BBYO Atlanta Council. Pictured:
(from left) Bella Gorlashvili, from the country of Georgia; BBYO Director David
Hoffman; MJCCA CEO Jared Powers; MJCCA’s Paige Godfrey; Inbar Yaniv
and Guy Katzir, both from Israel; and MJCCA’s BBYO Program Coordinator
Daniel Beckerman (Photo courtesy of MJCCA)

Survivors and young adults (Photos
courtesy of JF&CS)
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Anti-Semitism’s a problem for all humans
BY Dov
Wilker
“Tonight, as we mark the conclusion of
our celebration of Black History Month, we
are reminded of our Nation’s path toward
civil rights and the work that still remains.
Recent threats targeting Jewish community
centers and vandalism of Jewish cemeteries,
as well as last week’s shooting in Kansas
City, …, we are a country that stands united
in condemning hate and evil in all its forms.”
—President Donald Trump
These words have had a significant
impact on me. As a father of two young
children, I continually ask myself how many
hate incidents are too many.
In the first two months of 2017, there
have been more than 90 bomb threats to
American Jewish institutions, including in
Atlanta and Augusta, and hundreds more
other anti-Semitic incidents across the
United States. They have targeted Jewish
community centers, schools, synagogues,
and organizations, and victimized people
of all ages, Jews and non-Jews alike, who
attend these places, not only for worship
but also for their livelihoods and their jobs.

Why are such crimes on the increase?
Anti-Semitism is hardly new. In fact, it
has been called “the oldest hatred.” There
has been an upsurge in recent years in Europe
and Latin America, but its resurgence on
U.S. soil has come as a surprise, sparking
great concern.
My first experience with this type of
fear was during the First Gulf War. At that
time, I was a student at a Jewish elementary
school, and I vividly recall entering the
building and seeing an armed guard posted
at the front door. As friendly and warm as
he was, his presence burned an image in my
mind. For the first time, I felt and understood
that crimes of hate were personal. Despite
undoubted strides that have been made,
Jews and other minorities, me among them,
continue to be targets.
Which brings me back to today.
These instances of verbal assault,
vandalism, physical attacks, and even
murder hurt not only members of the Jewish
community, but they also hurt our friends,
partners, and other innocent bystanders.
At American Jewish Committee, we
work ceaselessly to strengthen relationships
with our non-Jewish community partners
— religious, ethnic, and international
— because we know there is strength in
numbers, and that we are all vulnerable. We
are only as safe as our fellow citizens and
next-door neighbors.
So, what can we do? Make no mistake,

this is a group effort. Support from our
political leaders and law enforcement
agencies are vital. It was reassuring to hear
President Trump take an explicit stand
against hate in his address to Congress. It
was moving to see Vice President Mike
Pence working alongside Muslims, Jews,
and Christians in St. Louis, helping repair
vandalized headstones in a Jewish cemetery.
And the arrest of a man suspected of making
some of the threatening calls gives hope that
law-enforcement authorities may be making
progress in getting to the bottom of this
wave of hate.
While a national effort is critical,
in many respects, this is also a local
community issue, and we are very fortunate
to have the benefit of Atlanta’s Mayor
Reed’s leadership. He has consistently stood
with the Jewish community. Indeed, he was
the third signatory of the “Mayors United
Against Anti-Semitism” campaign, which,
to date, has been signed by more than 500
mayors in the United States and Europe,
including many in this state. Further, our
local police and the Georgia Bureau of
Investigation take these incidents seriously,
responding quickly and investigating
thoroughly. We are confident that such swift
and effective reaction will continue.
A few years ago, the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security created a campaign
called “If You See Something, Say
Something” to help protect against terrorism.

Nora’s Stranger’s Shabbat dinner project
Cydney Schwartz, a local design
student at Atlanta’s Portfolio Center and
a Congregation Shearith Israel member,
truly thought outside the box in fulfilling an
unusual classroom assignment. She created
Nora’s Stranger’s Shabbat in memory of
her professor’s wife, with the purpose of
bringing together college age and young
professional strangers to share in Friday
night Shabbat dinners. Here, they would
be able to meet new people, share a meal,
and feel the welcoming joy of being part of
a larger community. Combining traditional
family values and modern-day technology,
Schwartz’s project was one of only a handful
chosen by her professor to bring to fruition.
The inaugural Nora’s Stranger’s
Shabbat Dinner will be held on Friday,
March 31, at 7:00 p.m. at Congregation
Shearith Israel, 1180 University Drive,
Atlanta.
The assignment, which her professor
Hank Richardson, had assigned was entitled
“Nora’s Experiment.” Richardson, who is
the long-time program head of the Portfolio
Center, had recently lost his beloved wife,
Nora. Trying to make sense of his grief,
Richardson, who Schwartz says is “the
heart of the school,” directed his students
to focus on one particular quality of Nora’s
and design something around that quality.
As Schwartz researched Nora, she

Hank Richardson and Cydney Schwartz
discovered a loving wife, mother, friend,
and social worker that devoted her life to
helping people. In talking with Richardson
family friends, Schwartz was told, “No
matter who you were — whether you’d
known her for five years or five minutes
— Nora treated you like family.” Schwartz
found that Nora’s ability to invite strangers
into her home and share caring moments
was a true gift. It was a quality that helped
build a stronger, kinder, and more loving
community, earning her home the nickname,
“Hotel Richardson.” Nora was described to

Schwartz as a person who believed that “no
one should ever have dinner alone. It’s a
time meant to be enjoyed with loved ones
through eating, laughter and conversation.”
In developing the concept for Nora’s
Stranger’s Shabbat, Schwartz says she was
guided by “her Jewish faith and Nora’s
caring spirit to create a dinner program
harnessing Nora’s value of love, sharing,
and cooking to help further strengthen the
Jewish and greater community.” Schwartz’s
idea was reinforced by words from her
Rabbi, Ari Kaiman, when he advised her
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The same strategy should apply to combating
purveyors of hate. Law enforcement and
politicians cannot be everywhere. We, as a
community of friends and neighbors, need
to increase vigilance on the streets, in the
workplace, and in cyberspace.
Religious and ethnic leaders, media and
academics, and YOU all have a role to play.
Anti-Semitism is not just a Jewish problem;
it is an American problem and a human
problem. Whenever people are victimized
because of their faith or ethnicity, we need
to denounce them in partnership. I have
received many calls from friends in the nonJewish community sharing their concern
and asking how they can help.
As the great Jewish sage Rabbi Hillel
said: “If I am not for myself, then who will
be for me? And if I am only for myself, then
what am I? And if not now, when?”
It is imperative that we continue to
speak out respectfully and strongly, support
victims, and educate others about the impact
of these cowardly/gutless attacks.
Thinking about my children and my
neighbors’ children, I look forward to a day
when all children learn about anti-Semitism
and racism from a textbook, as history,
instead of experiencing their wounds
firsthand.
As published the Atlanta Journal
Constitution, Opinion Section, Saturday
March 4, 2017

that, “When you are invited to something,
you are no longer a stranger, you become a
neighbor.” Schwartz saw the Shabbat dinner
as the centerpiece of her program, being
“Rich with meaning and beauty, Shabbat
dinner is more than just a meal that takes
place every Friday, it is an introduction into
a new community and could even offer a
turning point in someone’s life.”
Although at the core of Schwarz’s
program is traditional family values,
she utilized modern-day technology to
provide important funding and outreach.
A GoFundMe campaign to cover the cost
of the initial community dinner has nearly
reached its goal, and she is using social
media messages through such apps as
Instagram and Facebook to publicize the
dinners and reach the targeted audience.
Additionally, OneTable, an online and inperson community designed to help postcollege people in their 20s and 30s create,
find, and share Shabbat dinners will be used
to help this program expand its reach and
grow.
For Schwartz, besides the reward of
helping others, as she knows Nora loved to
do, a great source of pride came in the form
of a compliment from Professor Richardson.
He told her that Nora’s Stranger’s Shabbat
was special to him because it truly “centered
on Nora and was not just inspired by Nora.”
Keeping Nora’s spirit alive in this way was
the greatest and most lasting gift she could
give to him.
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Purim and the gift of genetic testing: Reflections of a genetic counselor
By Estie Rose

I was recently sent a cute “Countdown
to Passover” tickler, reminding me that
Passover is only 63 days away. And while
I almost had a conniption about this (how
will I ever pull it together by then?), I
remembered that we first get to celebrate the
more joyous and upbeat holiday of Purim.
I have always felt a connection to
Purim, because I am so interested in the
many themes of the story of Queen Esther,
the biblical heroine for whom I was named.
Esther is a Persian name, derived from
the word Ishtar (star), but there is another
meaning to the name in Hebrew, which is
“hidden.” One of the themes of the story of
Purim is how G-d is hidden in everything
and often sends us the “remedy before the
plague.” In the story of Purim, He placed
Esther, the ultimate heroine, in the palace
of the king before the decree to kill all
the Jews was made. Once the evil Haman
had suggested the murder of the Jewish
people, Esther had already earned her keep
in the palace and was able to convince her
husband, the king, to stop this decree from
moving forward. By placing Esther in the
good graces of the king early on, G-d had
performed a miracle for us, whether or not
the Jews of the time were aware.
This theme of being able to resolve
a problem before it happens is one that I
think about all the time in my position as
a genetic counselor. People always ask me
why I chose such a depressing line of work,
but my response is always the same: “Most
of the time, I get to tell my patients good
news.” It seems as if I see so many “near
misses” in my line of work, and for that, I
have come to appreciate what a miracle it is
when we are able to avoid problems.

Allow me to give you an example:
My friends Sharon and Jeff (not their
real names), were thinking about having
their fourth child. At a routine visit to her
gynecologist, Sharon mentioned that they
were thinking about trying for another baby
soon. Her doctor recommended that she
update her genetic testing, since she and
Jeff were tested before they got married, 11
years earlier.
Sharon called me to ask my opinion,
since she already had three healthy kids.
I advised her to go ahead with the testing,
since many new diseases were added to the
Jewish carrier screening panel, and since a
better lab technique was being used for all
of the testing. Three weeks later, Sharon
called me to let me know that both she and
her husband were found to be carriers of a
condition called Smith-Lemli-Opitz (SLO)
syndrome, a severe condition of abnormal
cholesterol production that causes many
birth defects and physiological problems in
babies.
Because both Sharon and Jeff are
carriers, there is a 25% chance that they

will have a child affected with SLO, each
time they have a pregnancy. For all three of
their kids, Sharon and Jeff had successfully
avoided SLO without any knowledge that
their risk for the condition was so high.
Sharon was so shaken from this realization
that she cried and cried. A few weeks
later, the Sterns invited me to their seudat
hoda’ah, a meal to show gratitude for this
gift that they were given. They also decided
that they would not have any more children
and were thankful for their three healthy
kids.
This couple is just one example of a
family whose genetic testing changed their
lives. There are countless couples who learn
they carry genetic conditions and are able to
use that information to make choices about
how to build healthy families. Some may
choose to use reproductive technologies,
such as in vitro fertilization (IVF) with
preimplantation genetic diagnosis, to
help them conceive a child unaffected by
the genetic condition they carry. Others
may choose to do prenatal testing. Still
others may choose adoption or other ways
of growing their families. Having this
information ahead of time gives couples the
information they need to help them plan for
the health of their future families.
Studies have shown that about 80% of
babies born with genetic diseases are born to
unsuspecting parents with no family history
of the disease. Some of these diseases are

inherited from carrier parents, who may
have been able to have genetic testing, and
some are de novo (due to new mutations that
only the child carries). For those hereditary
conditions, wouldn’t it be so much better
to learn carrier status before a sick baby is
born? Though it is not the traditional view
of a miracle, I think that the advances in
genetic knowledge and technology are
miraculous; reproductive carrier screening
has afforded us the opportunity to avoid
heartache by giving us information before
something bad happens.
The story of Purim underscores the
message that we are often given the tools
to fix a problem before the problem arises.
We are so fortunate to have carrier screening
available to us, so we can do our best to
prevent diseases in our future generations.
JScreen makes genetic testing so easy;
it’s affordable, it’s accessible, and it’s
painless. And the information you can learn
about yourself from this test is invaluable.
Please avail yourself of this opportunity,
and remember to get tested prior to a
pregnancy, even if it’s not your first. Let’s
take advantage of this gift that science has
offered us and do our best to build healthy
families.
For more information visit JScreen.org.
Estie Rose is a genetic counselor with
JScreen.

Remember the circus?
BY Balfoura
“Bo” Levine
One of the latest stories in our
newspapers has been about the closing of
the famous Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
Bailey Circus, a 146-year-old tradition in
the U.S.A.
I just imagine that most of us here
have visited that circus at least once in our
lives—if not in childhood with our parents,
then perhaps taking our own children to it.
I have vague memories of my
Shanghai, China, childhood at our
famous Hagenbeck travelling circus, from

Germany. I recall my father taking me to its
huge tent, where, along with hundreds of
other children, I gasped as the aerialists flew
from one trapeze to another, high above us.
Then there was the oompah-pah of the band,
the funny antics of the clowns, and the big
cats leaping through hoops of fire, which
scared the bedoodles out of a five-year-old
fraidy- cat like me!
I seem to remember hearing that the
Hagenbeck Circus arrived in Shanghai
every few years or so, on a huge ocean liner.
I would see their parade through town. They
would perform possibly for some weeks,
then sail off to other places, perhaps to Hong
Kong, Singapore, Japan, or back to Europe.
It’s a pity that there will no longer be
a Ringling Bros. to create such memories.
Other shows will be around, but none
with the mystique of Ringling Bros. One
such show is that of Cirque de Soleil

Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus
(sans animals). The Canadian company,
with multi-national performers, travels all
over, including annual stops in Atlanta.
I’ve enjoyed seeing their acrobats and
aerialists—an awesome show, with heartstopping acts of derring-do, magnificent

costumes, and beautiful lighting effects.
All that and more, but to me, not a “real”
circus with trained animals, clowns, and
aerialists. Not even close…but a great
show anyhow.
Happy Passover, y’all. God bless
America.
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experiences
“Moishe House fills my soul.”
Growing up in Houston, Judaism was an effortless part
of my life. I regularly went to synogogue, was active in
BBYO, attended Jewish day school and camp, and
joined a Jewish fraternity, ZBT, at Emory University.
But after graduating in 2013, it was kind of jolting to
discover that I would need to make an effort to bring
meaningful Jewish experiences back into my life.

March-April 2017

Wishing you happiness,
peace and all of the
joys of Passover.
Matisse Inspired Pesach Seder Plate, Grade 5

I joined some Jewish sports leagues and went to
young adult happy hours, but I wanted something
deeper. When I was introduced to Moishe House in
Toco Hills, my Jewish life took off.
Our house is intended to be an informal hub of
engagement for young Jewish adults. In exchange for
having part of our rent subsidized, my three
roommates and I sponsor seven Jewish events each
month. It might be trivia at a local bar, neighborhood
festivals, or our annual Passover Iron Chef
competition at the house. We’re famous for our
twice-a-month Shabbat dinners with awesome kosher
home-cooked food!
I truly believe that this age group is the “make or
break” generation. The post-college age group needs
places like this for Jewish connection and community.
Moishe House makes Jewish living effortless again. It
fills my soul!

Caitlyn

Justin

8105 Roberts Drive, Atlanta, GA 30350
770-671-0085 | davisacademy.org

HAPPY PASSOVER

+
Moishe House
makes Jewish
living effortless
again.
- Matt Goldberg

Strengthening our community together.

4555 Peachtree Dunwoody Road
Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta provides
opportunities, care, connection, support and
strength for the Greater Atlanta Jewish
Community, for Israel, and for Jews globally. Our
vision is a thriving, inclusive Atlanta community,
with healthy organizations that engage every
generation to secure our Jewish future. We value
compassion, diversity, generosity, and commitment
to Jewish values and to our people worldwide.

JewishAtlanta.org

Offered for $1,295,000

SANDY ABRAMS
When only the best will do!

Cell: 404-281-0097
Direct: 404-364-8919
Office: 404-233-4142
sandy.abrams@harrynorman.com
Buckhead Office 532 East Paces Ferry Road, Suite 200
Betsy Franks, Senior Vice-President & Managing Broker | HarryNorman.com
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Survivor Helen Weingarten shares her story at Bearing Witness
BY Allison
Glass
“When we stepped out of the cattle car,
the men told us to leave our suitcases, and
they would be delivered to our hotel.”
Helen Fromowitz Weingarten, a
92-year-old Holocaust survivor from a small
village in Romania,
sent chills up and
down the spines of
the audience as she
shared her story.
The
William
Breman
Jewish
Heritage Museum
hosts the Bearing
Witness
Series,
with eight different
H o l o c a u s t
survivors telling
their stories. These
Helen Weingarten free events, which
are
scheduled
throughout
the
year, are made possible by the generosity of
the Sara Giles Moore Foundation.
Helen proudly told her story of
courage on Sunday, January 8. Despite the
cold weather, the auditorium was filled to
capacity. The presentation began with a
30-minute documentary produced by David
Brooks; then, Helen walked onto the stage
to a standing ovation.
Helen, one of nine children, told the
audience her childhood was happy. She
paused and, with a shy smile, added, “I
had a boyfriend…Harry.” Their village
of 1,000 Jews remained peaceful, until
the spring of 1944; they knew nothing of
Hitler’s atrocities. They were moved to a
ghetto in Slatina, Romania; within three
months, they were loaded onto a cattle car,
clueless of their destination. “There were

100 of us on the train, and we had one pail
for the bathroom, and I snuck a small piece
of bread.” The trip took five days, stopping
only once. “People were on a different
train across from us at the station, and they
looked like they were going to work. They
were carrying lunch boxes, and they started
throwing their food to us.” Finally, they
reached their destination: Auschwitz.
Helen, along with her parents, six
sisters, one brother, and a niece and nephew,
exited the train. “I looked around and saw
all these people with shaved heads. I thought
they looked crazy. This one had a long dress,
this one had a short dress, this one had a tight
dress. We were in a crazy place.” Helen and
four of her sisters went into one line, and the
rest of her family went to a different line. By
four that afternoon, Helen’s and her sisters’
heads were shaved. Even though she and her
sisters were in the same barracks, she said,
“I couldn’t find my sisters for days. I didn’t
recognize them with their shaved heads.”
Five days later, Helen learned that
her parents, her sister Rose, and Rose’s
children had all been exterminated in the
gas chambers. She had no words to describe
the smell or the smoke. She paused and
was rendered speechless. Finally, she said,
“I never got to say goodbye to my mother.
She deserved that.” Her sadness was still
palpable, as she choked up and had difficulty
getting her words out.
The survivor that she is, she bounced
back and told the audience about the “Angel
of Death,” Dr. Josef Mengele. There was a
daily routine of checking to see who was
“fit” for work. “He placed his hands on
me and turned me around…. we knew we
were going to die. Any hour, any day.” Her
sister Frieda became ill and did not pass
inspection. She went to the gas chambers.
Then her sister Pearl became ill with a skin
disease; Helen and her other two sisters
hid Pearl during the selection process by
sandwiching her in between their bodies.
Helen was at Auschwitz for six
months when the dreaded day arrived.
Five hundred women, including Helen and
her three sisters, were lined up for the gas
chambers. “I felt numb. I actually wanted

Helen Weingarten (right) with a student
to die. I wasn’t even scared.” Suddenly,
an SS officer intervened and said these
women were needed for work. They spent
the next five days in a cattle car, headed to
Nuremberg, Germany, to work in a Seimens
factory, making airplane parts. Helen shrugs
her shoulders, smiles and says, “What did I
know about airplanes? I became an engineer
overnight!” Seimens was a leading corporate
participant in Hitler’s “death through work”
program with slave labor factories. The
factories were bomb targets; Helen and
her sister were thrown across the room and
covered in debris. They were then sent to a
different factory, where they bunked with
American POWs.
Finally, in April of 1945, Helen and her
three sisters were liberated by American
soldiers. Helen weighed 72 pounds. She went
with her sisters to a small German town of
Rehau, to search for family members. Here
they learned that her 16-year-old brother,
Irvin, had also survived. Helen met Yitzchack
(Jack) Weingarten, a Polish-Jewish survivor
of four years in the concentration camps.
They married and were able to immigrate to
the United States under President Truman’s

Displaced Person’s Act. They raised two
children. Helen, now widowed, lives near
her daughter in Atlanta and enjoys three
grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
During the question and answer part of
the presentation, I asked Helen if she ever
questioned her faith in G-d. She paused
before softly saying, “Secretly. But I prayed
every day.” She spoke further about recurrent
nightmares and declared, “I don’t hate, but
I won’t forgive.” She again lamented how
she never got to say goodbye to her mother.
She is deeply disturbed that some people
deny the existence of the Holocaust. “G-d
had a purpose in my life,” Helen said.
She feels she survived to tell her story, to
teach history. Perhaps Helen survived and
persevered for another reason. She has a
delightful, glass-half-full attitude and uses
humor to make light of her situation when
needed. I introduced myself to her daughter,
Sue Levy, and asked her, “Do you think
your mother survived because of her sense
of humor?”
“Absolutely,” she replied. But we all
know that humor can be a façade masking
pain.

Expanded leadership team at The Weber School
As The Weber School’s student
enrollment continues to grow—it is
currently at a record 241 students—
the executive leadership team is
expanding.
On February 1, Associate Head
of School Paul Ginburg became
chief advancement officer, providing
leadership to Weber’s development
and fundraising efforts. Mr. Ginburg
is building on the valued relationships
he has formed throughout his 18 years
of service to Weber. In addition, Mr.
Ginburg will launch a new program

in alumni relations, a natural fit for
this three-time alumni parent, who
intimately understands the important
role Weber plays in developing students’
character, confidence, and careers as
Jewish adults.
“Throughout the life of The Weber
School, Paul Ginburg has earned
the abiding respect and affection of
generations of Weber students, parents,
faculty and staff, and multiple members
of our board,” said Head of School
Rabbi Ed Harwitz. “I deeply appreciate
him assuming these new responsibilities
at this important time for our high

school.”
Vanessa Leibowitz is Weber’s new
chief financial officer. She recently
served as chief financial officer at Jewish
Federation of Nashville and Middle
Tennessee, where she oversaw the
financial and administrative operations
of the Jewish Federation, the Community
Foundation, and the Akiva Day School.
“Ms. Leibowitz’s impressive background
in organization, finance, management,
and deep knowledge of the Jewish day
school environment uniquely positions
her to serve the various needs of the
Weber Community,” said Rabbi Harwitz.

Vanessa Leibowitz and Paul Ginburg
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A message of political defiance opens the Atlanta Jewish Film Festival
By Brian Katzowitz

On January 24, the Cobb Energy
Performing Arts Centre raised the curtain
for the 17th annual Atlanta Jewish Film
Festival (AJFF) with the WWII drama
Alone in Berlin.
In addition to the film, the opening
night festivities featured an appearance by
Mayor Kasim Reed, a performance from
ArtsBridge Performing Arts Foundation
students, remarks from festival leaders
Kenny Blank and Steve Labovitz, and a
video preview of this year’s line-up.
The glamorous opening night,
which has become one of the city’s most
prominent cultural events, and the massive
crowd in attendance are indicators of how
the AJFF has evolved and expanded to
become the world’s largest Jewish film
festival.
And the film world has taken notice,
as the movie line-up itself reflects the
AJFF’s growing reputation. While the
early days of the festival largely featured
low-budget, independent works from
unknown directors, films being submitted
for consideration in more recent years
often come with substantial budgets and
highly-regarded Hollywood actors.
The film that opened the 2017 festival
exemplifies this advanced pedigree of
filmmaking. Starring Brendan Gleeson and
Academy Award-winner Emma Thompson,
Alone in Berlin tells the fact-based story
of a middle-aged couple, who initiates a
resistance movement while living in Berlin
during the early days of WWII.
After the death of their son in battle
and witnessing the persecution of an
elderly Jewish women in their apartment
building, Otto and Anna Quangel begin
writing and distributing index cards with
anti-Nazi messaging. Despite the threat of
imprisonment and execution, the couple
continues their campaign over the course
of several months, while attempting to
evade the capture of a police detective,
played by German actor Daniel Bruhl.
While Alone in Berlin offers little in
the way of character development after the
first half hour, and the dramatic tension
loses steam well before the final act, the
understated performances of its two leads
allow the messages of the film to take
center stage.
It’s a familiar story, especially for
those who have previously attended AJFF.
But it’s one told with a rare restraint.
It’s a war movie, but absent any
bloody battle scenes or a triumphant
musical score. Aside from one glimpse of
a bombed-out building seen from a passing
bus, characters themselves appear to be
living their lives normally, insulated from
the turmoil happening around the world.
It’s a protest movie without any scenes
of rallying crowds or inspirational speeches.
Otto and Anna Quangel’s political defiance
does not come in the form of violence, nor
does their resistance campaign result in

Alone in Berlin

AJFF Opening Night
an overwhelming victory against Hitler’s
regime. Alone in Berlin shows that the
simple act of writing messages on a note
card can be impactful, albeit not always in
the ways that are intended.
In today’s contentious political

climate, this message resonates loudest.
During one revealing scene, Otto is
questioned about the death of a seemingly
insignificant character, and he responds
with “every person matters.” It’s a revealing
glimpse into his psyche and character arc

over the course of the film.
Given the anxiety and uncertainty
many Americans are feeling today such
a line holds special significance for those
looking to chart their own path.

One Week and A Day review
BY Allison
Glass
Is there life after death?
We all know that question. But when a
couple loses their 25-year-old son to cancer,
the Israeli film One Week and A Day,
written and directed by Asaph Polnosky,
begs the question, how will the parents go
on living after such an inconsolable loss?
The knee-jerk reaction to the premise of
this film is “downer.” Grab a box of tissues.
Amazingly enough, I found this characterdefined film enlightening and heartfelt,
and there were plenty of moments of much
needed comic relief.
The stages of grief are clear-cut from
the opening scene: the father playing PingPong in the basement, hiding, avoiding, in
denial. Upstairs, the mother accepts a salad
from the last stragglers, neighbors who
are somewhat estranged; you can cut the

awkwardness with a knife. The Mars/Venus
differences will continue, with the father
escaping reality and the mother engaging in
life.
Instead of joining his wife at the
cemetery, the father goes back to his son’s
hospice room looking for a blanket. He
doesn’t find the blanket, but he does find his
son’s baggie of medical marijuana. Paranoid,
he stuffs the baggie down his pants and goes
to a convenience store to buy rolling papers.
Clearly, this man has never indulged, because
he keeps trying to roll a joint using the whole
prickly bud, and the papers keep ripping.
The estranged neighbor’s son befriends
the father, and they begin filling their days
with air guitar and successfully rolled joints.
The mother is back at work, getting her hair
colored, jogging, going to the dentist, but you
can tell she is just going through the motions,
in her own little haze. She eventually takes a
few tokes herself, to escape.
Meanwhile, life is going on around
them. Director Polnosky shows this, versus
telling. The estranged neighbors are going
at it unabashedly, and it sounds like a porn
movie is being made next door. A stray cat

One Week and A Day
has her kittens in their garden.
But then we get to know the son’s
hospice neighbor: a woman dying of cancer,
with her young daughter at her side. Of
course, the little girl also needs to escape.
The father and his new best buddy perform
a pretend removal of the woman’s cancer, a
pantomime of making her all better, giving
this child hope. (Warning: this is where you
will need that tissue.) This scene shows
that the father realizes the loss, and this is
his first step out of denial.
The truth is, none of us really knows
how we will handle grief until we are in
that scenario. One Week and A Day allows
the characters to figure it out one baby step
at a time, and the viewer will want to figure
it out with them every step of the way.
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Atlanta Jewish Film Festival closes with announcement of first-ever Jury Award Winners
After 23 days and a record 202
screenings, the Atlanta Jewish Film
Festival (AJFF) celebrated its Closing
Night on Wednesday, February 15, with the
announcement of its first-ever Jury Prizes,
which were deliberated by an esteemed
panel of filmmakers, journalists, and
experts. Additionally, the festival revealed
its annual Audience Award winners, which
had encore screenings in March.
The AJFF Inaugural Jury Prizes went
to best Narrative Feature, Documentary
Feature, and Short, as well as the categories
of Emerging Filmmaker, Building Bridges,
and Human Rights. The Emerging
Filmmaker Prize was awarded to a rising
creative talent whose film shows exceptional
skill and artistry. The Building Bridges
Prize honors the film that most exemplifies
the mission of AJFF to foster understanding
among communities of diverse religious,
ethnic, and cultural backgrounds. Rounding
out the list is the Human Rights Prize,
awarded to the film that most powerfully
captures the perseverance and strength of
those guided by a sense of justice in the face
of bigotry, inequality, or persecution.
The jury chair was Arik Sokol,
producer, Opus Media Productions.
After
the
festival,
additional
programming included special encore
presentations of the 2017 AJFF Audience
Award winning films, Fanny’s Journey,
The Freedom to Marry, and Joe’s Violin on
March 5 at GTC Merchants Walk Cinema.
The complete list of the 2017 AJFF Jury
Prize winners is below. Each panel included
a film student from Emory University.

Documentary Feature winner: Aida’s Secrets
Two long-lost brothers, one raised in
Canada and the other in Israel, discover
each other and attempt to uncover the story
behind their separation after the Holocaust.
Both historical and deeply personal, Aida’s
Secrets is a powerful human tale about the
meaning of family.

The 90 Minute War
HUMAN RIGHTS

Aida’s Secrets
EMERGING FILMMAKERS
Jury: Nitzan Gilady, Israeli filmmaker; Dr.
Nathaniel Kohn, associate drector, George
Foster Peabody Awards; Emily Schloss,
film student, Emory University
Winner: Eran Kolirin for Beyond the
Mountains and Hills
Beyond the Mountains and Hills shows
an Israeli family in the throes of various
crises that intersect in surprising and
illuminating ways, giving us new insights
into the contemporary Israeli landscape. The
director seamlessly interweaves realistic
and poetic imagery to create a cinematic
picture of life at the edge of change.

Jury: Dr. Deborah E. Lipstadt, Dorot
Professor of Modern Jewish History and
Holocaust Studies, Emory University;
Edith Love, national director of Major
Gifts, Center for Civil and Human Rights;
and Sara Grasberg, film student, Emory
University
Winner: The Freedom To Marry
This film is an insightful examination of
the history behind the struggle for marriage
equality. Even though viewers probably do
know the outcome, it keeps them engaged
and invested in learning the critical journey
and the key players in the extra-legal battle.
The film helps the viewer understand both
the legal process in taking a human rights
case to the Supreme Court and the need to
galvanize public opinion.

FEATURES
Jury: Eleanor Ringel-Cater, film critic,
Atlanta Business Chronicle; Yair Rosenberg,
senior writer, Tablet; Samantha Ann Hughes,
film student, Emory University; and Conor
Makowski, film student, Emory University
Narrative Feature winner: Fanny’s Journey
This is the moving, beautifully realized
story of a young Jewish girl, who led a group
of children to safety during the Holocaust.
Compellingly acted by young leads and
elegantly directed by Lola Doillon, Fanny’s
Journey adeptly balances the brightness of
the human spirit with the darkness of its
depravity.

Fanny’s Journey

The Freedom to Marry
SHORTS
Beyond the Mountains and Hills
BUILDING BRIDGES
Jury: Bradley Jacobs, film journalist and
communications strategist; Melanie Maron
Pell, director of Regional Engagement,
American Jewish Committee; and Leila
Yavari, film student, Emory University
Winner: The 90 Minute War
When all else fails, the unthinkable
becomes plausible. The 90 Minute War
depicts, in small and large ways, the
realities of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Through its realistic characters and complex
parallel narratives, the film illustrates—with
occasional humor and nuanced wit—that
anything besides compromise in this conflict
would be absurd.

Jury: Eric Kohn, chief critic and senior
editor, Indiewire; Deidre McDonald,
founding artistic director, BronzeLens Film
Festival; and Claire Barnes, film student,
Emory University

Winner: The Last Blintz
It is no easy feat to juggle themes such
as gentrification, Jewish history, community
activism, and personal loss within the
confines of a half-hour. But that’s exactly
what this film does, using the setting of
an old New York establishment to explore
the way memories come to define iconic
locations to the point where change seems
unthinkable—and then arrives, no matter
how much resistance there is to stop it.
For its ability to present a powerful ode to
nostalgia and a wistful portrait of the march
of time, the jury awarded its top prize to The
Last Blintz.

The Last Blintz
More than 37,500 moviegoers attended
the 2017 AJFF. The festival was thrilled to
have successfully delivered an improved
audience experience this year: more
screenings of in-demand films and at more
convenient show times, translating to greater
access and an improved onsite experience
for all audiences. The experience furthers
its mission to foster cultural understanding
through the power of cinematic storytelling.
As always, AJFF’s guest speakers and
panel discussions brought out the best of
the 2017 lineup, including discussions with
filmmakers, scholars, and other experts
throughout the festival. The 2017 AJFF
featured a range of international films that
included a host of dramas, family-friendly
fare, charming comedies, sports-themed
films, and a variety of topical subject matter.
Overall, it was considered by many to be the
festival’s most well-rounded lineup to date.
For more information, visit AJFF.
org, or stay connected via social media on
Twitter @ATLJewishFilm, Facebook, and
Instagram at /atljewishfilm.
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JF&CS News
NEW CHIEFS JOIN JF&CS EXECUTIVE
TEAM. Two top managers have joined
Jewish Family
&
Career
Services’
professional
leadership.
Jeff
Holland
took on the
position of chief
financial office
in October, and
Lesli Greenberg
stepped into the
role of chief
development
Jeff Holland
officer at the
end of January.
Holland’s professional experience
includes leadership roles in general
management, accounting, and financial
management, as well as facilities oversight
in both the profit and nonprofit sectors.
He spent the first eight years of his career
in corporate positions, including financial
manager with Ingersoll-Rand, general
manager with Cintas, and financial
accounting leader with Owens Corning.
Serving as chief operating officer
and then chief financial officer for Lott
Industries Inc., of Toledo, Ohio, gave
Holland a new source of professional
inspiration for leadership in the nonprofit
world. For almost 10 years, he managed
the financial and operational aspects of
this established organization and helped to
revive its viability through the economic
downturn. He found the opportunity to work
in an organization that provides meaningful
employment for adults with intellectual
and developmental disabilities extremely
rewarding.
A native of Detroit, he earned his
bachelor of science in accounting from
Oakwood College and his M.B.A. from
the University of Cincinnati. For both
personal and professional reasons, in 2013
Holland and his family decided to move
to Atlanta, where he joined a start-up
public corporation. He found, however, the
nonprofit world was where he belonged.
“Jeff’s rich experience in the
disabilities field, coupled with his financial
and business acumen, are the perfect
combination of skills for the CFO position,”
said CEO Rick Aranson. “He is committed
to fiscal transparency, accountability, and,
most important, to the JF&CS mission
of providing hope and opportunity to our
clients.”
Greenberg has spent the majority of
her career working in the nonprofit sector
in direct services, development, and
management. For the past five years, she
has served as the development director for
the Atlanta Jewish Film Festival (AJFF)
The position had her overseeing all aspects
of fundraising, including the annual and
specialty campaigns, special events, grant
writing, and major gifts. She also was

instrumental in transitioning the AJFF
from a program under the American Jewish
Committee to an independent 501(c)3.
Her passion for human services began
in the foster care and adoption units for
the
DeKalb
Department
of
Family
and
Children
Services. After
six years there,
Greenberg
founded
The
Giving Tree, a
nonprofit child
placement
a g e n c y
specializing
Lesli Greenberg
in
developing
adoptive homes
for children in foster care and providing a
comprehensive adoption support program
for families of special needs children. She
then joined Kool Smiles, a national dental
company with 139 offices, as director of
community services. Greenberg holds a
bachelor of arts in psychology from Emory
University and a master of science in
community counseling from Georgia State
University.
In addition, Jill Cohen has been
promoted to director of development.
Cohen,
who
holds a bachelor
of
business
administration
in
marketing
from
Tulane
University
and a master
of science in
finance
from
Georgia State
U n i v e r s i t y,
joined JF&CS’
development
Jill Cohen
team in January
2002, after volunteering with the agency
for several years. In 2004, she assumed
leadership for the annual campaign as
associate director. Her accomplishments
since then speak for themselves: When
she took over the campaign, it had raised
just under $300,000. The 2016 campaign
surpassed its goal and raised more than $1.4
million.
Greenberg will focus on the agency’s
overall development strategy, manage the
department, and engage in direct fundraising
efforts. Cohen will continue to lead the
annual campaign, develop programmatic
giving opportunities, and carry a targeted
major gifts portfolio.
“Lesli’s commitment to human
services, her close relationships with
community stakeholders, and her strategic
approach to resource development position
her well for continued success,” said
Aranson. “With her as CDO, Jill as director,
and our strong development team, I am

most confident in our achievement of our
ambitious fundraising goals and overall
sustainability.”
JF&CS EARNS FOUR STARS. In
recognition of its sound fiscal management
practices and commitment to accountability
and transparency, JF&CS of Atlanta
has earned a 4-star rating from Charity
Navigator, America’s largest independent
charity evaluator.
“Securing a four star Charity Navigator
ranking is an extremely important milestone
for JF&CS,” said CEO Rick Aranson. “This
score, which is reserved for only 15% of
nonprofits nationwide, is a testament to the
hard work and commitment of our dedicated
staff and board.”
Charity Navigator evaluates the financial
health, accountability, and transparency of
more than 8,000 organizations in the U.S.,
to help people decide which charities are
worthy of their donations. A nonprofit itself,
Charity Navigator accepts no advertising
or donations from the organizations it
evaluates to ensure unbiased evaluations,
and it doesn’t charge the public to access its
data.
HAVINAGALA. On Saturday, January 21,
more than 630 people attended Havinagala,
an annual event presented by VIA, JF&CS’
young professionals volunteer group.
Havinagala supports the PAL Program,
Atlanta’s Only Jewish Big Brother/Big
Sister program. The event was held at Ponce
City Market.
Attendees enjoyed desserts, drinks,
music, a photo booth, and a silent auction.
More than $56,000 was raised this year,
making it the largest and most successful
Havinagala since the event began more than
20 years ago.
This year’s event chairs were David
Friedman, Tamar and Josh Levy, and Allison
Thurschwell. Other chairs were: Emily and
Peter Bernstein, Marni Bronstein, and Ilissa
Paulen, Host Committee; Felicia and Ben
Gordon and Lauren Lestin, Silent Auction;
and Amy Solomon, Decorations.
VIA
provides
young
Jewish
professionals with community service
opportunities in the greater Atlanta area.
For more information on VIA, visit jfcsatl.
org/via. If you know someone who would
be interested in being a big PAL or a child
who would benefit from having a big PAL,
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contact Carly Sonenshine, at csonenshine@
jfcsatl.org.
SUPPORTING THE KOSHER FOOD
PANTRY. JF&CS is the proud 2016
recipient of the Jewish Women’s Fund of
Atlanta (JWFA) Annual Holiday Food
Drive. JWFA collected and donated more
than $5,000 in grocery store gift cards for
JF&CS clients.
“When clients have the opportunity to
go to a grocery store and select and purchase
fresh and wholesome food for their families,
it allows them to have the pride and
independence that goes far beyond the eggs
and milk in their basket,” said Amy Maslia,
JF&CS Intake/Reception manager. “This
rare moment of ‘normalcy’ is especially
gratifying to someone who is struggling to
make ends meet on a daily basis. JF&CS is
so grateful for their generosity.”

Rachel Wasserman from Jewish
Women’s Fund of Atlanta, with Amy
Maslia, JF&CS Intake/Reception
manager
HEALTH AND WELLNESS FOR OLDER
ADULTS. Funded by the Jewish Federation
of Greater Atlanta, AgeWell Atlanta is a
collaborative effort between JF&CS, The
Jewish Home Life Communities, and the
Marcus Jewish Community Center of
Atlanta, created to increase access and
awareness of health and wellness services
and resources open to all older adults and
their families.
Whether you are an independent senior,
an adult child with aging loved ones, or a
caregiver looking for help, AgeWell Atlanta
is a resource for you and your family, as you
navigate the challenges of aging with grace
and dignity. For more information, visit
agewellatl.org.
See JF&CS, page 19

This year’s Havinagala committee worked hard to help raise more than
$56,000 for the PAL program.
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Hope Chernak hired as first director of Atlanta Jewish Teen Initiative
The Atlanta Jewish Teen Initiative
(AJTI), a partnership between Jewish
Federation of Greater Atlanta, the Marcus
Jewish Community Center of Atlanta, and
the Atlanta Rabbinical Association, has
named Hope Chernak its new director,
beginning April 19.
AJTI is an innovative and collaborative
venture that seeks to substantially
boost Jewish teen engagement in Metro
Atlanta. It offers Atlanta teens multiple
pathways to ignite their personal interests
and passions, all through a Jewish lens.
Atlanta is one of just 10 cities in North
America to receive support for teentargeted outreach, through a $2.1 million
grant over the next five years from the Jim
Joseph Foundation, as part of the Jewish
Teen Education & Engagement Funder
Collaborative.
“In Hope Chernak, we’ve found
an ideal person to launch AJTI,” said
Federation President and CEO Eric
Robbins. “Hope grew up in Orlando,
Florida, spent eight summers at Camp
Coleman in our region, and credits camp
director Bobby Harris with inspiring

A Gift of Love

Chanukah, a time when we enjoy
giving gifts, may have come and gone,
but for Danny Frankel, of Suwanee,
Georgia, Purim and the High Holidays
are also perfect opportunities for giftgiving. His younger brother David,
from West Hempstead,
New York, couldn’t
agree more. They are
both waiting excitedly
to receive a hot-offthe-press copy of the
unique book they
recently published in
tribute to their parents,
Max
and
Gloria
Frankel.
Soon available on
Amazon.com, Ha-Meir
La-Aretz Ve-la-Darim
is a two-sided book.
One side, perfectly
timed to coincide with
the Purim holiday,
features more than
40
mouth-watering
shalach manos recipes,
lovingly transcribed
from their mother’s
care-worn recipe cards.
Danny recalls how Chanukah would
barely be over when his mother would
quickly convert his childhood home
into a makeshift bakery—reminiscent,
he says, of the chocolate factory in the
famous “I Love Lucy” episode. His
mother’s bakery “was a far more orderly
affair, but the cakes and cookies emerged

her to become a Jewish educator. Her up through the ranks of Jewish camping,
first full-time job was at The Temple, youth groups, Israel travel, and leadership
under Rabbi Alvin Sugarman, so this is a
development.”
homecoming.”
Hope earned a
For the past 10
B.S. in business
years, Chernak was
administration
director of Youth and
and
marketing.
Informal Education
She went on to
& Israel Programs
earn an M.A.
at Temple Shaaray
in
religious
Tefila, in New York
education
at
City. Previously, she
Hebrew
Union
directed the North
College-Jewish
American Federation
Institute
of
of Temple Youth,
Religion
and
and before that,
the title Reform
she was Reform
Jewish Educator.
Judaism’s director of
Hope was a 2016
Youth Regions and
recipient of the
NFTY’s
assistant
Grinspoon North
director.
MJCCA
American Award
Chief Program &
for Excellence in
Innovation Officer
Jewish Education.
Hope Chernak
Amanda
Abrams
“I am honored
said, “Hope is a
to serve as the
powerhouse in Jewish
founding director
formal and informal education, who came of the Atlanta Jewish Teen Initiative,”

from her oven without end,” he says.
The other side of the book is equally
sentimental, featuring 16 original Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur sermons,
written and delivered by Danny’s and
David’s late father, when he facilitated
High Holiday
services during
the
1970s
and 1980s, at
C i n c i n n a t i ’s
Golf
Manor
Synagogue.
Max
Frankel
was probably
best
known
in Queen City
circles
for
the 25 years
he served as
the executive
director
of
C i n c i n n a t i ’s
B u r e a u
of
Jewish
Education. At
the time of his
retirement,
he had served
longer than any
other director of a bureau or central agency
for Jewish education in the United States.
Reflecting on the impact he has in
Atlanta as a guitar player and vocalist for
the local Jewish band The Moody Jews,
Danny relates that his father’s High Holiday
sermons were equally powerful at reaching
a person’s heart and soul, but his mother’s

Purim recipes reached even deeper. “I still
recall the smiles my brother and I would
receive each year, when we’d deliver the
plates and plates of floury goodness that
our mother prepared for our friends and
neighbors. Nobody made shalach manos
like our mother.”

Chernak said. “The Atlanta community
has put tremendous thought, planning,
and support into this bold and immersive
teen program. AJTI will provide engaging
models of meaningful and accessible
experiences, uniquely relevant to Atlanta
teens. These experiences will be designed
to bring a sense of belonging to Jewish
teens and inspire them to seek out relevant
paths to engagement as Jewish young
adults. I look forward to partnering with
youth professionals, educators, and clergy
members to advance teen engagement in
a thriving Jewish community I already
love.”

WE
STAND

A

WITH
ISRAEL
JF&CS

From page 18

Cookies for shalach manos
The Frankels describe the 180-page
book as a labor of love. They eagerly
welcome feedback, which can be sent to
DavidTFrankel@gmail.com. They also
invite the Atlanta Jewish community to
enjoy a special treat, by visiting YouTube.
com/user/MaxandGloriaFrankel.
“We intended our book as a vehicle
for honoring our parents and as a legacy
gift for our children. That we’re also
able to share it with the Atlanta Jewish
community and beyond is, well, icing on
the hamentashen.”

FIGHTING HUNGER. JF&CS staff
members climbed aboard Mazon’s “This Is
Hunger” truck, to facilitate tours and collect
food for the Kosher Food Pantry. Mazon’s
traveling exhibit stopped in Atlanta at
the Marcus Jewish Community Center of
Atlanta, where participants could view
pictures, statistics, and videos about those
who suffer with food insecurity.
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Where have we come so fast? Where are we going so slowly?
BY Elliott
Levitas
[The following is a condensed version of a
speech given by Atlantan Elliott Levitas at
Emory Convocation on September 21, 1977,
at which time he was a member the U.S.
House of Representatives representing the
Georgia’s 4th Congressional District.]
A class of art students was taken on a
field trip to the studio of a famous artist who
was now a very old man. On the wall was a
painting he had just completed, still wet.
“How long did it take you to paint that?”
asked one of the students.
“About two hours to put the paint on,”
said the old painter, “and about 40 years to
learn how.”
This morning, I would like to explore
the relevancy, if any, of continuing to
spend serious effort in studying the arts and
humanities; to ask if, in a world of science
and technology, there is a place for a liberal
humanist in the midst of all those technicians;
to ask you to discover the benefit to mankind,
if any, of your liberal education. Does a
liberal education in college provide anything
other than a piece of paper that serves as a
credential for employment or a prerequisite
for entering some advanced trade school, or
an interesting, soft lull before facing the real
world?
In Thornton Wilder’s imaginative novel,
The Ides of March, Julius Caesar is pictured
writing a letter to a friend concerning his
own views on religion. Wilder presents
Caesar as a cultivated and sophisticated
atheist, contemplating a decree, which
would abolish the whole religious system of
the Roman state.
The proposed decree would begin by
announcing that “Jupiter himself had never
existed, that man was alive in a world in
which no voices were heard other than his
own, a world neither friendly nor unfriendly,
save as he made it so.”
But, Caesar continues, “having reread
what I wrote, I destroyed it. . . In myself, I
was not certain that I was certain” — a very
modern mood, one of a divided intellect
and troubled conscience. Yet he goes on
to recognize the pressure of events and the
urgency for some decision. He says, “I am
challenged: Rome is requiring some new
enlargement of me. My time grows short.”
These words define the vocation of the
scholar and the mission of the academy in
every age: to require some new enlargement
of mind and of spirit, an enlargement
which comes from the profound challenge
with which the humanities in their fullness
confront our prejudices and our passions.
From the time of the ancient Greeks to our
present day, this has been crucial to the
intellectual and spiritual journey of Western

man.
Today you are faced not only with the
prejudices and passions of all mankind,
but also with an accumulation of scientific
knowledge that is staggering. You are in
the midst of a time in which the amount
of knowledge of our physical universe is
far beyond the scope of any one person to
comprehend.
The technological transformation that
has so radically altered both the face of the
earth and the life of man since the advent
of the industrial revolution has brought
immeasurable good in many areas; however,
in its wake it has also done its share of harm.
“Nothing great,” said the Greeks, “comes
into the world without a curse.”
My father was born in 1884. In his own
lifetime, he saw the advent of the electric
light, the automobile, airplanes, jets, space
ships, men on the moon, poison gas, atomic
energy, radar, x-rays, organ transplants,
antibiotics, telephone, radio and television,
frozen food, and, yes, that monument to
modern America, the electric can opener.
He watched the world transformed from
the post-industrialist age into the space age.
Who, in 1884, could have foretold such
things? Who could have known that men
would walk on the moon and send back
pictures of how our planet looks from its
moon, while the rest of the world listened to
their every word? A Jules Verne, maybe, but
no one with any common sense. And these
developments did not come over long years.
There was no breathing space that allowed
people to accustom themselves to this
outburst of human genius and creativity. It
all happened in the space of a single lifetime.
How fast we got here.
I have just indicated the logarithmic
explosion of science and technology in the
span of one modern lifetime, but let’s look
at another dimension of modern life. On a
longer time scale, what were the social and
human problems that the ancient prophets
and philosophers described and spoke
against? Greed, dishonesty, hatred, violence,
and lawlessness. And if you and I were to
describe the problems of our society today,
we would very likely make the same list.
Lyndon Johnson once said, “. . . as a
people, we have wanted many things.
We have become the richest, the mightiest,
the most productive nation in the world.
“Yet a nation may accumulate dollars,
grow in power, pile stone on stone — and
still fall short of greatness. The measure of a
people is not how much they achieve — but
what they achieve.

“Which of our pursuits is most worthy of
our devotion? If we were required to choose,
I believe we would place one item at the top
of the list: fulfillment of the individual.
“If that is what we seek, mere wealth
and power cannot help us. We must also
act — in definable and practical ways —
to liberate each individual from conditions
that stunt his growth, assault his dignity, and
diminish his spirit. Those enemies we know:
ignorance, illness, want, squalor, tyranny,
and injustice.”
Therefore, the relevance that I seek
must lie, if at all, in the extent to which what
you here can link the tremendous strides
of science and technology to progress and
improvement in the human spirit.
Despite the technological gains, are
men less greedy? Less inclined to settle
disputes with force? Less violent? Less
believing that “might makes right”? Less
cruel? Less full of hate?
Are we more intelligent? More
creative? More loving? More protective of
the weak? More generous? More honest?
More compassionate?
Have we discovered for ourselves or
learned from the wisdom of the ancient
philosophers the value and meaning of
human life? The distinction between good
and evil, truth and falsehood, beauty and
ugliness? How certain can we be of those
confident certainties we so easily accept?
University education has encountered
much criticism to the effect that it has
done too little to prepare students for the
ultimate decisions. Too often it has been
preoccupied with the question of “how”
rather than “why.” With science rather than
the human spirit. We had a Watergate full of
bright young men who had learn to manage
but not to question, who seemed to believe
that the form of a thing was the same as its
substance.
There is a crisis in education that has
been related to the decline of “thoughtful and
critical reading” and therefore of “careful
writing,” and the growing need for what
is called “remediation”, by which is meant
helping college students to learn to read and
write! The situation is said to be serious and
to warrant careful attention. You will note
that the words “thoughtful” and “critical”
are the very adjectives that one might use to
describe the quality of a mind fostered by
the humanities and a liberal education.
In the current journal of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, Lewis
Thomas argues that we need more and better
science “for the hope of wisdom which our

kind of culture must acquire for its survival.”
With all respect for more and better science,
which I am sure we do need, I suggest that
the wisdom we require for survival is to be
found where it has always been — in the
prophets and philosophers of our history.
No doubt we will usefully apply the lessons
that science and technology have to teach,
but they will be subordinated into a larger
context of experience and of meaning. An
excessive faith in science possessed by our
Victorian forebears and their immediate
successors has been demolished. While we
may still believe that science will solve the
immediate physical problems; new forms
of energy, better ways of preserving the
environment; who remains convinced that
science will produce a better person?
Who today looks hopefully for a
scientific elite to reorder our society in
our behalf? Who today looks to science or
technology to heal the human condition?
The visions of the prophets — Moses,
Hosea, Amos, Isaiah, Jesus, Mohammed,
and the Buddha — were visions of human
life fulfilled and transformed by the ideals of
justice, compassion, and truth. These ideals
together with the considered judgment of the
philosophers — of the Aristotelian “golden
mean,” and Spinoza’s “life lived under the
aspect of eternity” — remain the source
for our accumulated wisdom regarding the
perennial human condition.
Modern
technology, apart from that tradition of
wisdom, has served only to enhance the
dangers that always threaten humanity.
Our need is for a new generation of men
and women who, having assimilated all that
is good in the scientific and technological
advances of modern history, are profoundly
influenced by and committed to the humane
values which flow from humanistic studies.
Our task is not so much the bridging of two
distinct cultures in some kind of Hegelian
synthesis, as it is the cultivation of a
new humanism, nourishing that sense of
individuality-in-community which enhances
human liberty and human dignity.
It is the privilege and the responsibility
of those who teach to uphold in their
scholarship and in their lives a deep-rooted
commitment to the vision of man by means
of what we rightly call a liberal, or liberating,
education that introduces the awakening
mind to the great tradition of humanistic
learning.
As teachers and as students — and we
are all both at once — our task is to provide
that enduring element, that background
of meaning and value that hold together,
some challenging enlargement of mind and
spirit through awareness of the dignity and
grandeur of man, the tragedy and the triumph
of his works. This then is the relevancy for
which we seek: and if we are successful
in this, our chosen task, then we will have
fulfilled John Kennedy’s belief”. . . that after
the dust of centuries has passed over our
cities, we, too, will be remembered not for
our victories or defeats in battle or in politics,
but for our contribution to the human spirit.”
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Home Sweet Home: A couple finds new life at assisted living community
When people make the move into an
assisted living community or nursing home,
it does not have to signify the end of an
active lifestyle, a slowing down of activities,
or a decline in health. In fact, often it is just
the opposite. At The Cohen Home, our goal
is to make each resident’s experience as
engaging and meaningful as possible, as
demonstrated by residents Eileen and Frank
Seidman. In fact, according to Frank, he and
Eileen are enjoying their new life and all its
activity so much, they feel like they are at
summer camp.
Eileen’s and Frank’s story is a beautiful
tale of old-fashioned love. They both grew
up in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and were
set up on a blind date when they were 15
and 16 years old. They enjoyed each other’s
company, and, after three years of dating,
Frank gave Eileen his Central High School
ring.
One year later, Frank said to Eileen, “I
want my ring back.”
Eileen replied, “You’re not getting it
until I get a better one!”—to which Frank
responded by pulling out an engagement
ring. They married in February 1954, while
Frank was home on leave from the Army.
The newlyweds’ honeymoon was spent in
New York City, where they stayed at the St.
Moritz Hotel and enjoyed a performance
by Dorothy Dandridge. On a second
honeymoon less than two years later, they
went to Miami Beach, where, Frank happily
recalls, they drank from the fountain of
youth.
The couple lived in Louisville,
Kentucky, while Frank was stationed at
Fort Knox. They then lived in Philadelphia,
where they grew their family, welcoming
daughters Ricki and Linda. Over the years,
the Seidmans lived in Atlanta and South
Florida, before finally settling back in the
Atlanta area.
Frank worked in merchandising. Never
one to slow down, he tried to retire at age
65, but found he was bored. Throughout
their lives, he and Eileen have always been
physically active. Frank was an avid golfer
and both played tennis and bridge regularly.
When their children were young and going
out was more difficult, they had someone
come to their house to teach them to dance
the cha-cha.
In addition to working as a school
librarian and office manager, Eileen did a
lot of work to better her community. She
advocated for the repair of potholes and
for sidewalks to be installed. She pioneered
the building of the East Roswell Library
and volunteered her time throughout the
process. In their apartment, they proudly
display the engraved scissors from the 2015
ribbon cutting ceremony.
When Eileen was first diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s, in 2011, Frank retired from
work and took over all the responsibilities
at home. They hired a caregiver to assist
with medications and other care that
Eileen now required, but the toll on Frank
soon became too much. In addition to her

Frank and Eileen Seidman
declining memory, Eileen soon relied
upon a wheelchair, needed to be hand-fed,
and began suffering from low vision and
dehydration. As the disease progressed and
Eileen needed 24-hour care, Frank knew it
was time to begin searching for an assisted
living community that would suit her
needs, yet provide him with enough social
engagement and support.
The Seidmans wanted a community that
would feel like home and wasn’t too large.
As Frank was doing research, someone
suggested The Cohen Home, located close
by, in Johns Creek. According to Frank,
“We took the tour and sat in the hallway
near the chess board. Eileen and I talked it
over, and Eileen said, ‘Why don’t we just go
ahead and do it? This is absolutely perfect
for us; [the apartment] is warm and cozy.’”
Eileen and Frank moved into The
Cohen Home in late November of 2015.
Their family helped them get settled into
their new one-bedroom apartment, making
it truly their home, with their furniture and
décor from their Roswell home.
Since then, life for the Seidmans has
been nothing short of fantastic. Eileen’s
health has improved, while her dependence
on others has diminished. The Cohen
Home’s nursing staff and caregivers ensure
that Eileen and Frank remain healthy and
get all of the personalized care they need.
When speaking of the caregiving staff,
Frank states, “They are second to none.
They are very caring, warm, cooperative,
and efficient. It is a pleasure to have them
come through the door.”
Physical and occupational therapists
come to The Cohen Home to work with
residents, which is a huge benefit for Frank,
who doesn’t have to take Eileen to therapy
anymore. Due to her determination and
hard work, Eileen’s dependency on her
wheelchair is all but eliminated. She now
walks independently, only holding on for
long-distance walking. She is once again
able to feed herself. Eileen’s demeanor has
also improved since moving into The Cohen

Home. Her wonderful sense of humor is
back, as is her interest in participating
in activities. Frank attributes this to the
therapies, as well as the socialization they
receive at meals and throughout the day
during activities with the other residents.
He claims that Eileen’s improvements
are phenomenal and that she is now, both

physically and mentally, how she was five
years ago. For someone with Alzheimer’s,
this is an incredible statement.
The Seidmans’ days are spent enjoying
meals, conversation, and a great deal of
laughter with their tablemates in the dining
room, participating in activities both in and
out of the Cohen Home community, and
relaxing in their spacious apartment. When
a musical artist performs, Eileen and Frank
often get up and dance together, cheek to
cheek. “Together 68 years, married 63, we
are joined at the hip. We are still as in love
as we were when we got married,” Frank
boasts.
Their adult children, Ricki and Linda, as
well as Linda’s adult sons, Josh and Jacob,
enjoy visiting the couple at their home. All
are thankful that The Cohen Home gives
them peace of mind, knowing that Eileen
and Frank are well cared for and happy at
this point in their lives.
Frank recalls their lives just a few years
ago and ponders, “If you were to tell me that
Eileen would enjoy dinner out, I wouldn’t
have believed it. To me, this is phenomenal.
If you want to say we are blessed, I won’t
argue with you.”
—Suzanne Hurwitz, MSW, life enrichment
coordinator, The Cohen Home.

MISH MASH

By Erin O’Shinskey

JOIN THE BEN MASSELL HONOR
SOCIETY. The Ben Massell Dental Clinic
is currently seeking volunteer dentists,
periodontists, orthodontists, oral surgeons,
and endodontists. Commitment is one-half
day per month. If you are interested in this
meaningful volunteer opportunity, e-mail
shschwartz@jfcsatl.org.
HONORARY DOCTORATE. Rabbi Mark
H. Zimmerman was awarded an honorary
doctorate by The Jewish Theological
Seminary (JTS) at a convocation held
on March 2 in New York City. Through

the degrees conferred, JTS celebrated
the achievements of important spiritual
leaders and expressed appreciation for their
manifold contributions to Jewish life. A 12thgeneration Rabbi, Zimmerman has served
as the spiritual leader of Congregation Beth
Shalom in Atlanta since 1988. He is the
managing editor of “American Rabbi”; has
developed two websites devoted to making
the learning of the siddur and chanting of
haftaroth more accessible; is a past president
of the Southeast Region of the Rabbinical
Assembly; is the former president of the
Atlanta Rabbinical Association; and is a board
member of the Atlanta Jewish Federation,
Weber High School, and the Epstein School.

Rabbi Mark H. Zimmerman, center front
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Atlanta Born ~ Atlanta Owned ~ Atlanta Managed

Funeral and Cemetery Pre-planning
It’s easy: Over the phone, online, in person
It’s safe: Pre-payments are 100% escrowed in an account
you own
It’s responsible: Simplifies arrangements, removes burden
from family, and fixes most funeral costs
WE HONOR ANY PRE-PAID FUNERAL
FROM ANY OTHER FUNERAL HOME

this is statistics
This is .300 meets 4.0.
This is athletic opportunities for everyone.
This is building focus so you can hit a home run on your U.S. History Exam.
This is a different way of looking at everything.
This is not your typical high school.

this is weber.

770.451.4999
www.JewishFuneralCare.com
David Boring

■

Words can’t describe it. A visit will.
Schedule a visit with Rise Arkin, Director of Admissions.

Michael Braswell

Licensed Funeral Directors

Edward Dressler

This Passover,
Invest in the
Promised Land.
INVEST IN ISRAEL BONDS
israelbonds.com

Development Corporation for Israel
3525 Piedmont Road, Building 6, Suite 250
Atlanta, GA 30305
atlanta@israelbonds.com • 404.817.35009

Invest in Israel Bonds israelbonds.com
This is not an offering, which can be made only by prospectus.
Read the prospectus carefully before investing to fully evaluate
the risks associated with investing in Israel bonds. Member FINRA

For more information, call (404) 917-2500 x117 or visit us at WeberSchool.org.
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COMING SOON TO THE FOX THEATRE
The best
musical since
The Lion King.”
“

ar!

APRIL 18–23

s
gazine’
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TIM

the Ye
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w
o
#1 Sh

FoxTheatre.org/Matilda

COMPOSED BY

BILL WHELAN

PRODUCED BY

DIRECTED BY

MOYA DOHERTY JOHN McCOLGAN

MAY 5–7

“FAR AND AWAY THE BEST
MUSICAL OF THE YEAR!”
N PR

W INNER ! BROA DWAY.COM’S AUDIENCE CHOICE AWA R D FOR BES T MUSIC A L

M AY 16-21
FOXTHEATR E.ORG/NEV ER L A ND

Christine Dwyer as Sylvia Llewelyn Davies in the National Production of Finding Neverland Credit Carol Rosegg

FoxTheatre.org/Riverdance
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APPETIZERS

ENTREES

VEGETABLES

Chicken Soup w/Matzo Balls
(2 Matzo Balls)
$ 95
8. /qt
Extra Matzo Balls - $2.00 ea

Orange Roasted Chicken
Full $12.95 | Half $6.95

Oven Roasted Potatoes
$ 95
9. /lb

Turkey Breast
and Gravy
$
12.95/lb

Broccoli & Cauliflower with
Lemon and Fresh Herbs
$ 95
9. /lb

Goldberg’s
Famous Brisket
$
18.95/lb

Brussels Sprouts
$ 95
9. /lb

Chopped
Chicken Liver
$
11.95/lb
Chopped Herring
$
12.95/lb
Charosis
$
11.95/lb

MENU
ADDITIONS

Squash Casserole
Small (serves 4-6) $10.95
Large (serves 10) $24.95

Shank Bones
$ 95
7. each

Salads
Choice of Southwest,
Garden or Superfood
$ 95
5. / person

MATZO
FARFEL KUGELS

Beet Horseradish
Choice of Red or White
$ 25
4. each

DESSERT

Plain Farfel
Small (serves 4-6) $10.95
Large (serves 12-14) $24.95

Hardboiled Egg
$ 25
1. each

Gefilte Fish
$ 50
3. each

Spinach, Mushroom
& Onion Farfel Kugel
Small (serves 4-6) $12.95
Large (serves 12-14) $26.95

Bitter Herb
$ 95
2. each
Charosis
$ 95
3.
Whole Seder Plate
(Plate not included)
$
19.95 each

Coconut Macaroons
13.99/dozen or $1.50 Each

$

Chocolate Dipped
Macaroons
$
99
13. /dozen or $1.50 each
Fruit Salad
$ 99
5. /lb

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT HOWARD AT

CATERING@GOLDBERGBAGEL.COM | 404-256-3751 | WWW.GOLDBERGBAGEL.COM
ALPHARETTA - 770-663-8555
3180 Avalon Blvd
Alpharetta, GA 30009

EAST COBB - 770-578-3771
1062 Johnson Ferry Rd, NE
Marietta, GA 30068

TOCO HILLS - 404-329-5000
3003 N. Druid Hills Rd
Atlanta, GA 30329

DUNWOODY - 770-455-1119
4520 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd
Atlanta, GA 30338

BUCKHEAD - 404-256-3751
4383 Roswell Rd
Atlanta, GA 30342

WEST PACES - 404-266-0123
1272 West Paces Ferry Rd, NE
Atlanta, GA 30327
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Miracles of survival: a Holocaust story
By Harold Kirtz

Memorial to the Six Million at Greenwood Cemetery

As I write this article, I am thinking about our
congregational Torah study group’s delving into
the miracle of the parting of the Sea of Reeds. The
midrash of Nachshom provides a guidepost for
how miracles can happen. With the Egyptian army
advancing from the rear and pressing the Israelites
up against the sea’s shoreline, Nachshom steps into
the sea. As he advances further and further in, the
people behind him follow him in. He advances to
the point where the water reaches his nostrils. Then
the sea parts, and the Israelites are able to cross.
The Holocaust, with all of its unfathomable horror
and destruction, is also dotted with a number of
Nachshom stories — stories of miracles that
rescued some Jews from
their likely demise.
On Sunday, April
23, the community will
hold its annual Holocaust
Commemoration Service
at the Holocaust Memorial
to the Six Million at
Greenwood
Cemetery.
We will hear one of these
Nachshom stories by our
keynote speaker, Manuela
Manuela Mendels Mendels Bornstein. By the
Bornstein
miracles of survival, she
See HOLOCAUST, page 28

Part two of The Breman’s “Atlanta Collects” showcases more
contemporary art from collections throughout the Jewish community
The Breman Museum presents the
second phase of its groundbreaking
exhibit “Atlanta Collects: Treasures from
Atlanta’s Private Collectors,” March 13
through June 11.
The Breman is presenting “Atlanta
Collects” in celebration of its 20th
anniversary, with the goal of highlighting
the diversity of Atlanta’s Jewish-owned
collections.
“The contemporary show highlights
works for the 21st century that really is
the art of our time, of this generation,”
said exhibition curator Dr. William
Eiland, director of the Georgia Museum
of Art at the University of Georgia. “The
idea was to investigate collectors and
show the strength of collecting within the

Jewish community in Atlanta.”
Rarely-seen works by Chuck Close,
Thornton Dial, Laurie Lambrecht,
Radcliffe Bailey, and others form part of
this brilliant exhibition, following on the
heels of the first “Atlanta Collects” show,
which represented art movements of the
19th and 20th centuries.
Aaron Berger, Executive Director
of the Breman Museum, said, “What I
like about this show is that it represents
‘the art of the now.’ The works displayed
are by artists who may not necessarily
be household names but are forging new
ground in art worldwide.” Berger said
the caliber of the art on display is “truly
See ATLANTA COLLECTS, page 28

Dr. William U. Eiland and Aaron Berger

Richard Jolley (American, b. 1952),
Translating Substance No. 16,
glass, 2005 (Photo: Courtesy of The
Breman, private collection)
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Pointe North
INSURANCE GROUP
THE RIGHT

COVERAGE

MAKES THE

DIFFERENCE
• Personal Insurance
• Business Insurance
• Employee Benefits
• Executive Benefits

Call Rick Swerdlin
CIC, ARM, Sr. Vice President

678.336.7370
888.297.6317
1215 Hightower Trail
Building B • Suite 120
Atlanta, GA 30350

PointeNorthIns.com
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PASSOVER BRINGS THE FAMILY

together

MAY YOU ENJOY THE TRADITIONS
AND TOGETHERNESS OF THIS HOLIDAY.
FIND THE THINGS YOU NEED FOR YOUR PASSOVER SEDER TABLE AT KROGER
Thursday 3/16 Jewish Georgian 1707

essential

Solutions for
a water-starved
world.
“We are cultivating fish without water; veggies without soil
and lettuce without roots. We take salt out of the sea and
sand out of the desert.” — Shimon Peres z”l

DONATE NOW
TO JNF WATER INITIATIVES
IN ISRAEL
jnf.org 800.JNF.0099
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Atlanta Collects
From page 25

exceptional.”
“Atlanta Collects Contemporary”
exhibitor Lisa Brill said the show “is so
visually exciting, colorful, and multi-

dimensional. There is glass, photography,
a couple of large installation pieces. There
is a Sandy Skoglund piece done with jelly
beans that will spark the senses. We have a
sculpture by Richard Jolley that represents
the best of what he does. We also have a
piece in there by British painter Fiona Rae.
I just think this show is going to knock
people’s socks off.”

Breman News
BEARING WITNESS 2017. A new series of
eight compelling talks, in which Holocaust
survivors share their stories, is taking place
in 2017 at The Breman Museum.
This extremely popular series is a rare
chance to hear what these survivors went
through and to understand the fortitude and
determination it took for them to survive.
The dwindling number of survivors,
however, means Bearing Witness will not
go on indefinitely.
“When we’re gone, there is no one left
to tell these stories,” said Henry Birnbrey,
a former Bearing Witness speaker and
Holocaust survivor from Germany. “There
will be no witnesses; it cannot be continued
forever.”
Admission to the 2017 Bearing Witness
Series is provided free of charge, thanks to
a generous gift from The Sara Giles Moore
Foundation.
Murray Lynn, a Holocaust survivor
from
Hungary,
was the featured
Bearing
Witness
speaker on March
5.
On May 7,
Atlantans will have
the opportunity to
hear the remarkable
story of Eugen
Eugen Schoenfeld, S c h o e n f e l d ,
Ph.D,
from
Ph.D, from
Czechoslovakia.
Czechoslovakia
Each
Bearing

Holocaust
From page 25

was able to escape the Nazi maw gobbling
up Europe and crushing the hopes and lives
of six million Jews. The Nazi war machine
and extermination plan was too effective for
many to escape; but some did.
Those who were able to survive are our
witnesses to the degradation and decimation
of our people. Manuela is one of those
witnesses. A tale of luck and perseverance,
it is one of our guideposts for finding a light
out of the darkness.
Others experienced miracles of survival.
Suzanna Braun was barely 16 when she
walked into a gas chamber at Auschwitz,
together with her mother and sister. A rare
malfunction saved their lives.
As described in an interview in Haaretz,
“There were about 30 of us in there, and I

Murray Lynn, Bearing Witness
speaker; Liliane K. Baxter, Ph.D,
director of The Weinberg Center
for Holocaust Education; and Craig
M. Frankel, Breman Musuem board
chair

March-April 2017

Berger said the exhibition is only on
for 12 weeks “and then it’s gone forever.”
He calls it “a rare opportunity to see
contemporary works that have never been
previously exhibited together and range
from sculpture to paintings to bronze busts
to photography. The thread tying these
works together is the Jewish collectors
of Atlanta.” He praised their role in

supporting emerging artists and for making
a difference in the local art scene.
“This is a perfect chance to see the
quality of what these collectors have
brought together,” Dr. Eiland said. “It will
be unlike anything else they’ll see. It’s an
exhibition that really does bring together
disparate works in an interesting way on
the theme of collecting.”

warning that the Holocaust was perpetrated
by a country of culture and refinement in
the heart of civilized Europe; and second,
to marvel at the indomitable spirit of
Holocaust survivors, who have overcome
unprecedented evil with strength, courage,
and enduring hope.”
The full roster of speakers for the year
can be found at thebreman.org/Events.

variety of musical genres and worldrenowned talent, this season promises to
entertain, delight, and captivate.
“From the Top, with host Christopher
O’Riley,” NPR’s hit radio show, will
broadcast live from the Breman on May
21. It’s a weekly, hour-long showcase of
America’s top young classical musicians
and prodigies, ages eight to 18, featuring
brilliant performances and interviews.
Hailed as “the best thing to happen to
classical music since ‘Leonard Bernstein’s
Young People’s Concerts,’” this concert will
revolve around the theme of “Jewish Music”
and bring a family performance series to the
Breman stage.
General admission tickets are $49/
members and $59/nonmembers. Visit
thebreman.org/2017-Molly-Blank-JewishConcert-Series for more information.

MOLLY BLANK JEWISH CONCERT
SERIES. The Breman Museum proudly
announces its upcoming season of the Molly
Blank Jewish Concert Series with three
great shows on the 2017 schedule.
These exclusive, one-night-only events
will bring National Public Radio (NPR),
Theatrical Outfit, and the Atlanta Jewish
Music Festival together to highlight Jewish
contributions to music. With an incredible

Witness event begins with a tour at noon
of the Holocaust exhibition. Talks begin at
2:00 p.m. and last 90 minutes, followed by a
Q&A, as well as book sales and autographs.
These occasions attract a variety of people,
70 percent of whom are usually not Jewish.
It is best to arrive early, as seating is limited
and the auditorium is often filled to the
maximum.
“We would like audiences to take
away two things from our Bearing
Witness programs,” said Dr. Liliane K.
Baxter, director of the Weinberg Center
for Holocaust Education. “First, to take
remember thinking this was the end,” she
recalled. “There was no water coming out
of the shower, but there was a faint smell of
gas. That was it though. Just a faint smell.
And suddenly, after a few minutes, the
doors were opened, and we were all herded
out. We understood that something wasn’t
working like it should be.”
That was in June 1944. About half a year
later, in a different death camp, Braun stared
down death again, surviving what should
have been a lethal injection of strychnine.
But this time it was her own ingenuity,
not luck, that saved her. When her turn in
line came, she rotated her wrist so that the
needle only pricked her skin. “I watched
as one inmate after another died instantly
after getting the injection shot directly into
a vein,” she recounts. “I had remembered
learning at some point that when something
gets injected directly into the vein it has a
much more powerful effect, so instinctively
I turned my arm around.”

After the injection, Braun found a bale
of hay and used the baling wire to bore a
hole completely through her forearm, in the
hope of forcing out the poison. Somehow or
other it worked, and using the same primitive
technique she saved two other prisoners near
her in the line and her beloved older sister,
Agi. Braun still has the scar on her arm from
her crude self-surgery of 72 years ago.
Maurice Rafowicz, who was four at
the time of Paris deportations, was in the
hospital with diphtheria when his parents,
brother, and sister were taken to the
Velodrome d’Hiver, an enclosed stadium
where thousands of Jews were held awaiting
transit during the Nazi occupation of Paris.
Many were taken to Auschwitz, where
about 75 percent of prisoners were killed
immediately, and more died of starvation
and illness. Young children, being unfit
for hard labor, were usually killed in
gas chambers almost immediately, and
Rafowicz would have likely met that fate if

he had been rounded up with the others. His
illness bought time for his aunt to disguise
herself as a nurse and smuggle him out of
the hospital, he said.
He spent the remaining three years of the
war hiding with non-Jewish families. One
was Italian and lived near Paris and another
was a French family in a rural village, he
said. Rafowicz and his aunt returned to Paris
in 1945 and found his father by chance in the
street. The rest of his family had perished.
Miracles are all around us. They come
in many shapes and sizes. Some people
directly experience them, many while in
the depths of horror or despair. Come hear
Manuela’s story at Greenwood Cemetery on
Cascade Road, SW at 11:00 a.m., Sunday,
April 23.
Harold Kirtz is serving as chair of the
Yom HaShoah Commemoration Planning
Committee.
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Davis Academy celebrates Next Stage expansion opening
On Sunday, January 22, a ribboncutting ceremony, thanking nearly 300
Davis Academy’s Next Stage Capital
Campaign contributors in attendance,
ushered in an exciting new chapter in
the Reform Jewish day school’s history.
After 10 months of construction, the $7.5
million expansion is open and now in
use by the school community. The new
facilities include the 600+ seat Rosenberg
Performing Arts Theatre, Kaufman Chapel,
a dining hall and kitchen, and four adaptable
classrooms on the Lower School campus.
In addition, the Middle School dining hall
was renovated.
The project, which took years of
thoughtful planning and fundraising,
was completed on budget and on time. “I
couldn’t be more proud of our collective
energy and commitment to this visionary
project, which brings so many new
opportunities for Davis Academy students,”
said Head of School Amy Shafron. “We
recognize our children are the cornerstone
of our families, and these beautiful and
exciting new spaces will help ensure that
we have the very best learning environment
for our students and for the generations of
students to come.”
Davis Academy students enjoyed
their first experiences with the new spaces
on Monday, January 23. They cheered as
the school mascot, the Davis Academy
Lion (aka Coach Sean Coffey), officially
cut the ceremonial ribbon in the morning,
held a memorable first prayer service in
the chapel, and ate lunch in the new Lower
School dining hall and renovated Middle
School dining hall.
The facilities expansion addressed a
number of previous challenges, especially
that of finding suitable spaces for groupbased learning and communal experiences.
The annual Davis Academy musical, for
example, which features almost 200 student
thespians and plays four performances
to audiences of more than 500 each, was
formerly presented in the Middle School
gymnasium. The new theater supports
The Davis Academy’s Performing Arts
program, which, according to the school’s
Director of Visual and Performing Arts
Kendrick Phillips, “encourages children’s
connection to the broader world and
empowers a child for life.” In the stateof-the art Rosenberg Performing Arts
Theatre, the annual musical production
will now reach its full potential for actors
and audiences, with features such as
professional lighting, sound equipment,
and comfortable, graduated theater seating.
This year’s show, Peter Pan, Jr., March 2627, will be the very first to be performed in
the new theater.
The new Kaufman Chapel offers a
sacred space for prayer and learning, aligned
with the school’s uniquely modern Judaics
program. It features a beautiful wood ark,
with an inlay of the Davis Academy logo,
representing family and community, along
with picture windows that offer a peaceful
view of the school’s backwoods. The

The new facilities include the 600+ seat
Rosenberg Performing Arts Theatre,
Kaufman Chapel, a dining hall and
kitchen, and four adaptable classrooms on
the Lower School campus. In addition, the
Middle School dining hall was renovated.
school has never before
had a dedicated prayer
space. With this new
chapel, Tefillah services
have already taken on
a special and dignified
feel.
On a daily basis,
students and faculty
alike
are
enjoying
the new full-service Ribbon cutting: Architect Kyle Epstein (from
dining hall at the Lower left), Board of Trustees member Sid Kirschner,
School, which replaced Volunteer Construction Coordinator Joe Rubin,
a temporary lunchroom Former Board President Sam Tuck, Head of
structure that served School Amy Shafron, current Board President
long beyond its intended Jon Leven, Davis Academy founding families
lifespan. Both this dining Dulcy and Jerry Rosenberg and Ann and Jay
hall and the remodeled Davis, and Former Board President Debbie
Middle School dining Kurzweil
hall now serve freshly
prepared lunches, made
on-site by the school’s new caterer, Sage
Dining.
Finally, four exciting new nontraditional classroom spaces will now take
group-based, collaborative, experiential
learning opportunities to new levels:
• The Innovation and Design Studio
features creative tools and resources such
as Dash and Dot robots, a 3D printer,
littleBits magnetic circuits, soldering kits,
and much more. Here, students can bring
their ideas to life, in an environment that
integrates art, science, engineering, math, Davis Middle School students
and technology.
hold the first prayer service in the
• The Instrument and Composition Lab Kaufman Chapel.
supports students with tools to create and
perform music and connect with their
listeners/audiences. The room, equipped Up.” The video, produced by Class of
with string and wind instruments and 2005 alumni Leo Falkenstein and Michael
electronic keyboards, enables each child to Rosenberg, shares a positive message,
set to spirited music. It features a few
have individualized instruction.
• The Music and Choral Classroom is a iconic Atlanta landmarks (including the
bright and colorful space in which Lower Atlanta Falcons’ training camp) and an
School students can explore music through introduction by Georgia Congressman John
instruments. A wall with risers gives choral Lewis, who spoke at The Davis Academy
in November. The video can be found at
rehearsals a more concert-like setting.
• The Audio & Visual Recording Studio is a www.davisacademy.org.
“‘Rise Up’ is a celebration of Atlanta’s
soundproof lab with computers, recorders,
cameras, teleprompters, and other long commitment to civil rights, social
equipment, which will facilitate a variety action, and social change,” said Rabbi
of exciting broadcast and musical projects. Lapidus. “The song is rooted in famous
In conjunction with the opening teachings from the Hebrew Bible, as they
of these new facilities, a CD called were preached by Dr. Martin Luther King
menschology, containing original songs Jr. It has been sung and performed all
written by Davis Academy’s Director of around the country, but it sounds best right
Jewish & Hebrew Studies Rabbi Micah here in the ATL.”
The Next Stage expansion project
Lapidus, was released and given as a gift to
was designed by Kyle Epstein, of Warren
all contributors and school families.
As part of the excitement, The Davis Epstein & Associates, Architects, Inc.,
Academy debuted a music video based on who also designed the Lower and Middle
one of menschology’s songs, called “Rise School buildings. Brasfield Gorrie was the

Overview
of
the
Rosenberg
Performing Arts Theatre

Davis third-graders enjoy lunch in
the new Lower School dining hall.

Davis Academy Media & Technology
Specialist Jessica Osborne (right)
explains some of the features of the
Audio & Visual Recording Studio
to parents touring the facilities on
Grand Opening morning.
construction firm.
The Davis Academy opened in
1992, with 20 students. Today, it serves
more than 500 students, in Kindergarten
Prep through eighth grade, with an
outstanding academic program grounded
in contemporary Jewish values. The
school, known locally and nationally for its
innovative programs, experiential learning,
integrated technology, and exceptional
fine arts, holds triple accreditation. Its two
state-of-the-art campuses are located in the
Sandy Springs/Dunwoody area. For more
information about The Davis Academy,
visit davisacademy.org.
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Thought you’d like to know
By Jonathan Barach
MAKE YOUR OWN PIZZA. Young Adult
Couples Italian Night Out is March 18, 7:0010:00 p.m., at the Kuniansky Family Center,
Marcus Jewish Community Center of Atlanta,
Zaban Park. Learn how to make homemade
pizza from scratch, as well as an appetizer
and dessert. Wine is included for this night
out. Advanced registration required. The fee
for this event is Community/$65 and MJCCA
members/$50. For information, contact
Howard Schreiber, howard.schreiber@
atlantajcc.org.
YOGA BASICS. Unsure if you’re doing
yoga postures correctly or eager to learn more
about breathing? The MJCCA will present
a Yoga Foundations Workshop, March 19,
10:00 a.m.-noon, at MJCCA Zaban Park. This
workshop, for ages 13+, covers breathing
techniques, basic meditation practices,
common yoga postures, and the importance
of alignment. The cost is Community/$35 and
MJCCA members/$15-$25. For information,
contact DeAnne Jacobson, at 678-812-4025
or deanne.jacobson@atlantajcc.org.
ATHENS JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL. The
Athens Jewish Film Festival is March 1921, at Ciné Bar Café Cinema. Screenings
are: Abulele (1:00 p.m.), On the Map (3:00
p.m.), A Blind Hero (5:00 p.m.), and Fire
Birds (7:45 p.m.), March 19; The Kind Words
(4:00 p.m.), Fever at Dawn (6:30 p.m.), and
Peter the Third (8:45 p.m.), March 20; and
short films (5:00 p.m.) and the closing party
and film For the Love of Spock (7:30 p.m.),
March 21. Festival passes are available at
athensjff.org or Ciné’s box office.
HOLOCAUST

REMEMBRANCE

CONCERT. Kennesaw State University’s
School of Music presents “Songs Not
Silenced: Music Forbidden in the Holocaust,”
a concert featuring the work of composers
who were banned in Nazi Germany and
occupied European countries. The free
performance takes place March 23, at 8:00
p.m., at the Bailey Performance Center. To
RSVP and learn more, visit arts.kennesaw.
edu/music/concerts-and-events/holocaustmusic.php.
CHABAD OF COBB’S NEW TORAH.
On March 25, Chabad of Cobb will host a
special event to celebrate the arrival of its
new Torah from Israel, in loving memory of
Rick Faber. Events include writing the last
letters of the Torah, at 10.30 a.m., followed
at 11:00 a.m. by the Grand Torah Parade,
on Lower Roswell Road, escorted by Cobb
County Police. Dancing with the Torah
begins at 11:30 a.m. and will conclude at
12.00 noon with refreshments. The event is
free and open to the community, but requires
an RSVP. To RSVP or to make a dedication,
visit chabadofcobb.com/torah.
CHOCOLATE SEDER. Sixth- and seventhgraders are invited to participate in a
Chocolate Seder, March 30, 6:00-8:30 p.m.,
in the Kuniansky Family Center, MJCCA
Zaban Park. Prepare for Passover by making
chocolate treats in the culinary studio and
celebrating “sweet freedom” with friends at
BBYO Connect. The cost is Community/$20
and MJCCA members/$15. For information,
contact Paige Godfrey, at 678-812-4082 or
paige.godfrey@atlantajcc.org.
PRESCHOOL ART GALLERY. On March
31, 5:00-6:00, the Alefbet Preschool at Beth
Shalom, 5303 Winters Chapel Road, will host

BUSINESS BITS
By Marsha Liebowitz
DULUTH
CHIROPRACTIC
AND
WELLNESS. Dr. Steven Sommer has taken
over the practice of Duluth Chiropractic and
Wellness Center.
Dr. Sommer utilizes
the
innovative
Space Foundationcertified
Insight
Millennium
Technology
to
establish a reliable,
scientifically valid,
multidimensional
representation of a
patient’s condition.
Dr. Steven Sommer A d d i t i o n a l
chiropractic
techniques
used
by Dr. Sommer and Duluth Chiropractic

include Diversified, Activator, Thompson,
AK, ART, Cox F/D, and extremity adjusting.
Dr. Sommer received a bachelor of science
degree from Pennsylvania State University
and a doctor of chiropractic degree from
Life University. For information, visit
duluthchiropractic.com.
PARTNER OF THE YEAR. Booker
Promotions, Inc., was named Partner of
the Year at Facilisgroup’s Top Achieving
Sales Awards, in Las Vegas, in January.
Owned by Atlantans Scott Moscow, John
G. Hiles, Jr., and Neil Kalnitz, Booker
Promotions, founded in 1920, is one of the
largest promotional products distributors in
Georgia. Also honored were Booker sales
reps Grace Hiles and Shimon Kaminetzky,
who became Achiever’s Club members for
attaining more than $750,000 in sales in
2016. Kaminetzky was further honored for

a preschool art gallery. The event begins with
a brief preschool Shabbat service, followed
by a showcase of the art portfolios of the
three-year-old and pre-K classes. Cellist
Zach Mainzer, an Atlanta Jewish Academy
ninth-grader, will serenade gallery visitors.
This unique event treats even the youngest
student artists as real artists. During the
course of the year, students have participated
in a weekly art-history inspired studio art
course for preschoolers, taught by Kendra
Fabry. For information, call Risa Walter at
770-399-7622.
DAFFODIL DASH. The Daffodil Dash,
April 2, 9:00 a.m., is a one-mile and 5K
run/walk in memory of the 1.5 million
children who perished in the Holocaust and
supporting children in Darfur, South Sudan,
and Rwanda. The race is organized by Am
Yisrael Chai! Teen Initiative, where teens are
empowered to Remember the Past and Reach
for the Future. The Daffodil Dash begins and
ends at Brook Run Park, 4770 N. Peachtree
Road, Dunwoody. Registration begins at
8:00 a.m. and the one-mile run/walk begins
at 9:15 a.m. Overflow parking available at
Peachtree Middle School. For details or to
register, visit daffodildash.org.
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additional information, visit matureadults@
atlantajcc.org, or call 678-812-3861.
CONEXX GALA. On May 3, 6:00-9:00 p.m.,
at TWELVE Hotel Atlantic Station, Conexx
Gala will celebrate its 16th year. The dinner
and awards reception focuses on the work of
the American Israel Educational Institute, the
charitable affiliate of Conexx, and recognizes
the best in Southeast and Israel business by
presenting the Tom Glaser Leadership Award,
Partner of the Year, Israeli Company of the
Year, Deal of the Year, and U.S. Company of
the Year. An Innovative Academic Program
will also be recognized. For more information,
visit conexxgala.com or contact Barry Swartz
at bswartz@conexx.org.
HONORING
BETH AND
GREGG
PARADIES. Beth and Gregg Paradies
will receive the annual American Jewish
Committee (AJC) Selig Distinguished Service
Award, at dinner and reception, on May 24,
6 p.m. The event will be held at Flourish
Atlanta, at 3143 Maple Drive, in Buckhead.
Beth and Gregg are engaged participants
in the community, each having held many
leadership roles, chaired multiple events, and
received numerous accolades for their many
accomplishments. Featured speaker is AJC’s
CEO David Harris. For more information,
sponsorship or host committee opportunities,
contact Jen Pardee at 404-233-5501 or visit
ajcatlanta.org/Selig2017.

FARBER AT THE MJCCA. The MJCCA
presents legendary stand-up comedian Jerry
Farber, April 6, 10:30 a.m.-12:00 noon., at
the Morris & Rae Frank Theatre, located
at Zaban Park, 5342 Tilly Mill Road,
Dunwoody. Jerry Farber, named “Entertainer
of the Year” by Atlanta Magazine multiple
times, appears as part of MJCCA’s Edgewise
Speaker Series, in partnership with Peachtree
Hearing, Sunrise Senior Living, and the
Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta. The
event is free and open to the community. For

UPCOMING AT EDGEWISE. The MJCCA’s
Edgewise Speaker Series hosts informative
weekly talks, presented by Atlanta business
leaders and experts, on topics including
history, politics, religion, international affairs,
health, wellness, and current events. On May
25, Carol Cain will perform Rosie the Riveter.
The program is 10:30 a.m.-12:00 noon, at
MJCCA—Zaban Park. Admission is Silver
Sneakers and Community/$5 and members/
free. Coffee and treats are provided. For more
information, contact Sid Stein at 770-2324887.

being in the top five for sales growth among
all sales reps across 100+ Facilisgroup
distributor partners.

Retirement Income Certified Professional
(RICP) designation from The American
College, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.
Candidates for the
RICP designation
must
complete
a minimum of
three college-level
courses and pass a
series of two-hour
proctored exams.
They must also
have three years of
experience, meet
stringent
ethics
requirements,
and
participate
Bill Loventhal
in the college’s
continuing
education program. The RICP educational
curriculum is the most complete and
comprehensive program available to
professional financial advisors looking
to help their clients create sustainable
retirement income.

NEW YEAR, NEW BOARD MEMBERS.
Conexx is expanding its board to include
more young professionals, women, and
members from around the region and Israel.
New to the executive committee is Jordan
Arogeti (Sales Loft—Atlanta, GA), who is
also chair of Conexx’s Young Professionals
group. Also new to the board are Adrian
Cohen (Georgia Pacific, Atlanta), Jeff
Goldberg (Global Payments, Atlanta),
Nachum Korman (Landa Digital Printing,
Milton, Georgia), Alan Lubel (Berman
Fink Van Horn, Atlanta), Josh Mandell
(Stone River Company, Birmingham), Jeff
Neil (Georgia Ports Authority, Savannah),
Arthur Perlen (Centennial Retail Services,
Nashville), and Maurice Rosenbaum
(Health Systems, Atlanta).
CREATING RETIREMENT INCOME.
Bill Loventhal, a financial advisor with
Northwestern Mutual, has earned the
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The Matzo Brigade
BY Bubba
Meisa
Today, no matter where you are, quick
access to products is at your finger tips.
Items purchased can be in your hands the
next day, and you can get a hold of the
supplier by telephone, which is free, or use
that Internet thing.
But all of this is relatively new, and it
has taken us a little time to cotton to the
world of mass communication. After all,
it wasn’t too many years ago that we were
able to telephone someone by just spinning
the dial to a certain set of numbers, but
now, shezam, we can just tell the telephone
the number we want and it will ring them
up — sure is a far cry from the first actual
telephone message sent by old Alexander
Graham Bell (Alex as we call him down
here in Westabutchie) to Tommy Watson,
who was in another room.
Since there has always been a very
small Jewish community in town, it is
understandable that it was not worthwhile
for grocery stores to carry specialty foods
for just a handful of people. Such things as
kosher hot dogs, corned beef, kosher salami,
borsch, and pickled hearing are not to be
found. Keeping a kosher house was such
a chore that those who wanted to observe
these rules did not move to Westabutchie.
But this really became a problem during
the Passover holiday, as all of the families
participated in some form of observance of
the food rules and restrictions — hence the
annual Matzo Brigade.
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One of the jobs of the Brigade was to be
in contact with the Jewish families in town
and the surrounding area to put together a
shopping list — Organizer was the moniker
given to this person. The names and addresses
of people placing orders was part of this list,
so, in order to secure this information, it was
decided to write the list in cow Latin (since
the purpose of compiling the list was to get
products kosher for Passover, the group felt
it inappropriate to call it pig Latin). Once
the list was completed, the Organizer would
mail it to the grocer in New Orleans, who
would tally the cost of the items listed and
mail this tally back to the Organizer.
The Brigade also included a person
who had a car in good working order, with
safe tires, a big trunk, and who could make
a weekday trip out from Westabutchie. In
addition, it included another person to ride
shotgun (collectively called the Shleppers).
Over time, this function took on its own
character. The custom had grown to include
a community gathering at Mollie’s Diner for
some dinner and lots of smiles. This was not
like the Blessing of the Fleet festivities that
happened in nearby port cities at this time
of the year. This was a time for gathering
as Jews just for fun: a time to talk about the
task of cleansing the house of chametz and
just visit as community. The evening ended
with good wishes for a safe journey to the
Shleppers together with the lifting of the
glass for a joyous, “High ho, High ho, its off
for matzo we go.”
The following day, the Shleppers, with a
full tank of gas and the shopping list in hand,
set out on the mission. The route was on a
two-lane road through the swamps, with a
rest stop along the way at the White Kitchen
in Slidell, Louisiana. There, they could
refuel, grab a bite, and spend a few minutes

White Kitchen
playing the slot machines — a special treat
that was not available elsewhere in the area.
Each person had his own way of deciding
how much muscle to put into pulling the
handle on the slots, and each used a special,
proprietary bending of the elbow and wrist
that he was convinced influenced the results
(this was before modern technology took
the individuality out of playing the slots by
merely pushing a button to electronically
activate the adventure). To this was added
a particular way the lips were pursed.
Scientific proof of this was not necessary, as
the each knew that it worked.
After this respite, it was back to the car
and down U.S. Highway 11 for the balance
of the four-hour drive into New Orleans and
the destination.
When they finally got to the store, the
Shleppers took the shopping list inside to
check what had been laid out against the
shopping list. Since there was quite a bit of
product that had been order, this took about
an hour. Once completed, everything was
packaged in boxes and taken to the car, and
the bill was paid.
It usually was late afternoon when
the Shleppers were ready to head back to
Westabutchie. This was the dangerous part

A Holocaust survivor in Savannah
BY Carolyn
Gold
Among the Living
By Jonathan Rabb
$25.95
Other Press
I love novels set in familiar locations.
Among the Living by Jonathan Rabb is just
that. It takes place in Savannah, and, in my
mind’s eye, I can see the many streets and
attractions of the city where the book unfolds
— Johnny Harris Restaurant, Leopold’s Ice
Cream shop, the Nancy Hanks, Tybee Island,
36th Street, Jewish Educational Alliance, Bull
Street, Temple Mickve Israel, and Gottlieb’s.
The story begins in 1947, when 31-yearold Yitzhak Goldah, a Jewish refugee, comes

to live with his only remaining relatives, Abe
and Pearl Jesler, a childless,
older couple in Savannah.
Pearl’s motherly instincts are
aroused, and she hurries to
show off Goldah to their circle
of friends. She also is very
self-conscious that she may
say something that reminds
him of his concentration
camp experiences. The plot
has many subplots, one being
the separate social lives of
Conservative and Reform
Jews in Savannah.
Another
theme
is
Goldah’s introduction to the
South’s segregation, in those
years, of black “help” and
white Jewish families and
businesses. A painful scene
is when the cook’s boyfriend
hesitates to shake Goldah’s extended hand
after introductions, because that wasn’t done
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between races in Jim Crow Savannah. There is
another subplot of crime
at the Port of Savannah
involving the theft of
Italian sandals from
a docked ship’s cargo
destined for Jesler’s
shoe business. One of
Jesler’s clerks who used
to pull this off is later the
victim of racial violence
and left maimed for life.
Early on, Goldah
accepts a change of
his name from Yitzhak
to Ike, at the Jeslers’
suggestion, to sound
more American. He
begins working in
Jesler’s shoe business
and meets a young war
widow, from the Reform
community, who comes in to buy sandals.
Goldah soon learns that dating her is a local

of the trip. The roads through the swamp
were narrow, the bridges were tight, and the
roadbeds were full of dips because of the
constant compromise of the bases by the
swamp. In addition, it was not unusual for the
fog to set in later in the day, and if there was
rain, vision was hindered and the pavement
became slick.
And there was one other concern —
highwaymen. Whether true or not, because
of the desolate swamp area there were
always stories about bad guys hiding along
the way to steal from travelers. No telling
what they would do to get hold of the matzo,
horseradish, kosher wine, and Passover
macaroons. Keeping an eye peeled for such
possible clandestine interceptors was one
of the main reasons for the person riding
shotgun, and extreme caution would have to
be observed until they got to the other side of
Picayune.
And so another adventure of the Matzo
Brigade came to a successful end. This time it
was the black hats and not the white hoods that
were the good guys. The Jews of Westabuchie
are strong and resilient, and, although small in
numbers, they have maintained their identity
while being an influence on the character and
vibrancy of the town.
taboo, since the Jeslers are Conservative.
Just sitting with her on a bench in one of the
city’s squares becomes local gossip within
minutes.
The romance starts to grow anyway,
when suddenly a woman appears from
Goldah’s past—a woman who is warshattered from the camps and whom Goldah
had believed to be dead. She wants him to
go to Palestine with her to start a new life.
Romantic complications, race relations,
business ethics, religious snobbery, all
problems of the times, move the story along.
Goldah’s adjustment to life in the South and
all the other themes of the story are told
mostly in authentic-sounding dialogue. One
laughable, descriptive picture Rabb paints is
the scene after Rosh Hashanah, when the two
congregations, Reform and Conservative,
almost form a cavalcade, rushing out to the
Tybee Island Pier to do Tashlich, throwing
breadcrumbs in the water to wash away
their sins. This scene later turns into one of
intense drama.
Jonathan Rabb is now teaching writing
to lucky students at the Savannah College of
Art and Design.
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Schwartz on Sports
BY Jerry
Schwartz
THE ATLANTA FALCONS AND THE
JEWISH SPORTS SCENE. When I
decided to write about the Atlanta Falcons
and the Jewish Georgian sports scene, I
chose to wait until after the Super Bowl,
on February 5, to complete the column. I
planned to brag a lot about how the Falcons
beat Tom Brady, Bill Belichick, and the
New England Patriots and looked forward
to reading about it again in the MarchApril edition of The Jewish Georgian.
But things don’t always work out the
way you planned. The Falcons allowed
the Patriots to make the largest comeback
victory in Super Bowl history. You could
say the Patriots “deflated” the Falcons’
opportunity to win their first Super Bowl
and the Lombardi Trophy.
In spite of this major disappointment,
the Falcons had a great season! I got to
see the NFC Championship Game in the
Georgia Dome with my son, Michael.
It was the last football game played in
the Georgia Dome, and it propelled the
Falcons into the Super Bowl. What a
magical afternoon that was! I remember
when the Georgia Dome opened, in 1992,
and my wife, Nancy, and I, along with our
friends Bill and Sandra Hartman, got to
“Roam the Dome.” Now, 25 years later, I
was a part of that last, historic game. What
a thrill!
The Atlanta Falcons have a real
connection with the Jewish Georgian
sports scene. It all starts at the top, with
Arthur Blank, who became the team
owner in 2002. He is the co-founder of
The Home Depot, a philanthropist, and
a community leader. Anyone who has
ever played basketball, pickleball, or
racquetball, or been in an exercise class
at the Marcus Jewish Community Center
of Atlanta, has been in the Blank Gym.
Arthur Blank vowed to provide a firstclass organization for Atlanta fans and has
kept his word.
Another connection between the
Jewish community and the Falcons are
two of the limited partners, Doug Hertz
and Ed Mendel. I wrote about Ed and his
involvement with the Falcons after he
spoke to our Basketball Bunch at Lunch
group, in October. Again, if you’ve been
to the “J” or participated in any sports
or educational program there, you have
probably at one time or another been in
the Mendel Gym.
Jeff Schultz, a featured sports
columnist for The Atlanta JournalConstitution, is Jewish and came here
from Pittsburgh in the ‘80s. His columns
are informative, entertaining, and witty;
he sprinkles in some Yiddish terms from

time to time. He is one of many sports
writers who had to eat their words this
year about the Falcons, but he certainly
came around to be a big-time supporter.
Matt “Lanta” Chernoff and “Steak”
Shapiro are sports talk hosts on 680 The
Fan, and I listen to them daily. They are
knowledgeable and opinionated, just what
sports talk hosts are supposed to be. Matt
is a local guy—he attended Dunwoody
High—and has been a real supporter of
the Falcons all year. Steak is a transplant
from Boston, which you would know the
second you heard him speak. He keeps
things lively on the morning show. You
could tell how much his loyalty was
torn in deciding between rooting for
either the Falcons or Patriots. Steak is
also an excellent basketball player and
has participated in the Men’s Basketball
League at the “J” for many years. I played
with him one season, and he was a great
teammate. He could shoot the ball.
Zack Klein is the man when it comes
to WSB-TV sports. He appears nightly,
has a close connection with the Falcons,
and was part of a team that covered the
Super Bowl.
I.J. Rosenberg is a lifelong Atlantan.
He attended Lakeside High, where he
was a star athlete, and went on to the
University of Alabama, to play football
for Bear Bryant and Ray Perkins. After
college, I.J. entered the world of sports
writing and was the beat writer for the
Braves for many years, as well as for
the Atlanta Falcons in 1989. He writes a
weekly column for The Atlanta JournalConstitution, “Where Are They Now,” and
has covered many ex-Falcon players. He’s
another guy who both writes about and
plays sports and has been a participant in
the Men’s Basketball League at the “J.”
The last connection with the Falcons
and the Jewish Georgian sports scene is the
fans. There are many Jewish families who
have been fans since the Falcons arrived
in 1966, but one in particular is the Klee
family. I saw a picture of Ronnie, Rita,
and their son, Steven, with Arthur Blank,
sitting in the stands at the new Mercedes
Benz Football Stadium. It hadn’t opened
yet, but I’m betting they will be there for
the first Falcons game in 2017.
Yes, the Atlanta Falcons and the
Jewish Georgian sports scene have a real
connection, one that will be there for years
and years to come.
LARRY CONLEY AT EDGEWISE. Sid
Stein did it again! Over the years, he has
alerted me about upcoming sports-related
speakers for the Edgewise group. When he
told me that Larry Conley would be the
guest speaker on December 15, I put it on
my calendar, circled it a couple times, and
told Sid I would be there with notepad,
pen, and camera to cover it for The Jewish
Georgian.
Being an avid basketball fan, I knew
all about Larry. He played basketball
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We enjoyed the presentation: Ed
Aqua, Marc Kranz, and Sid Stein
Larry Conley talking about collegiate
sports, with Sid Stein’s memorabilia
displayed on the table in front (Photo
courtesy of David Cohen)
from 1962–66 at the University of
Kentucky, for the famous coach Adolph
Rupp, and he went on to become a sports
broadcaster. Over 42 years, he has covered
approximately 1,800 basketball games and
400 baseball games for networks such as
CBS, NBC, ABC, ESPN, and FOX Sports.
In 1996 and 2004, Larry was a radio and
basketball analyst for the Olympics.
His topic at Edgewise was “42 Years of
Collegiate Sports and the Future.” This
was one program I wasn’t going to miss.
When I first walked into the “J,”
Larry was sitting at a table on Main
Street. I introduced myself and told him
that I met him 35 years ago, when I was
principal at Vanderlyn Elementary and his
two sons, Chris and Ryan, attended the
school. I remember talking sports with
him one afternoon in the school’s front
office. Larry and his wife are still in the
same Dunwoody home they lived in then.
Marc Kranz was also sitting at the
table. When I introduced myself, he
told me that his children also attended
Vanderlyn while I was there, and that we
had played together on the Beth Shalom
basketball team, in the synagogue league,
about 30 years ago. You know, it’s a small
world.
I also told Larry that I played with a
fellow Kentucky basketball player in the
National Senior Games for about 10 years.
Roy Roberts was a few years ahead of
Larry, but he remembered him well. I sat
there and talked sports with Larry, until it
was time for the program to start. He is
so approachable and knowledgeable that
it was a pleasure talking with him. It was
like having coffee at the IHOP and talking
sports with a friend.
Sid Stein introduced Larry and turned
the program over to him. He spoke on a
variety of topics in an interesting and
informative way. He’s a natural storyteller,
and the time went quickly.
He talked about the famous NCAA
Championship game, in 1966, between
Rupp’s Runts, an all-white team, and
Texas Western, the starting five for
which were all black. Larry played for
Kentucky, along with Pat Riley. Texas
Western upset Kentucky. Larry said that
the racial aspect of that game has been
way overblown over the years. The movie

Glory Road, one of the best sports movies
I had ever seen, featured that game. Larry
said he was asked to be a consultant for
the movie, and they gave him a retainer
before the production started. But he was
never contacted again for his consulting
services, and in three years the movie
came out. Larry said, with a smile, that he
was ready for any other work they were
willing to give him.
Before going to the University of
Kentucky in 1962, Larry played for
a coach who’s high school team had
something like 96 wins and seven losses
in the years he was there. Coach Rupp,
a legend in college basketball—who had
a gigantic ego—asked Larry, “Who was
the better coach?” When Larry hesitated,
Rupp said, “Son, you got a lot to learn.”
Rupp also told players who didn’t perform
well that there was always an open seat
right next to him on the bench.
Larry spent a good amount of time
talking about the changes in college
basketball over the last 40 years. He said
that today, the sport has the best-coached
and best-conditioned athletes ever. There
are so many systems in place to help them
excel.
He also stated that sport fans, as a
rule, don’t watch college basketball until
late December, after all the football bowl
games are over. He suggested that the
college basketball season start after that,
and the championship take place in April.
Larry talked about how money and
sport agents drive all of sports. Last year,
sports generated more than 30 billion
dollars, with the NFL being the largest
profit maker. This will get bigger and
bigger.
There was time for questions at
the end of the presentation. Leon Tuck
asked Larry if he thought Bill Russell
was the greatest player of all time; Leon
cited Russell’s number of championship
rings. Larry said that Russell would be
up there, along with Wilt Chamberlain,
Elgin Baylor, Oscar Robertson, Michael
Jordan, Larry Byrd, Jerry West, and
LeBron James. That question could have
generated lots and lots of discussion.
I’ve tried to summarize a captivating
presentation by a knowledgeable guy and
great storyteller, Larry Conley.
Hope you enjoyed that column. Until
next time, drive for the bucket and score.
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Dogs I have loved and feared
BY Leon
Socol
Some time back, I attended a book event
about dogs and their relationship with other
animals and humans. I got to thinking about the
dogs that have been in my life, and how they
affected me, both good and bad.
My first recollection goes back to the age of
five. Billy Bones, a frisky little Boston Terrier,
was the family pet of my aunt and uncle. He
was a lively dog, but he had intestinal problems.
Whenever he had an attack, he would circle my
aunt’s and uncle’s house, like a greyhound on
a racetrack. These running fits caused us to
stop playing and run into the house, where we
latched the front screen door to keep the dog
outside. When Billy Bones became thoroughly
exhausted, he would stop and collapse. We
were very cautious not to get too close to him.
He scared the life out of us.
The second dog in my life was a white
spitz named Fritz. He was given to my brother
and me but was taken over and trained by
our housekeeper, Mrs. Steen. A strict German
woman, she loved the dog and trained him to
do tricks, such as sitting up, rolling over, and
barking his age. Mrs. Steen wouldn’t let us touch
or pet our own dog. When she wasn’t looking,
my brother and I would try to get Fritz to do
tricks at our command. The dog completely
ignored us. After the dog had been with us for
a year or so, he mysteriously disappeared. We
never saw the dog again, and Mrs. Steen was

devastated. My brother and I were not.
I did without another dog until I was 11
years old. My widowed mother remarried a
man who loved dogs, and we soon acquired
Blackie, a warm and playful black Cocker
Spaniel. He was truly a family dog and loved
us all. When I was in the Navy, during WWII, I
remember coming home on leave, and I hadn’t
seen Blackie in more than a year. I arrived home
late at night and walked up the dark driveway to
the back door. Before I reached the door, I heard
a dog’s warning growl. I stopped in my tracks
and called out, “Blackie, Blackie.” In a flash,
Blackie recognized my voice, came running to
me, and jumped up to lick my face. I never had
a better welcome home from man or dog.
After the war, I left home for Atlanta to
finish my college work. I met a wonderful girl,
who became my wife, and we settled in Atlanta,
where we raised three kids. Every summer, we
would drive to Texas in our station wagon, to
visit my family. We would load the kids into
the back of the wagon, leave Atlanta in the late
afternoon, and drive all night. My wife had the
kids in their pajamas, so they could sleep all
night and wake up at my parents’ home in the
morning.
In the years I was away, my stepfather
acquired a bronze chow dog named Rusty. The
dog was absolutely vicious; he guarded the
house better than an alarm system. When we
would arrive at my parents’ house, after driving
all night, we couldn’t get out of our car. Rusty
would come running up to the car, barking and
showing his sharp teeth. I would have to honk
my car horn to get my dad to come out and put
the dog behind a fence, so we could get out of
the car and into the house. Rusty was gentle
and affectionate once he got used to my family.

When my dad was home from his store, the dog
was always at his side.
My kids always wanted a dog, and we
finally agreed to get one. It turned out to be a
mixed breed puppy from a litter of 12. The kids
named her Chug-A-Lug. The dog was small
and somewhat shy, even around the kids. She
lived in the basement and would never come
upstairs, regardless of how much we offered.
When my kids grew up and left for college,
Chug was left in our care. The dog would stay
outside, but never leave our yard. She would
bark at everyone, but she would never bite
anyone.
One of the things Chug loved to do with
me was play tag in the yard. She would run at
me and then veer off when I tried to catch her.
The funniest thing that ever happened to
Chug was her encounter with the twin Siamese
cats that lived across the street from us.
One day, the cats came into our front yard.
Chug immediately chased one into a hedge.
Chug barked loudly and got the courage to go
in after the cat. She was met with a sharp claw
from the cat and retreated to the far end of the
hedge, where the second cat had gone. Chug
ran into the hedge, only to be confronted with
a sharp slash from the second cat. I saw Chug
jump straight up into the air and beat it into
the back yard. I ached from laughing. I’m sure
Chug wondered how that cat got to the other
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end of the hedge so fast. I concluded that the
dog hadn’t seen the second cat enter the far end
of the hedge while she barked at the first one.
Chug lived more than 16 years; she was the last
of that 12-dog litter.
My children loved dogs and had their own
pets over the years. Son Scott had acquired
Chug, but had dogs all during college and after
he married. His wife, Deborah, also was fond
of dogs and had her own dog-walking/care
business.
Grandson Jordan took to dogs, as he was
an only child. His beautiful blond Labrador
became like a second child to his parents. They
loved to keep the dog whenever they could.
My older son, Alan, and his wife, Beth,
had a huge and lovable German shepherd
that Beth maintained would go outside with
her every morning while she said prayers. I
questioned that claim, so Beth invited me to go
into the back yard and hide behind shrubbery
before she came outside with George. The dog
was at Beth’s side, and he stood up when she
did and sat down when she did without any
commands being given. After the prayers, Beth
and George came into the house for breakfast.
I took pictures of the event. After that, George
became known as the davening dog.
You may ask, “Did the dog really daven?”
I don’t know for sure, because my Hebrew isn’t
that good.

Special in Uniform: a simple idea yields big results
By Alan Wolk

My wife, Roni, and I just returned
from our third trip to Israel and, as usual,
the experience was terrific. We enjoyed the
hustle and bustle of Tel Aviv, the spirituality
of Jerusalem, the breathtaking hilltop views
in Haifa, and the artistic communities in the
Golan. And we loved the food wherever we
went. You can’t beat the chocolate babka
from Israel! The rest of our trip was spent
deep diving into several Jewish National Fund
(JNF) programs near and dear to our hearts.
Having been involved with JNF’s Task
Force on Disabilities and now chairing the
committee for Special in Uniform (SIU),
which is one of four JNF programs supporting
special needs populations in Israel, we were
invited to visit two Special in Uniform units
in Tel Aviv. Special in Uniform is a unique
program, operating in partnership with Jewish
National Fund, that integrates young adults
with autism and other mental and physical
disabilities into the Israeli Defense Forces
and, in turn, into Israeli society. Its core belief
is that everyone belongs and has the right to
reach his or her full potential. The program
focuses on the unique talents of each individual
participant to help find a job within the IDF
that is a perfect fit for their abilities (not their

disabilities) and provides support, therapy, and
counseling throughout the participant’s time in
the program.
Tiran Attia, director of SIU, gained security
clearance for us to visit the SIU unit at Tel Nof
Air Force Base. Here we were, surrounded by
these immense helicopters and fighter jets,
feeling the full power of the IDF. But it was
the humble captain and the SIU soldiers who
greeted us inside a conference room with a
heartfelt message and a surprise that moved
us the most. We were shown to a plaque on
the wall dedicating this SIU unit in memory of
my brother. I felt a rush of emotions. I couldn’t
help my brother Phillip when he was alive, but
maybe, in some small way, I could help these
courageous young people. After pictures and a
quiet talk with the captain, we moved on to the
workplace of the SIU unit to see these soldiers
with disabilities working alongside “typical”
soldiers and commanders.
One of the SIU soldiers was Yakov, a
young man with Down syndrome. The story of
Yakov is a story of perseverance. Yakov grew
up on a kibbutz, and, when he was 18 years
old, he approached an officer in the enlistment
office, explaining his devotion to the IDF and
the Jewish state. He was immediately told that
his condition would prevent him from serving
in the Army. But Yakov didn’t give up. “In

A new unit of Autism spectrum youths entering the Special in Uniform
program, at Sde Dov Air Force Base, in Tel Aviv
the kibbutz, everyone goes to the Army,” he
said. “These are the values of my family. It’s
something that’s been with me since childhood.”
SIU believed in Yakov, and he is now in charge
of taking bulk minor parts, breaking them down,
and shipping them to the other Air Force bases
throughout Israel. He is proud of his role and

happy to be a part of the IDF.
That day, as we wandered from department
to department, we saw these SIU soldiers take
their work seriously and do it all with a sense
of pride. Sometimes, the most brilliant ideas
See SPECIAL IN UNIVORM, page 44
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Bonnie and Chuck Berk honored by Israel Bonds

As Development Corporation for
Israel/Israel Bonds celebrates more than $40
billion in global sales since the program was
launched in 1951, and a record-breaking
$1.127 billion in U.S. sales in 2016 alone,
Bonnie and Chuck Berk of Atlanta were
honored recently with Israel Bonds’
Israel69 Award, presented in recognition
of exceptional support for Israel and
perpetuating Jewish heritage.
Israel
Bonds’
milestone
sales
announcement comes just weeks after the
rating agency Moody’s published a report
noting Israel’s performance, pointing to the
country’s economic, institutional, and fiscal
strength.
“Israel Bonds are both a financial
instrument and a fraternal instrument, a
bond of brotherhood and sisterhood with the
Jewish state, for Jews and non-Jews alike,”
said Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu,
in a video message shared with supporters
at Israel Bonds’ annual International Prime
Minister’s Club Dinner, at the Fontainebleau
Hotel, in Miami Beach, on February 12.
Chuck Berk, speaking of his
relationship to his Jewish heritage and Israel
and why this accolade is so important to
him, said, “Many of us go out to an event,
and we write a check. Why write a check
when you can give a bond, which also ties
people to us, and ties anybody who gets that
bond to the heritage of our people? That’s
what we ought to be doing.”
Bonnie Berk added, “Israel is a light
unto the nations. It is and always has been. A
safe and healthy Israel is a gift to the world.”

In addition to the Berks, Israel Bonds
recognized 14 other individuals or pairs of
honorees from the United States, Canada,
and Mexico, with its prestigious Israel69
Award. Celebrity emcee Jason Alexander
headlined the Prime Minister’s Club Dinner.
Also in attendance were Israel’s Permanent
Representative to the United Nations
Ambassador Danny Danon, Consul General
of Israel in Los Angeles Sam Grundwerg,
Consul General of Israel in Florida Lior
Haiat, and, from the Israeli Finance Ministry,
Director General Shai Babad and Deputy
Accountant General Yali Rothenberg.
Israeli Finance Minister Moshe Kahlon
praised Israel Bonds’ achievements,
remarking, “Since its founding, Israel Bonds
has been a cornerstone of Israel’s economy.
Crossing the $40 billion mark exemplifies
the organization’s dedication to Israel and
the way in which its message of economic
support has resonated on a global scale. On
behalf of the government of Israel, I wish to
thank Israel Bonds and its worldwide client
base for helping to build every sector of our
economy.”
Rony Hizkiyahu, accountant general of
Israel’s Finance Ministry, said, “Israel Bonds
is an important element of Israel’s debt
management policy and has been mentioned
as a credit strength by our rating agencies.
The organization’s long-lasting contribution
is yet another example of the decades-long
economic partnership between the diaspora
community and Israel.” [Note: Israel Bonds
are not rated.]
Israel Maimon, who began his tenure

Federation News
MANSBACH IS NEW CHIEF IMPACT
OFFICER. Jodi Lox Mansbach has
joined
Jewish
Federation of
Greater Atlanta
(JFGA) as chief
impact officer.
In this newly
created
role,
she is providing
executive
leadership
and
strategic
vision
for
Federation, both
internally and
in collaboration
with
the
Jodi Lox Mansbach
agency’s affiliates
and partners.
“Jodi is a bold and innovative
thinker, with unique strengths in planning,
marketing, and nonprofit business,” said Eric
Robbins, president and CEO of Federation.
“I deeply believe we will all be invigorated
and energized by her leadership.”
Most recently, she worked with the
City of Atlanta to launch Atlanta City

Studio, Atlanta’s first pop-up urban design
center, which is incubating new ideas about
the design of the city. As a vice president
at Jamestown LP, she was a key player in
the development of mixed-use properties
in the Southeast and was the lead planner
of the rooftop entertainment project
at Ponce City Market. Mansbach also
launched Jamestown’s first sustainability
program, and she started and ran Jamestown
Foundation.
With this background, Mansbach will
lead Federation initiatives in planning
and innovation. She will be tasked with
developing a new allocations model,
based on principles of collective impact
for Federation’s domestic and overseas
partners. She will also help design
organizational evaluation tools that measure
shared outcomes. The goal is twofold:
a realignment of how Federation relates
to its affiliates, and an expanded view of
partnerships in the Jewish and non-Jewish
communities.
“Jodi Mansbach brings tremendous
depth of understanding of the trends and
challenges facing the nonprofit world,”
Robbins said. “She is a visionary who gets

Chuck and Bonnie Berk, with Jason Alexander (Photo: Shahar Azran/
Development Corporation for Israel)
as Israel Bonds’ new president and CEO
this fall, commented, “Israel Bonds’
historic sales clearly show that throughout
generations, the idea of demonstrating
confidence in Israel through investing in
Israel has touched a response chord with
individuals from all walks of life.”
Also receiving the Israel69 Award were
Dr. Sharon Azrieli, of Montreal; Jeffrey
Beck and Jarrod Beck, of Dallas; Israel
Feldman, of Mexico City; Alex Halberstein,

of Miami; Sharon and David Halpern, of
Livingston, New Jersey; Sarah and Elie
Hirschfeld, of New York; Suellen and Larry
Kadis, of Cleveland; Alan Kantrowitz, of
Los Angeles; Melanie and René Moreno,
of Washington, D.C. and Curaçao; Barry
Shrage, of Boston; Dr. Tobi Richman
Steinhardt and Rabbi David Steinhardt, of
Boca Raton; Diana Sager and Dr. Steven
Warren, of Tampa Bay; and Richard Ziman,
of Los Angeles.

things done.” For several years, she was
vice president of WordOne LLC, a boutique
marketing communications and branding
agency for nonprofit and foundation clients.
Along with this, Jodi is a true servantleader, whose time and talents have been
shared on the Federation board and the
boards of Repair the World, Chattahoochee
NOW, Museum of Design Atlanta, Limmud
Atlanta, Wexner Foundation Alumni, and
many more. She is also a past winner of
two Federation awards: the Mary and Max
London People Power Award (2015) and the
Gerald H. Cohen Community Development
Award (2003). She was selected by
Outstanding Atlanta, the city’s premier
honor for community involvement, in 2001.

Boston University and holds two masters
degrees, one in criminal justice and another
in management from Johns Hopkins
University.
Cathal works closely with federal,
state, and local law enforcement and was
instrumental in ensuring that protocols were
followed when bomb threats were called
into the Marcus Jewish Community Center
of Atlanta and Atlanta Jewish Academy last
month.

PROTECTING THE COMMUNITY. Cathal
J. Lucy joined Jewish Federation of Greater
Atlanta last fall as director of Communitywide Security, following in the pioneering
footsteps of Dick Raisler, the nation’s first
Jewish community security director.
Cathal is a retired Secret Service agent.
In his 25-year career, he was assigned to the
Presidential Protective Division and served
Presidents Clinton and Bush, protecting
the latter on 9/11. He was an attaché of the
Secret Service based in the U.S. Embassy in
Paris, where he served 23 countries around
the globe.
A Boston native, Lucy is a graduate of

WOMEN AND FINANCE LUNCHEON.
The Women’s Philanthropy of JFGA
presents “Family Financial Literacy: Finding
Philanthropy Between the Lines,” Friday,
March 31, at The Selig Center. Check in is
11:30-11:45 a.m., followed by a buffet lunch
(dietary laws observed) and keynote address
by Carol Kroch, managing director of Wealth
and Philanthropic Planning, Wilmington
Trust, from 11:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Breakout
sessions, which will address charitable
planning, family finances, and taking care
of parents, will run simultaneously, from
12:45-1:30 p.m.
This event is open to all women in
the community. Event chairs are Laurie
Kogon, Debbie Levinson, and Kim Swartz.
The fee is $18 per person. Register online,
by March 27, at jewishatlanta.org. For
more information, contact Beth Warner, at
bwarner@jewishatlanta.org.
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HAPPY PASSOVER FROM OUR HOMES TO YOURS
The William Breman Jewish Home
Aviv Rehabilitation Center
Berman Commons
The Cohen Home
The One Group
The Zaban Tower
Weinstein Hospice
Meyer Balser NORC

JEWISH HOME

JewishHomeLife.org
404.351.8410

Life Communities
Care and Resources for Generations

Passover Seder
WITH THE TEMPLE

Join our Temple clergy and community as we remember
our people’s story from slavery to freedom.
Learn about our efforts to combat slavery today and
celebrate our many paths towards freedom.

Monday, April 10, 2017

Cost:

Check-in: 5:45 PM

MEMBERS:

Seder: 6:15 PM
Grape juice will be provided
for the four cups. You are welcome
to bring your own wine to enjoy.

RSVP

$60 Adults
$25 Children
NON-MEMBERS:

$65 Adults
$35 Children

By Friday, March 31, 2017 to Joya Schmidt at
jschmidt@the-temple.org or 404-873-1731.

For registration and more info, visit the-temple.org/passover.

Follow us!
1589 Peachtree Street NE
Atlanta, GA 30309
404.873.1731 | the-temple.org

facebook.com/thetempleatlanta
@the_templeatl
@the_templeatl
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Kosher Affairs
BY Roberta
Scher

March-April 2017

catering, the company has a food truck and
will be rolling out its “Smokin’ hot Shabbat”
meals at pop-up locations around Atlanta.
Keith, a Johnson & Wales University
College of Culinary Arts graduate and
trained chef, prepares everything to order.
His restaurant experience includes growing
up alongside his dad at the family’s Burger
King franchise. Contact Keith Marks at
keith.kcbbq@gmail.com or 404-250-1227.
His website is currently under construction.

WINTER HAS BEEN A BUSY FOOD
AND WINE TIME IN ATLANTA
I had the pleasure of attending the Kosher
Food and Wine (KFWATL) gala in February.
This year’s event, held at Mason Fine Art, in
Midtown, Atlanta honored Chabad supporters
Rita and Michael LeVine and Yaarit and Ian
Silverstone. All proceeds benefitted Chabad
of Georgia and its ongoing outreach activities.
Rabbi Isser New coordinated the event, which
was attended by 600 happy food and wine
tasters.
We ate way too much of the steamed
dumplings from Chai Peking, the cookie cake
from Ali’s, the delicious BBQ from Keith’s
Corner (more on that below), spectacular petit
fours from the Spicy Peach, and on and on. And
yes, we imbibed as well—there were at least 20
wine choices from Royal Wine Corporation,
and the Goza Tequila was flowing. Be certain
to put this event on your calendar next time.
Yes, we will announce the date.

Rabbi Isser New
-----

-----

Atlanta has a new kosher pit master.
One of the highlights of our food tasting
at the KFWATL was the scrumptious BBQ
beef sandwich prepared by Keith Marks,
of Keith’s Corner BBQ. Keith has been
catering BBQ for several years but recently
made the decision to become Atlanta
Kashruth Commission kosher certified.
Especially exciting, in addition to general

Shout out to Broadway Café. I am a fan
of their new $4.99 bagel breakfast, which
includes, eggs, bagels, hash browns, and
coffee.
----Congrats to Udi Hershkovitz, who has
returned as the owner of Fuego Mundo. On
my recent visit to the restaurant, both the
service and food were excellent!
TOOL UP FOR PASSOVER
If any of my kitchen tools or small
appliances need replacing, I often try to do
this prior to Passover. This year, I have a
few new cooking toys to suggest and a new
type of disposable paper towel.
• Core Kitchen 10-piece Silicone Utensil,
$19.99. I purchased mine at the Costco
Chamblee location.
• The Amazing Instant Pot—Wow! Falloff-the-bone ribs in 30 minutes, chuck roast
in 40 minutes, and a whole host of foods
ready in an instant. This is not my mother’s
stovetop pressure cooker—it’s a whole new
way to save time cooking. Visit instantpot.
com.
• Ora—the round paper towel. These new
disposable
towels are
soft,
but
s t r o n g ,
and
so
convenient.
Best of all,
they
are
Shabbos
friendly—
no tearing
required,
and they lift
right off the
base. They
are available at Target.com and at several
Target stores. Visit Ora-home.com.

• Peelers—Believe it or not, those vegetable
peelers (and knives) in your kitchen drawer
do not last forever. They lose their sharp
e d g e s
and
are
no longer
efficient.
My friend
Lois Held
introduced
me to a
new
line
of peelers.
I still love
my OXO,
but now I also use the Swissmar doubleedged peeler, which is multi-directional,
and the Swissmar Julienne peeler, which
cuts decorative, scalpel-sharp, matchstickshaped pieces. Both are ergonomically
designed and work quite efficiently.
• Nut Chopper—I
chop so many nuts at
Passover that I have
one of these dedicated
strictly to the holiday.
It is manual and works
effortlessly. There are
several good brands,
such as Prepworks,
and the price is
approximately $10 to
$15. They are available
at various retailers,
including Wal-Mart and
Bed Bath & Beyond.
----When all the work is done (is it ever?),
and preparations are complete, it is our job
to focus on the meaning of the Seders and
the holiday.
“In every generation a person must
see himself as if he has personally come
out of Mitzrayim (Egypt).” As we re-live
our heritage, may Passover and our Seders
be joyous—a celebration of our freedom.
Wishing our readers a wonderful, delicious,
and kosher Pesach.
See RECIPES, page 43

What’s cooking? Email kosheraffairs@
gmail.com.
This column is meant to provide the
reader with current trends and developments
in the kosher marketplace. Since standards
of kashruth certification vary, check with
the AKC or your local kashruth authority to
confirm reliability.
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Chatting with Roger Horowitz
BY Roberta
Scher
I have written about the book Kosher
USA in a previous column. Its author, Roger
Horowitz, follows the fascinating historical
journey of kosher food through the modern
industrial food system. The book recounts
the journey of iconic products such as
Coca-Cola and the controversial entry of
Jell-O into the kosher conversation. The
author shares the details of the “contentious
debates among rabbis over the incorporation
of modern science into Jewish law.”
Roger was in town, on January 25,
presenting a book talk at Congregation
Shearith Israel. This synagogue was the
former pulpit of Rabbi Tobias Geffen, who
was instrumental in “kosherizing” Coke. I
had an opportunity to interview Roger by
phone. Here is some of what I learned:

• When I asked about readers’ response to
the book, Horowitz said that they seem to
love the subject matter, and the interaction
has led to talks and invitations to shuls
and libraries across the country. David
Sugarman, CEO of Manischewitz, attended
a Brooklyn talk, which led to a tour of the
New Jersey factory. The kosher agencies
have not responded as of yet.
• Many people never really understood
the historical background of kosher laws
and labels, such as how hechshers (kosher
labels) end up on packages. Horowitz is
impressed with the seriousness of reader
questions.
• The publication of this book had many
personal ramifications for Horowitz. He has
embraced his Jewishness—the process of
writing and publishing the book made him
feel a lot more Jewish. He better understands
the depth of tradition and intellect, and feels
a greater connection to his grandparents.
• What does Horowitz see in the kosher
future? It is clear that the place of kosher
in modern history looks secure. At least
30-40% of all new products are kosher; he
sees stability and continuity. Since so many

Roger Horowitz, author of Kosher USA
ingredients (70-90%) are available as kosher,
it is easy for companies to become kosher.
Kosher food is not just for the observant.
Jewish companies are also expanding and
diversifying in several niches, including
organic and gluten-free. Ninety percent of
Jews celebrate Passover in some form.
• I asked him what was next and if there was

another book on the horizon. He responded
that he is currently traveling and giving
talks about Kosher USA. But, with the right
idea, there will be another book.
Kosher USA is available on Amazon
and at local bookstores, including Judaica
Corner.

FOR ALL OCCASIONS & MORE

Passover 2017 Menu

Located at AJA: 5200 Northland Dr., Atlanta, GA 30342

404.953.8157 • office@FAOcatering.com
Pick up Monday April 10th 9am-1pm

CASSEROLES

MEDIUM
(serves 6-8)

LARGE
(serves 15)

*Potato Kugel ....................$19.95 $32.95
*Squash Casserole.............$19.95 $32.95
*Broccoli Kugel .................$19.95 $32.95
*Apple Kugel .....................$19.95 $32.95
Carrot Tzimmes ..............$19.95 $32.95
Spaghetti Squash
with Dried Fruit ..............$25.00 $43.00
Roasted Potatoes .............$19.95 $32.95
Garlic Mashed Potatoes .$19.95 $32.95
Broccoli Potato Kugel.....$19.95 $32.95
Grilled Vegetables ...........$19.95 $32.95

PAREVE SOUP, SALADS & SIDES
*Matzah Ball Soup (with 4 Matzah Balls)
(serves 3-4) ...........................$ 15.95/QT
*Matzah Balls ............................ $1.75/EA
*Large Potato Cakes ................. $2.25/EA
*Large Apple Pancakes............. $2.25/EA
Haroset ......................................$8.99/LB
Gefilte Fish..............................$14.95/LB
Cucumber Salad ....................$10.99/LB
Tuna Salad ..............................$19.00/LB
Egg Salad.................................$15.00/LB
Quinoa Carrot Salad .............$12.00/LB
Roasted Beet Salad ................$12.00/LB
Israeli Salad ............................$10.99/LB

MEAT
Chicken Schnitzel...$11.99/EA • Pecan Encrusted Chicken...$13.50/EA
Bone-In Chicken Breast...$7.99/Portion • Bone-In Chicken Thigh & Leg...$6.99/Portion
Grilled Boneless Chicken Breast...$10.50/LB • Brisket & Gravy...$28.00/LB
PARVE DESSERTS
*Matzah Brittle...$3.50/Per Sheet • Plain Macaroons...$2.85/EA
Flourless Chocolate Cake (serves 8)...$34.95/Per Cake • *Mandel Bread...$14.95/LB
*Marshmallow Surprise...$3.25/Per Square
*MEANS ITEM IS GEBROCHTZ • Pick up or Deliver $35.00
Call for orders during Chol Hamoed • Prices subject to change due to market

WE STAND

AAA

WITH ISRAEL
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EXCLUSIVELY AT BENNIE’S SHOES
2625 Piedmont Rd. • Buckhead Crossing • 404.262.1966
Open Monday-Saturday 8am-6pm • Sun. 12-5pm
www.BenniesShoes.com

CELEBRATE ISRAEL INDEPENDENCE DAY
WITH JEWISH NATIONAL FUND
Tuesday, May 2, 2017

Meet the people who are making their mark on the future of Israel!

14th Annual Jack Hirsch
Memorial Breakfast

Atlanta Women for Israel 4th Annual
Israel Independence Day Luncheon

The Westin Atlanta Perimeter North Hotel

Dunwoody Country Club

7 Concourse Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30328

1600 Dunwoody Club Drive, Atlanta, GA 30350

7:15 – 7:55 am Registration; 7:55 – 9:00 am Breakfast

11:30 am

Featuring Guest Speaker

Featuring Guest Speaker

RUSSELL F. ROBINSON

FLORINE MARK

Complimentary Breakfast Honoring Ron Blomberg

COST TO ATTEND $54; $36 for attendees under 40 years of age

For more information and to RSVP, visit jnf.org/atlbreakfast

For more information and to RSVP, visit jnf.org/atlwfiluncheon

CEO, Jewish National Fund

President and CEO, Weight Watchers Group

jnf.org

800.JNF.0099
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Kosher Korner

leavened. Make sure the matzo has a kosherfor-Passover label on it.

BY Reuven
Stein
The Jewish holiday of freedom is one of
the only holidays also identified by its food.
Passover is called the Holiday of the Matzos
or the Holiday of
Unleavened
Bread.
Jews all over the
world, throughout the
ages, even those who
do not necessarily
follow the dietary
laws, try to keep some
of them for Passover or
at least at the Seder. Be
alert to many caterers,
restaurants,
and
supermarket chains that advertise or imply that
their foods are suitable for Passover. Unless an
item is endorsed with rabbinic supervision, it’s
not kosher for Passover.
ON PASSOVER OUR TRADITION IS TO
ASK QUESTIONS
• Are all matzos kosher?
Many matzos are baked with nonPassover flour that has come in contact with
water and would be considered chometz or

• What about grape matzo or egg matzo?
These matzos, according to many
authorities, are not considered the poor man’s
bread. Real matzo can be only flour and water.
• Are meat and fish kosher for Passover?
All kosher raw poultry, meat, and fish are
kosher-for-Passover year round. Delicatessen,
seasoned, or pickled products; pre-cooked
products; or products
in sauces must have
a special kosher-forPassover symbol.
• Is all kosher wine
sweet?
Kosher wine does
not have to be sweet.
Today, one can find
all varieties of kosher
wine. Some wines have
added flavors and are not kosher for Passover;
this includes some Manischewitz varieties.
One should use only a grape wine for the
Seder. There are berry wines that are kosher
for Passover, but should not be used for the
Seder. Please check the labels.
• Why does soda need a kosher-for-Passover
symbol on it?
Many sodas use corn syrup, which we
do not use on Passover. Coca-Cola makes a
special run with pure cane sugar for Passover;
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it uses a specially marked bottle cap for this
run.
----The following items do not require
Passover certification: Aluminum foil;
aluminum foil baking pans; baby ointments;
bags (paper or plastic); body wash; bowl
and tub cleanser; candles; cardboard; carpet
cleaner; charcoal; conditioner; copper and
metal cleaners; cork; cosmetics (except
possibly lipsticks); cupcake holders; cups
(paper, plastic, or Styrofoam); dental floss (any
unflavored, including waxed); deodorants;
detergents; dishwashing detergent; drain
opener; fabric protector; furniture polish;
glass cleaner; hair gels, sprays, and mousse;
hair removers and treatments; insecticides;
isopropyl alcohol; jewelry polish; laundry
detergents; lotions; napkins (paper); oven
cleaner; paper cups, plates, and towels;
perfumes; pipe openers; plastic bags, cups,
and plates; plastic containers; plates (paper in
U.S.A. only, plastic, or Styrofoam); scouring
pads and powder; shampoos; shaving cream
and gel; shaving lotion; silver polish; skin
creams; soaps; stick deodorant; suntan lotion;
talcum powder (100% talc); toilet bowl
cleaner; water filters; and wax paper.
----MISCELLANY
KROGER does a special production of
Passover milk and orange juice.
MEMORIES. Many of us remember our

mothers’ and grandmothers’ special desserts
and Passover dishes. All of the hard work and
love that went into making these dishes kosher
for Passover certainly are what make them so
memorable.
KOSHER-FOR-PASSOVER CATERERS. At
this time, the following caterers are producing
kosher-for-Passover food: A Kosher Touch,
678-495-4112; For All Occasions & More
Catering, 404-953-8157; Griller’s Pride, 770454-8108; and The Kosher Gourmet, 404-6361114.
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT PREPASSOVER preparation classes, call the
AKC, at 404-634-4063.
KOSHER DAY AT THE BRAVES is
scheduled for Sunday, May 21. Details will be
coming soon.
----The Atlanta Kashruth Commission (AKC)
and others sources, including Kashrut.com,
have Passover lists with updated information.
To receive our e-mail alerts and kashruth
updates, contact the AKC office at 404-6344063, or sign up at kosheratlanta.org.
The AKC wishes you and your family a
happy and kosher Passover.
Rabbi Reuven Stein is director of supervision
for the Atlanta Kashruth Commission, a nonprofit organization dedicated to promoting
kashruth through education, research, and
supervision.

American Guild of Judaic Art celebrates synagogue art
Many U.S. synagogues are known for
their beautiful ambience, thanks to the work
of talented architects, interior designers,
artisans, and artists who create the structure,
furnishings, and ritual objects, ranging from
small Torah pointers (yads) to huge stainedglass windows.
For the past 26 years, the American Guild
of Judaic Art (AGJA), a premier Judaic arts
organization, has designated March “Jewish
Arts Month.” The timing corresponds with the
reading of the Torah portion about the artisan
Bezelal’s role in creating the Holy Temple.
For Jewish Art Month 2017, the AGJA is
encouraging synagogues to purchase and
exhibit Judaic art and invite visual artists to be
artists-in-residence.
In the Jewish tradition, creating aweinspiring prayer spaces is traced to Exodus.
The Hebrews were ordered by G-d to create
a richly decorated Ark of the Covenant. “I
have singled out Bezalel…. I have endowed
him with a divine spirit of skill, ability and
knowledge in every kind of craft; to make
designs for work in gold, silver, and copper….”
Art historian Joy Ungerleider-Mayerson,
author of Jewish Folk Art, wrote that, along
with the Bible, the Kabbalah also strongly
influenced synagogue design. “There is a
mystical strain in Jewish tradition that revels in

the very physical nature of the splendor of the
Temple, and of all subsequent Jewish houses
of worship,” she wrote. In the 16th-century
Zohar, Ungerleider-Mayerson adds, it’s
written that “the synagogue should be a place
of great beauty...wonderfully decorated, for it
is an earthly copy of a heavenly prototype.”
[Zohar Beshalach, p. 186, Joy Ungerleider, p.
227]
AGJA board member, Judaic needlework
designer, and mixed-media artist Flora
Rosefsky, of Atlanta, notes, “Synagogue
sanctuaries, with particularly beautiful
architecture, become even more inspiring
with carefully selected or commissioned
Judaic art, such as ark doors, Torah covers,
or ner tamid (eternal lights). The pieces work
together to enhance one’s prayer experience,
acknowledging that one is literally being
transported into a newly-discovered sacred
moment in space and time.”
A similar philosophy is expressed by
AGJA woodcarver Gabriel Bass, who lives
in Israel and heads a workshop of artisans
who make exquisite synagogue installations
from wood, glass, and metal. Asked about
his guiding design principal, Bass responded,
“Although Hashem has no form, we live in the
physical world that he has given us. It is our

duty be a partner of creation with Hashem.
The purpose of our material art is to impress
upon the heart and soul the reflection of who
we are as a people. We have particular interest
in relaying our history to the next generation.
The more that we can spark a flame that will
continue to burn within the Jewish memory,
the stronger will be our identity, unity, and
prayer.”
AGJA was founded in 1991 by a group of
New Yorkers, and its membership now spans
the globe. Their passion: Hiddur mitzvoth—
making art to beautify Jewish practices.
Claude
Riedel,
of
Minneapolis,
Minnesota, is best known for his ner tamid.
“The 16th-century Kabbalist Isaac Luria
wrote of how the vessels of light holding
the energy of God shattered. My work is an
effort to take those shards and make them into
something whole and holy.” See his work at
clauderiedelart.com and jewishart.org/artist/
claude-riedel.
Gabriel Bass, who now resides in Moshav
Mata, Israel, produces the highest quality
synagogue furnishings. His company, Bass
Synagogue Furniture, creates solid wood,
glass, and metal designs for contemporary
and traditional aron kodeshes, bimahs,
shtenders, ner tamids, Elijah’s chair, and

Claude Reidel, Ner Tamid, Temple
Israel, Tallahassee, Florida
more, and also offers courses for local and
international craftsmen. Learn more at
basssynagoguefurniture.com and jewishart.
org/artist/gabriel-bass.
See AGJA, page 42
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By Belle Klavonsky

TOPS AT TECH. Fifteen Davis Academy
students took first-place honors in the 2017
Georgia Independent and Home School
Regional Technology Fair, making Davis
the competition’s top winning school. Their
projects advanced to the state competition
in March. The first-place finishers are:
Avi Frank, Device Modification; Leah
Green, Project Programming; Sarah Menis,
Robotics; Jack Baylin and Maccabee
Anderson, Digital Game Design; Julia
Moss, Internet Applications; Jordan Frank,
Digital Game Design; Aidan Kramer and
Logan Katz, Animation; Alexa Rubin,
Graphic Design; Eleonora Perez-Rubio,
3D Modeling; Matthew Szabo and Stuart
Cohen, Animation; Jacob Rubin, Graphic
Design; and Carson Wolff, Tech Literacy
Challenge. Pictured: Davis Academy’s
first-, second-, and third-place Tech Fair
winners

TED TALKS. The Davis Academy applied
for and was selected to align a half-year
long eighth-grade project with the TED ED
Club platform for this school year. Students
researched a topic and created a TED-style
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talk in the form of a video presentation.
Topics ranged from how gaming affects the
mind and personality to an investigation
into the lack of funding for the arts. Here,
students Felicity Negin and Isabella
Baker share their TED Talk project about
nutritional programs.

playing the xylophones are: (front, from
left) Tatum Sasine, Owen Peretz, Nava
Evans, and Rebecca Sobel; and (back) Eli
Bier, Jake Carlin, Sophia Molinari, Graham
Antin, and Sophia Nowak.

WARM MITZVAH. With health and
wellness as their year-long class mitzvah
theme, Davis Academy fourth-graders
finished fun edges on 40 colorful, warm,
and fuzzy blankets, to comfort the young
patients at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta
hospitals. Harrison Bucovetsky (from left),
Nate Friedman, Samantha Iroff, and Ashley
Dryburgh finish off a super hero-themed
blanket.

HIGH TOUCH, HIGH TECH. Davis
Academy kindergarten students donned
safety goggles for a morning of science
experiments with visiting “Scientist A.”
Here, Drew Cohen, right, adds vinegar to
a soapy solution that will soon turn into a
bubbly volcanic eruption.

A GREAT PAIR. Pairing students of
different ages is a winning strategy at
The Davis Academy. The older student
has a chance to be a role model, while the
younger one enjoys positive, one-on-one
attention. Besides, it’s fun for all. Here,
fifth-grader Grace Wolf, right, and Mechina
student Samantha London enjoy working on
an activity together.

EPSTEIN AT TECHNOLOGY FAIR. Ten
Epstein students took first-place honors at
the 2017 Georgia Independent and Home
School Regional Technology Fair. These
exceptional students demonstrated their
mastery of technology and will now go on
to compete at the 2017 Georgia Educational
Technology
Fair.
Epstein
students
experience a student-centered environment
with advanced technology from a very early
age, helping them develop their passions and
become critical thinkers who are confident,
creative, and innovative. Pictured: (top,
from left) Elliot Lapp, Emma Cohen, Moira
Poh, Shai Bachar, and Miriam Nadler; and
(bottom) Kira Nadler, Amelia Heller, Tyler
Silberman, Samantha Dubovy, and Alanna
Diamond

MUSICAL SHOWCASE Davis Academy
first-graders performed for their families,
sharing their music knowledge and skills.
Students introduced the songs, sang as a
group, and played instruments. Shown here

BASKETBALL CHAMPS. The Epstein
School Boys A Basketball Team took home
the first-place trophy at the 2017 MAAC
Championships. The Epstein Eagles played
The Galloway School and won with a score
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of 37-25. The Eagles were undefeated all
season. Pictured: (back, from left) Simon
Gersten, Ben Fox, Isaac Jaye, Jordan
Shoob, Max Young, Jaron Holzer, and
Coach Howard Galloway; and (front) Harris
Dankberg, Aaron Bock, Mitchell Cohen,
Gray Schneider, and Kiefer Sturisky

MAKERSPACE AT EPSTEIN. Every
morning before school. Epstein students
gather in the school’s makerspace. With
all kinds of supplies and gadgets, students
collaborate on the design and creation of
projects that interest them, often in response
to challenges from Media and Instructional
Technology Specialist Barri Gertz. In the
morning, students often work on projects that
incorporate STEM or STEAM components,
such as making ziplines, building bridges,
or creating musical instruments. The
makerspace is also open during the day
for teachers to bring students to engage in
designing and prototyping. Pictured: Jonah
Novoseller (left) and Levi Segal

ROSH CHODESH. Kvelling parents and
grandparents filled the room and watched
as Epstein third-graders celebrated their
milestone with a Rosh Chodesh (the
beginning of the month) tefilah experience
in the Cavalier Bet Tefilat. Epstein thirdgrade students demonstrated their Hebrew
language skills, knowledge of the Torah
readings, and the importance of Rosh
Chodesh. The new moon is a time to
celebrate and express our gratitude to God
for the renewal of life and our hopefulness
for the future. Rabbi Gelber, together with
our local rabbis, blessed the children.
Pictured: (front, from left) Sadie Shapiro,
Lauren Dobkin, and Graham Goodhart; and
(back) Samuel Koppel and Lexi Heinzmann
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a little girl who was very attached to her
plush stuffed kangaroo. Her doda (aunt),
safta (grandmother), sabba (grandfather),
and various family friends kept bringing her
new stuffed animals. Eventually, there was
not enough space in the little girl’s bed for
all of her stuffed animals, so she gave the
new ones to her baby brother (shown here)
and kept her beloved kangaroo.

EPSTEIN FOURTH GRADERS HAVE
HEART. Under the guidance of parent
and cardiologist Dr. Jacob Blatt, Epstein
fourth-grade students were offered a unique
and up-close opportunity to examine and
explore the fascinating workings of the
heart. From valves controlling direction
of flow to the pumping of blood through
the four chambers of the heart, Dr. Blatt
discussed the role the circulatory system
plays in keeping our bodies operating and
the importance of taking care of our hearts.
Pictured: Sophie Carmel (left) and Lindsay
Greenwald

BRACHOS BEE. TDSA fourth- and
fifth-grade girls recently participated in a
brachos (blessings) bee. The girls received
a study booklet, compiled by TDSA Rebbe
Michael Alterman, that contained brachos
for many foods. (Different types of food
require different brachos.) Pictured here are
the brachos bee finalists.

salutatorian, Rebecca (Becca) Simonoff,
and valedictorian, Rivka (Becky) Arbiv,
students with the second highest and highest
grade point averages, respectively. This
achievement reflects four years of hard work
and dedication. Their love for academics,
their Jewish community, and helping others
is a true reflection of Weber School values.
THE TEMPLE BOMBING. Weber students
and faculty travelled to the Alliance Theatre,
for a special performance of The Temple
Bombing and a “talk back” session with
the play’s cast and crew. The following
day, Weber hosted esteemed author Melissa
Fay Greene, whose book The Temple
Bombing inspired the Alliance Theatre’s
production; she is the recipient of many
awards, including the Robert F. Kennedy
Book Award and the Southern Book Critics
and Circle Award. Ms. Greene shared her
inspiration for writing about The Temple
bombing and spoke about the political and
cultural climate of Atlanta during the Civil
Rights era.
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has ever made it in the competition—against
Grady High School. It was a valiant end to a
rigorous, emotional season. Congratulations
to the Mock Trial team members: Josh
Lipton, Ira Livnat, Asher Stadler, Shira
Brown, Paul Murry, Mattie Rosen, Rosa
Brown, Josh Marx, Isaac Weissman, Sadie
Levy, Caroline Schneider, and Sammy
Weiss-Cowie.

RESPECT MY RED WEEK. In honor of
national Teen Dating Violence Awareness
month, Weber Wellness sponsored the
RESPECT MY RED campaign to educate
students about healthy relationships
and dating. The movement began last
See CLASS NOTES, page 42

EVERYTHING ON A WAFFLE PARTY.
The sixth-grade girls at Torah Day School
of Atlanta read the book, Everything on a
Waffle by Polly Horvath. Upon completion
of the book, the girls celebrated with a
waffle party.

TU B’SHEVAT TREE. In honor of Tu
B’Shevat, the first-grade girls at TDSA
created beautiful trees, made entirely from
dried fruit, to take home and enjoy.

A GIRL AND HER KANGAROO. TDSA’s
first-grade students presented a play, entirely
in Hebrew, to students in kindergarten
through second grade. The play featured

100 DAYS OF SCHOOL. To celebrate the
100th day of school at Torah Day School of
Atlanta, kindergarten students dressed up
as if they were 100 years old. Here’s one of
them!

VISITING GRANDFATHER. TDSA loves
visitors. One student’s grandfather wrote a
story incorporating all of the kindergarten
children and teachers. The class loved it
when he visited recently and read the story
to them.

WEBER
2017
SALUTATORIAN
AND VALEDICTORIAN. The Weber
School is proud to recognize this year’s

WEBER’S STAR STUDENT. Weber’s
2017 STAR student is Ross Williams
(pictured). The Professional Association of
Georgia Educators recognizes seniors from
each participating high school who achieve
the highest SAT score on any single test date
and are among the top 10 percent or top 10
students in their class, based on GPA. Each
STAR student then names the teacher who
has been most instrumental in the student’s
academic development. Ross, the son of
Randi and Mitchell Williams, chose as his
STAR teacher Technology Instructor Dr.
Michael Chalmers, who helped Ross start
the robotics club and provided numerous
other opportunities.

MOCK TRIAL BREAKS WEBER
RECORD. On February 19, Weber’s Mock
Trial team (pictured) took on the opposing
region’s champion team, The Wesleyan
School. Weber swept all four individual
awards in both courtrooms and earned a spot
in the District Finals—the farthest Weber
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(bottom) third place. English teacher Dave
Byron made this incredible day possible.
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September, when Katie Koestner, a date
rape survivor, activist, and author, spoke
at Weber. RESPECT MY RED highlights
included: faculty and students wearing red
to promote the campaign; students selling
Krispy Kreme donuts to raise money for the
Partnership Against Domestic Violence’s
shelter; students posting “Healthy Selfies”
(pictured here) on social media while
wearing red; and Partnership Against
Domestic Violence Teen Empowerment
Advocate Claire Lisco speaking to students.

THE POWER OF ONE. AJA student Thelet
Bunder (pictured) and M’silot teacher
Jennifer Zindler were honored February
26, at the Power of One 2017, celebrating
Jewish Disability Awareness & Inclusion
Month. The event, hosted by the Jewish
Abilities Alliance and the Jewish Federation
of Greater Atlanta, took place at the Selig
Center.

AJA NACHAS. Dan Jutan (pictured)
is Atlanta Jewish Academy’s PAGE
Foundation STAR student; his STAR
teacher is Bill Shillito. Dan earned this
honor for having the highest SAT score of
all AJA seniors; he selected Bill Shillito
as his STAR teacher for encouraging him
to learn the most he could from each of
his classes. The PAGE STAR recognizes
Georgia’s highest-achieving high school
seniors and the teachers most instrumental
in their academic development. Pictured
here is Dan Jutan

DEAN’S LIST. AJA student Shaun
Regenbaum (pictured) was named to the
Dean’s List for Fall 2016 at Georgia State
University. To be eligible for the Dean’s
List, degree-seeking students with a
minimum Georgia State cumulative GPA of
2.00 must earn a 3.50 GPA for the semester
and complete at least nine semester hours of
academic credit with no incompletes. Shaun
is currently taking classes at Georgia State
through joint enrollment.

TECH FAIR. AJA students made their mark
at this year’s Regional Technology Fair.

AGJA

From page 39

Gabriel Bass, mounted Ner Tamid
Crown, Sons of Israel Synagogue,
Queens, NY
Zehava Benyamin is a Jerusalem-based
designer and manufacturer who makes Torah
arks, decorative wall coverings, lighting, and
more. Her works are rich in ancient Jewish
motifs and a mixture of figurative and abstract
motifs, using shape symmetry and asymmetry,
the play of light, and shadow. Learn more
about her work at zehavabenyamin.com and
jewishart.org/artist/zehava-benyamin.
Atlanta artist and educator Flora Rosefsky
creates Judaic–inspired mixed-media collages
and designs for community quilts, and she
coordinates the fabrication of synagogue
Torah covers, Sukkot banners, and other

FOR A GOOD CAUSE. For the annual
Cause Fair, AJA Upper School students
chose a cause important to them, researched
it, wrote a persuasive paper, and made a
presentation to their peers to raise public
awareness of some of the critical social
issues we face today. The winners were:
Nicole Dori, (top) first place; Medad Lytton,
(middle) second place; and Yitzi Zolty,
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First-place winners were Adam Berkowitz,
Digital
Photo
Production;
Paulina
Lebowitz, Digital Photo Production; Shiraz
Agichtein, Graphic Design; Zach Amdur,
Internet Applications; Dan Jutan, Internet
Applications; Shaun Regenbaum, Tech
Programming Challenge; and Dan Jutan,
Tech Programming Challenge. The secondplace winner was Shaun Regenbaum,
Technology Literacy Challenge. Third-place
winners were Sam Wachtel, 3D Modeling;
Ilan Benamram, 3D Modeling; Zachary
Agichtein, Animation; and Kayla Joel, 3D
Modeling. Pictured are Ilan Benamram,
Zach Amdur, and Adam Berkowitz.

items celebrating Jewish events. Whether it’s
an appliqué quilt, a stained-glass window, a
ketubah, or a paper cutout, Rosefsky combines
fluid movements of line with an intuitive sense
of color and composition. Rosefsky also leads
workshops and artist residencies for all age
groups and families in schools, synagogues,
JCCs, Hillel centers, museums, and her
Decatur, Georgia, studio. See her work at
florarosefsky.com or jewishart.org/artist/florarosefsky.

Flora Rosefsky, Torah covers for
Temple Sinai, Atlanta
To learn more about the American
Guild of Judaic Art and see more work by
these members, go to www.jewishart.org.
Visitors can browse the work of the guild’s
woodworkers, sculptors, painters, illustrators,
glass artists, fiber artists, ceramicists,
metalworkers, paper cutters, mixed media
artists, calligraphers, and more; vew an
online exhibition; and access a teaching artist
resource directory.
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Kosher Affairs Recipes ontinued from page 36
Passover Friendly Recipes
Mango Salad with Caramelized Pecans
One of my favorite salads for Passover
or anytime—colorful, sweet, tart, and
delicious.
Make approximately four
Double or triple as needed.

servings.

Pecans:
1/2 cup pecan halves
2 teaspoons olive oil
6 teaspoons brown sugar
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
Salad:
4 cups fresh baby spinach or lettuce greens
1/2 cup dried cranberries
2 tablespoons olive oil
6 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
2 mangoes, cut into chunks
Add olive oil to pan; combine pecan
halves, brown sugar, and cinnamon. Cook
over medium heat until pecans are toasted.
Spread pecans on wax or parchment
paper, and allow to cool completely.
Whisk together 2 tablespoons olive
oil and 6 tablespoons vinegar; season
with salt and pepper. Toss dressing with
spinach or lettuce, until well coated. Add
mangoes, dried cranberries, and pecans.
Toss and serve.
Optional: Substitute halved fresh
strawberries for cranberries. Substitute
romaine or leaf lettuce for spinach.
----Skillet Roasted Lemon Chicken
by Ina Garten
Adapted from Cooking for Jeffrey,
Clarkson Potter Publishers
From Ina: “I have the butcher butterfly
the chicken, so all I do is grind the thyme,
fennel seeds*, salt, and pepper, mix with
olive oil, and brush it on the chicken.
When the lemon slices are roasted and
caramelized, you can eat them with the
chicken.”
1 teaspoon fennel seeds (omit at
Passover)*
2 teaspoons fresh thyme leaves
Kosher salt and freshly ground black
pepper
1/3 cup good olive oil
1 lemon, halved and sliced ¼ inch thick
(see note)
1 yellow onion, halved and sliced 1/4 inch
thick
2 large garlic cloves, thinly sliced
1 (4-pound) chicken, backbone removed
and butterflied
1/2 cup dry white wine, such as Pinot
Grigio
Juice of 1 lemon
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Preheat the oven to 450 degrees.
Place the thyme, 1tablespoon salt, and
1teaspoon pepper in a mini food processor,
and process until ground. Pour the olive oil
into a small glass measuring cup, stir in the
herb mixture, and set aside.
Distribute the lemon slices in a 12-inch
cast-iron skillet, with onion and garlic on
top. Place the chicken, skin side down, on
top of the onion, and brush with about half
the oil/herb mixture. Turn the chicken skin
side up; pat it dry with paper towels—this is
very important—and brush all over with the
rest of the oil and herb mixture.
Roast the chicken for 30 minutes. Pour
the wine into the pan (not on the chicken!)
and roast for another 10 to 15 minutes,
until a meat thermometer inserted into the
thickest part of the breast registers 155160 degrees. Remove the chicken from the
oven, sprinkle it with the lemon juice, cover
the skillet tightly with aluminum foil, and
allow to rest for 10-15 minutes. (Sometimes
I sprinkle the chicken with minced fresh
rosemary, before allowing it to rest.) Cut the
chicken into quarters or eighths, sprinkle
with salt, and serve hot, with the pan juices,
cooked lemon, and onion.
Note: Remove the ends of the lemon,
cut in half through the stem ends, and slice
thinly crosswise. To make ahead, put the
chicken in the pan, and refrigerate for a few
hours before roasting.
*Ina’s original recipe adds 1 teaspoon
of fennel seeds to the spice mix. Fennel
seeds are considered kitniyot at Passover
and are not recommended for Ashkenazi
Jews.
----Quinoa Pilaf
A Scher family favorite
1 lb. package quinoa
1 sweet red bell pepper, diced
1 onion, diced
2 stalks celery, diced
3–4 teaspoons chicken bouillon powder
Black pepper to taste
1/3 cup olive oil
Buy rinsed quinoa, or rinse quinoa in a
fine strainer to remove bitter coating. (This
is the key to success—and since the quinoa
is so fine, it requires a strainer with tiny
holes.)
When drained and dry, sauté quinoa in
some of the olive oil, until toasty brown.
Put quinoa in about 6 cups of cold
water, and add 3 teaspoons of bouillon
powder. Bring to a boil, cover, and simmer
until “squiggly,” approximately 20 minutes.
Drain well.
Sauté vegetables in remainder of olive

oil.

Season with black pepper, add 1 more
teaspoon of bouillon powder, and stir. Add
cooked and drained quinoa. Stir to combine.
Put in an oven-safe dish, and bake at
325 degrees, for approximately 20 minutes,
just until heated throughout. Serve warm.
Optional: Add almonds, apricots,
raisins, currants, and/or sautéed mushrooms.
----Mock-aroni and Cheese
Adapted from a family recipe shared by our
friend Susan Londe
This is the perfect Passover comfort food for
mac and cheese lovers. Our panel of tasters
gave it two thumbs up.

the whisk attachment, on high speed,
beat egg yolks until thick, gradually
adding sugar. Continue beating on high
speed for a full 5 minutes, until mixture
is pale yellow and thick. Reduce speed;
add melted chocolate, beating until just
incorporated.
In a second bowl, on high speed, beat
egg whites with salt to stiff peaks. Using
a spatula, fold chocolate mixture into
whites, gently mixing until combined
well and no streaks of white are visible.
Remove 4 cups of batter; refrigerate.
Pour remaining batter into prepared pan.
Bake for 25 minutes. Turn off oven;
let pan stand in oven for 5 minutes.
Remove from oven; let cool. Cake will
settle and fall a bit, but that’s expected.
Once cake is completely cooled, spread
with reserved 4 cups batter. Freeze until
ready to serve.
Cut into wedges while frozen; let
thaw about 10 minutes before serving, so
that the mousse is nice and creamy.
*I recommend using pasteurized
eggs, since some of the eggs are
uncooked.
-----

Serves about 12
3 eggs
3 1/2 cups matzo farfel or broken up matzo
1/2 lb. cheddar cheese, shredded or cut into
small pieces
1 cup milk
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
2 cups sour cream
1 stick butter, cut into about 16 pieces
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Spray a 9”
x 13” or 2-quart dish with oil, or spread with
some butter, and set aside.
Whisk together milk, eggs salt, pepper,
and sour cream, and pour over farfel
mixture. In a greased baking dish, layer half
of farfel mixture. Spread 1/2 of the cheese
and cut-up butter over top. Add the rest of
the farfel mixture, and top with remainder of
the cheese and butter.
Cover dish with foil, and bake 30
minutes. Remove foil, and bake 15 minutes
more or until brown .
----Flourless Chocolate Mousse Cake
Recipe courtesy of Artscroll Publishing,
excerpted from Our Table by Renee Muller
Makes approximately 8 servings.
8 ounces good quality parve chocolate (I
use Schmerling’s Noblesse)
1 tablespoon instant coffee granules
8 eggs, separated*
2/3 cup sugar
1/8 teaspoon salt
Using a double boiler or microwave,
melt the chocolate until smooth, stirring
from time to time. Add coffee; stir to
combine. Set aside.
In the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with

Chocolate Truffles
Passover-friendly decadent bites of
chocolate and cream are actually easy to
make. These can be made parve or dairy.
We based our recipe on one from Ina
Garten, the Barefoot Contessa.
Makes about 30 to 40 truffles.
1 lb. pound semisweet chocolate, such as
Alprose or Schmerling
1 cup dairy or parve heavy cream
2 tablespoons orange liqueur, optional
1 tablespoon prepared hot coffee
1/2 teaspoon good vanilla extract
confectioners sugar, cocoa powder, or
finely chopped nuts
Chop the chocolates finely, with a
sharp knife or in processor. Place them in
a heatproof mixing bowl.
Heat the cream in a small saucepan,
until it just boils. Turn off the heat and
allow the cream to sit for 20 seconds.
Optional: pour the cream through a
fine-meshed sieve into the bowl with
chocolate. With a wire whisk, slowly
stir the cream and chocolate together,
until the chocolate is completely melted.
Whisk in the liqueur (if using), coffee,
and the vanilla. Cool on the counter for
about an hour, then refrigerate for an hour
or two.
With a small ice cream scoop or
2 spoons, spoon balls of the chocolate
mixture onto a baking sheet lined with
parchment paper.
Refrigerate for another 30 minutes,
to firm up a bit. Roll in confectioners
sugar, cocoa powder, finely chopped
coconut, and/or nuts. Refrigerate, but
See RECIPES, page 45
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TIKKUN OLAM. One of the fundamentals
of Judaism is to make this world a better
place. Jewish Student Union (JSU) founder
and Executive Director Rabbi Chaim
Neiditch recently imparted this concept
of tikkun olam to hundreds of Greater
Atlanta teens. Rabbi Neiditch stressed that
a common way to put the concept of tikkun
olam into practice is by giving one’s time
and money, via charity—tzedakah.
The teens learned why it was an
important Jewish value and virtue to be
giving of their time and money to others,
whether individuals, special causes, or
foundations.
In discussion groups, teens spoke about
different causes near and dear to them.
They then decorated their very own wooden
tzedakah boxes, which would be used to
collect funds for their chosen causes.
There’s no better way to bring home
the importance of an idea than by directly
putting it into practice. That’s something the
teens learned firsthand and a message they’re
now able to spread to others—furthering
the positive cycle of giving by retelling the
stories behind their own tzedakah boxes.

PREPARING
FOOD
FOR
THE
HOMELESS. A special charitable project,
inspired by the concepts of tikkun olam
and tzedakah, was spearheaded by Rabbi
Neiditch, as he led members of 13 clubs
across greater Atlanta in preparing food for
the region’s homeless.
Since tzedakah and tikkum olam hold
true regardless of a person’s religion, as
it’s important to care for all the world’s
inhabitants, it was thus with great vigor that
hundreds of teens participated in this noble
program.
Aside from packing the food into
lunch bags, the teens also decorated the
bags with positive thoughts, well wishes,
and messages of encouragement and hope.
Thousands of sandwiches were then brought
to a children’s shelter in downtown Atlanta
for distribution to the homeless.

throughout the night, enjoying activities
such as an extreme ropes course, laser tag,
bowling, and, of course, unlimited arcade
games.
With so many hundreds of participants
in attendance, it couldn’t help but be noted
that the All Nighter enabled Jewish teens
from all over the Greater Atlanta region
to share a special unifying bond. Some
established new friendships and even made
plans to become future college roommates.
The event resonated perfectly with
Rabbi Neiditch’s vision for JSU, as a way to
bring together the many young Jews across
the region and help to form a community
among them. For many of the teens, the All
Nighter was their first Jewish-themed event.
As with every JSU event, word of its
success has spread widely, and requests
have already started pouring in from other
schools in the area to open additional JSU
clubs over the coming school year.
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Teens from around the greater
Atlanta area enjoy JSU’s All Nighter.

JSU’s 7th Annual All Nighter

Teens make new friends at the All
Nighter.

Teens at Alpharetta High School JSU
make sandwich bags with messages
of hope.

At Centennial High School, teens in
JSU learn about the importance of
philanthropy.

Johns Creek High School
members make sandwiches.
JSU members at Dunwoody High
School JSU create tzedakah boxes
for organizations that are important
to them and that they would like to
support.

Lassiter High School JSU teens
discuss the deep-seated value of
giving tzedakah.

JSU

ALL NIGHTER. The JSU recently hosted
its 7th Annual Jewish Teen Unity All
Nighter, Atlanta’s largest Jewish teen event
of the year, and it was the most successful
one yet. Four hundred participants from 58
schools in the Greater Atlanta area took part
in what could aptly be deemed an event that
transcends denominations and unified all
the area’s Jewish teens.
The “opening ceremony” of the event,
which took place on a Saturday night,
was actually the “closing ceremony”
of Shabbat, as JSU teen leaders led an
uplifting havdalah, which included words
of inspiration from Rabbi Neiditch. Then, it
was “on your mark, get set, go!” for the All
Nighter, as teens took part in go-kart races
to open the festivities at Andretti’s.
Everyone
stayed
wide
awake

Special in Uniform
From page 33

are the simplest in concept. Just give these
young adults the opportunity, and they’ll give
you everything they have. We saw it with our
own eyes. The “special” part of this program
for me is that we take these young adults, who
may have been destined to be “left behind,”
and we bring them forward, to be a full-fledged
part of Israeli society. This was not possible 70
years ago, when my brother was born; no such
program, no such opportunity, no such vision
existed. SIU gives these young adults, their
siblings, and their parents incredible reason to
hope and helps deliver on the hope.
The next morning, we visited another
Air Force base, where we attended an initial
introduction ceremony for a new unit of autism
spectrum teenagers. We watched these young
adults with challenges bravely march into the
room and face an audience packed with military
personnel, family, friends, instructors, and JNF
lay leaders. We were all rooting for them to
succeed! We knew this was a pivotal moment
for the young adults and their families. Then, we
turned to look at the faces of the parents. They
wore broad smiles and tears of joy. When we
looked closer, we also read hope in their eyes.
We understood that for these loving parents,
there was so much at stake here. They needed
to believe their adult children would have
a promising future. A chance to fit in, learn a
skill, and contribute to society in a meaningful
way. A way to fully grow into adulthood with
dignity. They were counting on SIU to change
the trajectory of their adult children’s lives.

The base commander, a colonel, pulled all
of his senior officers into the event, and two of
his senior officers spoke at length about the SIU
program. The whole program was in Hebrew, so
we understood very little. But it was clear the
IDF officers had the utmost respect for these
young adults, as they carefully pinned each
new SIU soldier. I felt very privileged to have
the opportunity to pin a few of these soldiers, as
well. And, as I looked into their eyes, I could see
that they possessed a unique kind of courage,
having already fought against so many obstacles
in their young lives. At the conclusion of the
ceremony, we witnessed the light in their faces,
the pride of their parents, the hearty handshakes
and enthusiastic applause. No English translation
was necessary. The icing on the cake was when a
father, with tears in his eyes, came up to us after
the event, said “toda,” and shook our hands. One
word from a father made everything we do for
Jewish National Fund and SIU program worth
every hour and every dollar.
On the plane back home, Roni and I
wondered how programs like SIU change
people’s lives. We talked about the ripple
effect that goes way beyond the special-needs
populations SIU serves. The parents, the siblings,
the people our program members interact with
(such as “typical” soldiers), and we donors
all benefit from the goal of a stronger, more
inclusive Israeli society. We can all help make
this happen. Beyond our financial contributions,
we individually bring skills, capabilities, and
work experiences to the table that can help these
programs become stronger and more sustainable.
We arrived back to Atlanta with a strong feeling
that we do have a voice in Israel, as the Jewish
National Fund tagline says.
Alan Wolk is co-president and Atlanta chair of
Special in Uniform, U.S. Board of Governors.
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Recipes

From page 43

bring to room temperature when serving.
These keep in refrigerator for weeks.
----Fudgy Chocolate Bundt Cake
with Coffee Glaze
Recipe courtesy
of Artscroll
Publishing,
excerpted from
Perfect for
Pesach by Naomi
Nachman (By the
way, this book
would make a
perfect Passover
hostess gift!)
From Naomi: “My friend Melinda Strauss
is an expert at baking gluten-free and paleo,
and she kindly volunteered to create the
perfect Bundt cake for my book. Batch
after batch of Bundt cakes emerged from
my oven, until we finally had one that had
everyone saying, ‘This is Pesach cake?!’”
2 1/2 cups almond flour
1 cup cocoa powder
1/2 cup potato starch
1 tablespoon instant coffee granules
1 1/2 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoon kosher salt
1 1/2 cups sugar
1/2 cup oil
1 tablespoon imitation vanilla extract
6 eggs
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Grease a
Bundt pan well; set aside.
In a small bowl, whisk together almond
flour, cocoa powder, potato starch, coffee,
baking powder, and salt. Set aside.
In a separate bowl, whisk together
sugar, oil, vanilla, and eggs. Add dry
ingredients; stir to combine.
Pour batter into Bundt pan; bake 40-45
minutes, until toothpick inserted into the
center comes out clean. Cool completely.
Remove from pan; top with glaze.
Coffee Glaze
1 cup powdered sugar
1 tablespoon brewed coffee
1 teaspoon oil
In a small bowl, whisk together all
ingredients to form a glaze. If the glaze is
too thick to pour, add water, 1/2 teaspoon
at a time, until desired texture is reached.
Pour glaze over cooled cake. This is freezer
friendly and parve.
An extra note: please visit my website
koshereye.com for hundreds of everyday
and Passover recipes.
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Passover Ingredient Substitutions
By Eileen Goltz of Confidentiallykosher.com

plus 1/2 cup water

1 oz. baking chocolate (unsweetened
chocolate) = 3 tablespoons unsweetened
cocoa powder plus 1 tablespoon oil or
melted margarine

1 cup sweetened condensed milk = 1 cup
brown sugar + 2 eggs + 2 tablespoons
potato starch + 1/2 tsp. baking powder + 1/2
teaspoon salt

16 oz. semi-sweet chocolate = 6 tablespoons
unsweetened cocoa powder plus 1/4 cup oil
and 7 tablespoons granulated sugar

Italian Seasoning = 1/4 teaspoon each dried
oregano leaves, dried marjoram leaves, and
dried basil leaves, plus 1/8 teaspoon rubbed
dried sage. This can be substituted for 1 1/2
teaspoons Italian seasoning.

14 oz. sweet chocolate (German-type) = 3
tablespoons unsweetened cocoa powder plus
2 2/3 tablespoons oil and 4 1/2 tablespoons
granulated sugar
1 cup confectioners sugar = 1 cup granulated
sugar minus 1 tablespoon sugar plus 1
tablespoon potato starch, pulsed in a food
processor or blender
1 cup sour milk or buttermilk for dairy
baking = 1 tablespoon lemon juice in a 1
cup measure, then fill to 1 cup with Passover
nondairy creamer. Stir and steep 5 minutes.
1 cup molasses =1 cup honey (And vice
versa; similar consistency and sweetness,
but the flavor will be somewhat different.)
1 cup vanilla sugar = 1 cup granulated sugar
with 1 split vanilla bean, left for at least 24
hours in a tightly covered jar
1 cup marshmallow cream (2.5 ounces) =
8 large marshmallows or 1 cup miniature
marshmallows
1 cup of flour = 5/8 cup matzo cake meal
or potato starch, or a combination sifted
together
1 cup corn starch = 7/8 cup potato starch
1 teaspoon cream of tartar = 1 1/2 teaspoons
lemon juice or 1 1/2 teaspoons vinegar
1 cup graham cracker crumbs = 1 cup
ground cookies
1 cup schmaltz = 2 cups caramelized onions,
chopped
1 cup bread crumbs = 1 cup matzo meal
1 cup matzo meal = 3 matzos ground in a
food processor
1 cup matzo cake meal = 1 cup plus 2
tablespoons matzo meal, finely ground in a
blender or food processor and sifted
3 crumbled matzos = 2 cups matzo farfel
Chicken fat or gribenes = 2 caramelized
onions (Sauté 2 sliced onions in 2 tablespoon
oil and 2 tablespoons sugar. Cook until
onions are soft and golden, then puree.)
1 cup milk (for baking) = 1 cup water plus 2
tablespoons margarine, or 1/2 cup fruit juice

Curry Powder = 2 tablespoons ground
coriander, 1 tablespoon black pepper, 2
tablespoons red pepper, 2 tablespoons
turmeric, and 2 tablespoons ground ginger.
Makes 2/3 cup.
Rice vinegar = 3 tablespoons lime juice,
plus 2 teaspoons sugar
Cider vinegar = 2 tablespoons lemon juice,
plus 1 tablespoon orange juice
Water chestnuts = raw jicama
Orange liqueur = equal amount of frozen
orange juice concentrate
Chili sauce, 1 cup = 1 cup tomato sauce, 1/4
cup brown sugar, 2 tablespoons vinegar, 1/4
teaspoon cinnamon, dash of ground cloves,
and dash of allspice
1 cup honey = 1 1/4 cups granulated sugar
plus 1/4 cup water
1 cup corn syrup = 1 1/4 cups granulated
sugar plus 1/3 cup water, boiled until syrupy
1 tablespoon flour = 1/2 tablespoon potato
starch
1 teaspoon baking powder = 1/4 teaspoon
baking soda plus 1/2 teaspoon cream
of tartar; if keeping for awhile, add 1/4
teaspoon potato starch
1 cup bread crumbs = 1 cup matzo meal
1 cup (8 ounces) cream cheese = 1 cup
cottage cheese pureed with 1/2 stick butter
or margarine
1 cup milk (for baking) = 1 cup water plus 2
tablespoons margarine, or 1/2
cup fruit juice plus 1/2 cup water, or 1 cup
almond milk (blend 1/3 cup
sliced blanched almonds with 1 cup water
until smooth)

Note: Since I no longer purchase margarine
for Passover, I use the following substitution
when baking: 1 cup of margarine or butter =
¾ cup of oil
PASSOVER SHOPPING TIPS
• When possible, use everyday products
that are considered kosher without special
Passover certification. Some examples: pure
granulated sugar; non-iodized salt; sea salt;
most whole spices; baking soda; Hershey’s
unflavored cocoa; extra virgin olive oil; raw,
whole nuts, such as pecans and almonds
without additives; salmon (such as Kirkland
brand frozen); ReaLemon and ReaLime
juices; plain tea; plain ground coffee;
unsweetened whole frozen fruit; and eggs.
• Several everyday food brands have yearround kosher for Passover certification
designated on the label—e.g. Domino’s
light and dark brown sugar.
• Prior to Passover, Breakstone’s and Publix
dairy products with Passover certification
are usually available at Publix.
• Make your own preserves. I make
homemade orange preserves and strawberry
preserves every year, using sugar, fresh
lemon, and fruit.
• Make your own vanilla sugar. I make mine
with vanilla beans.
• Use chicken bones to make your soup; for
convenience, tie them in cheesecloth.
• If you have a Passover-designated food
processor, make your own matzo meal,
matzo farfel, powdered sugar, chopped nuts,
etc. If you are thinking of purchasing a VitaMix, Blendtec, or similar high-powered
blender, pre-Passover is the time! Make
cookies and cakes when possible, instead of
purchasing.
• Freeze leftover Seder wine in ice-cube
trays or sealable plastic bags. These can be
added to recipes that call for wine.
While preparing for Passover and the
Seder, remember the real goal…arriving at
the Seder table focused on the meaning of
the Haggadah and rested enough to enjoy
the experience with family and friends.
Finally, always consult with your
rabbinical authority, or contact the Atlanta
Kashruth Commission, because Passover
guidelines change from year to year. By the
way, the AKC does offer an annual kosherfor-Passover food guide, which is perfect for
local shoppers. To receive a copy, call 404634-4063, or e-mail akc@kosheratlanta.org.
Other kosher-for-Passover guides can
be found on websites such as OUkosher.org,
star-k.org, and crcweb.org.
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There’s a funny thing that happens
when you build factories in this country.
It’s called Jobs.
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AME RIC AN J EW I S H CO M M I TTEE ATL A N TA

SELIG DISTINGUISHED
S E RV I C E AWA R D D I N N E R
HONORING

BETH & GREGG
PA R A D I E S
F EATUR I N G

DAV I D H A R R I S
AJC CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
E DWA R D A N D SA N D R A M E Y E R O F F I C E O F T H E C E O

Wednesday, May 24, 2017
Flourish Atlanta
6 PM Cocktails
7 PM Dinner & Program
Buy Tickets today for $180
www.AJCAtlanta.org/Selig2017

Shinola Watches: Crafted with pride in Detroit. Now proudly sold
in Atlanta. See our special, expanded collection at our exclusive
Midtown Shinola Boutique.
®

For questions, please contact:
Jennifer Pardee, Regional Director of Development
404.233.5501 ext. 206 or events@ajc.org

Fine jewelry, watches and art...

Amsterdam Walk + 500 L-3 Amsterdam Ave + Midtown + 404/892-8294
Decatur Square + 117 East Court Square + Decatur + 404/370-3979
www.worthmorejewelers.com

The best Jewish video
in Atlanta.
(and everywhere else on the planet)

iTunes

for JAKETV

Google Play

for JAKETV

Facebook

Web

/JakeTV.tv

JAKETV.tv

Hand-picked and bite-sized video on the experience
of being Jewish — from the hottest producers of Jewish
video in the world. Delivered fresh daily to our free app,
our Facebook page, and the JakeTV.tv website!
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50¢

of each kosher bottle sold
beneﬁts the

Atlanta Jewish Academy
Jaguar Baseball Team!
from March 15th to
April 30th

TOWERWINESPIRITS.COM
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Have a joyous Passover. And share what it means to you.
#PassoverPublix
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